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The current application of logistics in the construction industry is relatively inefficient when compared with other industries such as retail and manufacturing. The factors attributed to this inefficiency include the fragmented and short-term nature of construction process and inadequate tracking facilities on site. The inefficiency of construction logistics creates inter alia loss of materials and equipment, waste, construction delay, excessive cost and collision accident on site. Meanwhile, several information and communication technologies (ICT) have been proposed and developed by researchers to improve logistics functions such as tracking and monitoring of resources through the supply chain to the construction site. Such technologies include global positioning system (GPS), radio frequency identification devices (RFID), wireless sensors network (WSN) and geographical information system (GIS). While considerable research has been undertaken to develop the aforementioned systems, limited work has so far been done on investment justification prior to implementation.
In this research, a framework has been developed to assess the extent of construction logistics problems, measure the significances of the problems, match the problems with existing ICT-based solutions and develop a robust ready-to-use multi-criteria analysis tool that can quantify the costs and benefits of implementing several ICT-based construction logistics systems. The tool is an integrated platform of related evaluation techniques such as Fault Tree Analysis, Decision Tree Analysis, Life Cycle Cost Analysis and Multi-Attribute Utility Theory. Prior to the development of this tool, data was collected through questionnaire survey and analysed by means of statistical analysis in order to derive some foundational parameters of the tool. Quantitative research method was adopted for data collection because the processes of the tool for which the data was required are quantitative.
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RIDDOR: reporting of injuries diseases and dangerous occurrences regulation
ROI: return on investment
RR: importance ranking
RSSI: received signal strength indication
SCM: supply chain management
SDESA: simplified discrete-event simulation
SNL: Sandia National Laboratory
SMART: simple multi-attribute rating technique
SPSS: Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
TDOA: time-difference of arrival
TER: The National Plant and Equipment Register
TOA: time of arrival
UK: United Kingdom
UWB: ultra-wide band
VBA: Visual Basic for Applications
WMS: warehouse management system
WPAN: wireless personal area network
4D: four dimension


























NOTATIONS USED IN THIS RESEARCH

xj		Overall utility value of alternative j
wi 		Importance weight of attribute i
uij		Marginal utility value of alternative j with respect to attribute i
m		Number of attributes
n		Number of alternatives
y		Quantified cost or benefit of an alternative
T		Value matrix
Aj		Alternative j
Cjk		Concordance index of Aj with respect to Ak




P(A\B)		Probability of event A given the occurrence of a second event B
P(A∩B)	Probability of joint occurrence of events A and B
P(B)		Unconditional probability of event B
PCI		Projected cost of injuries
RCI		Cost of reported injuries
Eij		Expected cost of alternative j with respect to attribute i
pni		Probability for non-implementation scenario
pi		Probability for implementation scenario
pn		Probability of no-benefit from an alternative
pb		Probability of benefit from an alternative
attribute cost 	The cost of an attribute when no alternative is implemented
ICT cost	Life cycle cost of implementing an alternative
C		Capital cost
MPV		Present value of maintenance cost
RPV		Present value of replacement cost
SPV		Present value of salvage value or residual value
r		Discount rate
rreal		Real discount rate
rs		Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
di		Difference in ranks
θj		ratio of ‘probability that an event occurs’ to the ‘probability that an 		event does 	not occur’
ln(θj)		Logit
EST1_1	Predicted probability of category 1 for variable 1(SPSS code)












rand()		Random numbers function in Microsoft Excel
rank(x,y)	Rank function in Excel
P(x)		Likelihood of variable x in a gamma distribution
		Gamma function
α		Alpha: parameter of gamma function

















This chapter presents the background information to the practice of logistics in the construction industry. The current practice of construction logistics was critically explored to identify the existing problems, the causes, the effects and the existing information and communication technologies (ICT) that are applicable for the mitigation of some of the identified problems. The chapter concludes with the structural outline of this report which documents the activities carried out for the execution of aim and objectives of this research highlighted in Section 1.9.
Construction logistics can be defined as the process of mobilizing the various resources required for construction process, ensuring that the resources are productive i.e. they are in the right place at the right time at the minimum cost and creating enabling environment for construction activities i.e. ensuring safety/security, quality and efficiency (Guffond and Leconte 2005). Such resources include materials, components, equipment, people, information and technology. Efficient logistics practice can significantly enhance efficient construction process. It will reduce waste substanstially or eliminate it completely. For instance, it will reduce material or component waste by ensuring their safe delivery, storage and protection from theft and damage. It will also reduce waste of time by removing non-value-adding activities or even adding value-adding activities (Hill and Ballard, 2001).
The main objective of a logistics process is to meet customer’s requirements: minimised cost and quality service (Ghiani et al., 2004). Every part of a process plays three roles: supplier, processor and customer (Juran, 1988). Construction can be demonstrated as a process because the construction project owner is a customer to the designer; through the designer, the owner processes the design (processor) and supplies (supplier) the plans and specifications to the constructor. Since construction engineering is a process, the logistics principles that have been applied to the processes of other industries like manufacturing and retail are potentially applicable to the construction industry (Jang et al., 2003). 

1.2 	Structure of construction logistics

Good construction logistics is about ensuring that design, procurement and construction practices are optimised to enhance efficient delivery, movement and installation of materials and components on the construction site. This requires multidisciplinary processes that seek right cost, right time and right quality. These processes are:

	Material supply, storage, processing and handling.
	Manpower supply
	Schedule Control
	Site infrastructure and equipment location
	Site material flow management on a construction site
	Management of information related to all physical and services flows.

Logistics functions in construction are divided into two separate approaches: supply logistics and site logistics (Fred and Francisco, 1999). Supply logistics include specification of supply resources i.e. materials, equipment and manpower, supply planning, acquisition of resources and storage control. Supply logistics considers the multiple levels in the supply chain in order to improve the interactions between suppliers and clients (Agapiou et al., 1998, Vidalakis et al., 2011 and Wegelius-Lehtonen and Pahkala, 1998). Site logistics include management of handling systems, safety equipment, site layout, defining activity sequence and resolution of conflicts among site personnel (Fred and Francisco, 1999). Site logistics considers logistics within the construction environment and aims to improve construction performance through efficient materials handling and delivery scheduling (Ala-Risku and Karkkainen, 2006; Elsborg et al., 2004 and Veiseth et al., 2003). 
Notwithstanding all the benefits of logistics, the practice of logistics in the construction industry is still relatively inefficient compared to manufacturing and retail industries (Hill and Ballard, 2001; Strategic Forum, 2005). The reasons for this inefficient logistics practice and their consequences are discussed in the following sections:

1.3 	Factors contributing to inefficient logistics in the construction 	industry

The following factors, as currently practised, contribute to inefficient logistics in the construction industry (Strategic Forum, 2005):

	Short-Term nature of construction process: Construction work is seen as a one-off job in which teams are built for a short period of time. This makes it difficult to build optimised logistics system in a way that is possible in manufacturing and retail industries. Each project is regarded as unique; every project is a prototype and because each site is different, hence the design is different (Wegelius-Lehtonen, 2001).
	Fragmentation of activities within the construction process: The various teams, such as design team and construction team, involved in construction process are fragmented. This may cause suppliers not to fully understand the implications of design, materials and components choices making them, sometimes, to supply wrong materials and/or wrong quantities of material to site. The primary focus of logistics functions in construction is to improve coordination and communication among project participants during the design and construction phases (Shakantu et al., 2008).
	Lack of transparency in costs: Costing in construction is less transparent than in other industries like retail and manufacturing because decisions are often based on cash flows. The way costs are recorded does not portray the benefit of logistics in removing non-value-added activities from construction process.
	Inadequate tracking facilities on site: There is lack of adequate and real-time tracking and monitoring facilities for materials and equipment on site (Jang and Skibniewski, 2008). At site level, research has shown that very few major contractors have any systems, either paper or computer-based, for tracking and controlling materials. Hence, they have almost no data that give any information on the quantities, values or location of materials on site, or anywhere else in the supply chain (Hill and Ballard, 2001). Inadequate tracking facilities can also affect the quality of construction because a material such as ready-mixed concrete requires timely delivery and placing in the construction area. Therefore, concrete mixer trucks require real-time positioning and tracking. One key objective of that will be to automatically record important events of the truck so as to derive operations data such as travel times along designated travel routes, on-site queuing times and unloading times. Such data will provide valuable input for keeping quality control, analysis of logistical efficiency of ready-mixed concrete deliveries and simulation modelling of concrete production-delivery-placing operations for productivity improvement (Lu et al., 2007)  
	There is no clear definition of responsibility and authority for logistics, expected in a supply chain, in the construction industry.
	There is lack of proper performance measurement for construction logistics e.g. delivery performance, stock availability, timeliness of waste removal, quality and site storage quantity. Because of competitive bidding in the construction industry, the lowest bidder gets the contract and the project is rejected or accepted based only on conformance to technical specification. Other performance measures which relate to the process itself are then neglected. Therefore, the construction industry has to find new process oriented approaches to improve its operations. (Wegelius-Lehtonen, 2001).

Logistics is one of the most important elements of a construction project, influencing critical site performance factors such as cost, speed of construction and plan reliability, and industry performance indicators such as accident statistics and contributions to landfill. However, little attention has been paid to supply chain management (SCM) or logistics and the construction industry only recognises the final leg of materials delivery as being important. Hence, the industry does not associate with logistics construction-specific logistics issues such as shown in Figure 1-1. Traditionally as previously mentioned, the construction supply chain is fragmented. This is due in part to the tendency to outsource risk to trade contractors. An approach where each trade contractor is increasingly responsible for the procurement of their own materials has led to unsatisfactory situation where no one has overall control over the delivery of materials to construction site (Sullivan et al., 2010). Several parallel and independently existing suppliers cross on sites and interact making higher-level planning and coordination a difficult task (Voigtmann and Bargstadt, 2010). 

Figure 1-1: Factors influenced by Construction Logistics (Source: Sullivan et al., 2010)

1.4 	Effect of inefficient logistics in the construction industry

As consequences of current poor logistics practice in the construction industry, the following effects have been identified:

	Materials Loss: A large quantity of construction materials is lost to damage and/or theft as a result of improper storage, poor handling, wrong transportation carrier choice and excess materials and components that could have been optimised right from the design stage. The UK construction industry generates a staggering over 70 million tonnes of waste every year (Kwan, 2001) 
	Delay in construction project delivery: A lot of quality time will be wasted when materials run out of stock because construction activities may have to stop while waiting for the next delivery of materials. One of the causes of construction delay is delivery lateness (Al-Momani, 2000; Assaf and Al-Hejji, 2006 and Bates et al., 1999). Also, the manual process of assessing materials at the point of delivery on construction site is time consuming (Sullivan et al., 2010).
	Operatives/plant collision: Collision accident is the second highest cause of fatality on site after falls from a height. 248 fatalities were recorded from 1996/97 to 2008/09 (HSE, 2010).
	Inaccurate data: One of the prevailing problems of materials storage is the inaccuracy of information regarding inventory, storage location and generation of inaccurate reports (Jang and Skibniewski, 2008; Poon et al., 2009).
	Excessive cost of construction: Poor logistics makes the cost of construction to be excessively high because excess supply of materials, theft and materials damage are non-value-added costs (Navon and Berkovich, 2005).
	Poor image of the construction industry: Poor logistics can result in large amount of waste being removed from the site and a lot of construction vehicles move about empty or half-empty. These contribute to environmental pollution and degradation. Also, materials delivery vehicles packed in inappropriate places outside the construction site do not give a good impression about the construction industry (Strategic Forum, 2005).

1.5 	Requirements of an efficient construction logistics

Construction logistics should be designed to deliver client’s needs in the most efficient way possible and it is a process that should have the following characteristics (Hill and Ballard, 2001):

	Rationalised supply base: The number of suppliers should be minimised to ensure efficient delivery. Reasonably few suppliers can be better managed and logistical constraints will be reduced.
	Involvement of strategic suppliers at the design stage: There is need for full understanding of the implications of design, components and material choices. Involving strategic suppliers early enough will enhance the compliance of procurement and logistics with design specifications.
	Selection of supply chain members based not only on their low price but also their willingness to contribute to team effort.
	Effective, fast and accurate inter-team communication and flow of information. This will promote team spirit and sense of belonging among team members.
	Efficient tracking and control of materials and performance measurement. 

1.6 	Path to the improvement of construction logistics

Three major resources that need to be managed and are used to achieve efficient construction logistics and overall success of a project are (Hill and Ballard, 2001):

1.	People: People drive change and they are needed to be trained and well managed so that they can contribute their best to the success of the project.
2.	Process: Processes create the environment in which people work and also form the basis of opportunity for improvement.
3.	Technology: Technology gives people the tools to carry out processes and improve processes.

1.7 	Information and communication technologies (ICT)

Having identified technology as a path to the improvement of construction logistics as presented in Section 1.6, this research is focussed on the application of ICT for efficient tracking of resources on construction projects. Information and communication technology is any device that will store, retrieve, manipulate, transmit or receive information electronically in a digital form e.g personal computer, digital television, email, robots, etc. Nowadays, information technology is widely used in many industries to help companies to improve their working efficiency and reduce costs. With the help of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT), several information systems have been developed to help organisations in communication, information sharing and decision- making. “There are many hundreds of companies in the world that have successfully implemented leading edge technologies to transform their supply chains and achieve huge improvements in business performance, customer service and profitability” (Favilla and Fearne, 2005). Suppliers and manufacturers make use of electronic data interchange (EDI). From warehouse management system (WMS) to real-time tracking and positioning systems, EDI helps suppliers and manufacturers to share data on stock levels, timing of deliveries, positioning of in-transit goods in the supply chain, etc. At the operational level, geographic information system (GIS), global positioning system (GPS) and on-board computers allow dispatchers to keep track of the real-time position of vehicles and to communicate with drivers (Ghiani et al., 2004). Other technologies such radio frequency identification device (RFID) and wireless sensors network system (WSN) are capable of reading through most materials and can be embedded into a component or pallet or temporarily fixed to the outside and removed (if necessary) once incorporated into a building fabric (Shin et al., 2011; Sullivan et al., 2010). 
Logistics have been introduced to the construction industry since the mid 90’s and the implementation of ICT in construction industry is by no means new. Several systems have been developed and researches undertaken in the last few years. The Logistics Business has developed a site and dock management system, called Zone Manager. It has been used in several construction projects “for managing resources and deliveries on site – increasing efficiency, reducing lay down areas and keeping projects on schedule” (The Logistics Business, 2011). Mahdjoubi and Yang have developed an intelligent materials routing system on complex construction. “The software provides a decision-support system for materials movement” and consists of “computer-aided design (CAD), geographical information systems (GIS) and fuzzy logic” (Mahdjoubi and Yang, 2001). In 1999, Weippert et al. (2003) proposed an Online Remote Construction Management project in order to test or evaluate “the implementation of various Internet-based construction project management (ICPM) systems and information and communication technologies (ICT) on four case study projects”. Although the result of the research is full of uncertainty, it also proposed a possibility of using Internet technology in construction industry.

1.8 	Statement of Problem

While the ICT devices presented in Section 1.7 have been developed, limited work has been done on their systematic evaluation prior to implementation. Information technology (IT) research in construction predominantly has a technical focus (i.e. development of software applications and interoperability issues) rather than a managerial focus such as is required for investment justification. According to Love et al. (2004), many construction organisations simply do not evaluate their information systems (IS) and associated technologies and those that do only tend to use less rigorous financial appraisal methods such as return on investment (ROI). They have generally ignored the environmental factors required in evaluation process (Stockdale et al., 2006). Lack of awareness about ICT and over-reliance on cash flows make the processes associated with IT investment justification a burdensome process for many construction project managers (Irani and Love, 2001a; Love et al., 2004). This makes many of the managers often advocate optimistic estimate of benefits and cost saving.  Failure to identify the full cost implications combined with overoptimistic benefit may result in several years of use to achieve expected financial returns. Meanwhile, reported increases in IT expenditure, together with limitations on organisational resources and indications of substantial project failures, are all raising the profile of ICT investment decision making (Irani and Love, 2001b).
This research was therefore motivated to fill the gap in knowledge above by developing a robust systematic evaluation tool that can be used to efficiently analyse the cost and benefit of the ICT-based tracking systems reviewed in this research. Such a tool can benefit decision making because of the enormous investment required for the implementation of any of the identified alternative ICT devices and their significantly different benefits (Jang and Skibnewski, 2008; Lu et al., 2008; Poon et al., 2009 and Riaz et al., 2006). According to Weng et al. (2010), when decision makers are faced with many solutions to choose from, they need a powerful tool to help them make an appropriate choice.	

1.9 	Aim and Objectives of Research

As stated in the statement of problem, there are alternative ICT-based solutions that can help in mitigating the existing problems of logistics in the construction industry and the alternatives have significantly varied costs and benefits. The comparison of these alternatives and eventual selection of one for a project scheme is cumbersome and takes time. Furthermore, a manual process of analysing the alternatives is also subject to the possibility of errors. Therefore, the aim of this research is to develop a computerised framework for the evaluation of alternative ICT-based logistics systems in the construction industry. The proposed toolkit will assist construction logistics decision makers in making knowledge-based decisions on the implementation of ICT systems for improving logistics.

The objectives of the research are as follows:

	Develop a theoretical understanding of the current situation of logistics in the construction industry.
	Develop a theoretical framework for improving construction logistics based on literature review and existing case studies.
	Critically analyse the consequence of implementing some of the existing conceptual ICT-based logistics solutions to construction process.
	Critically analyse the significances of some of the existing problems of logistics in the construction industry.
	Develop implementation strategy from current ICT-based logistics solutions adaptable to construction process.
	Develop a multi-criteria analysis tool for evaluating the investment justification of alternative ICT-based construction logistics systems.
	Critically test the robustness and reliability of the multi-criteria analysis tool.

1.10 Scope of Research and Expected Outcomes

In line with aim and objectives of this research stated in Section 1.9, the scope of the research covers the following areas:

	This research focussed on process and technology among the three paths to efficient construction logistics described in Section 1.6. The process is the distribution of materials among the components of construction logistics system including transport, storage facility and material handling equipment. The technology is concerned with the information and communication technologies (ICT) that can enhance efficient tracking of materials and equipment.
	The lack of rigorous investment justification platform for ICT-based tracking systems in the construction industry led to the development of a multi-criteria decision support model in this research for the selection of a cost-effective system. However, this research limited the implementation of the decision support model to multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT) among the various existing multi-criteria analysis techniques given its conformity to the objectives of this research.
	Though the findings of this research and the parameters of the model were derived in the United Kingdom, the principles of operation of the model are applicable universally. Also, the findings can agree to a large extent with findings in other countries where similar volume of materials and equipment is deployed in their construction activities.

After the realisation of the aim and objectives of the research, the expected outcomes will include the following:

	The importance weights of the operational benefits of implementing ICT to improve construction logistics. The operational benefits represent the reduction of the problems of construction logistics which include waste, theft, collision accident, delivery lateness, data inaccuracy, time consuming process and misplacement.
	The significance measures of factors contributing to the problems of construction logistics. Such factors are presented in Chapter 6.
	The probabilities of ICT to offer benefits to construction logistics.
	A robust decision support model that is based on multi-criteria analysis methodology.

1.11 Outline of Proposed Research Approach

The research approach employed in this research is in two dimensions which include multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) methodology and quantitative research method. Multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT) which is one of the existing MCDA techniques is the core component of the decision support model presented in Chapter 7.
The basic procedure of MAUT executed in this research is stated as follows:

	Definition of alternatives and attributes against which the alternatives will be assessed.
	Assessment of the consequences of alternatives and importance weights of the attributes.
	Conversion of the consequences of alternatives to utilities using marginal utility function.
	 Aggregation of utilities and importance weights to derive overall utilities of alternatives using multi-attribute utility function.

The quantitative research method was used to generate data for some of the input parameters of the decision support model. Such parameters include importance weights of selection attributes, probabilities of benefits for alternatives and probabilities of contribution for factors related to the problems of construction logistics. Questionnaires were administered by post to 316 building construction companies across the United Kingdom. 51 fully completed questionnaires were returned and subsequent statistical analyses were carried out on the responses in order to derive the aforementioned parameters. 

1.12 	Structure and outline of thesis

This thesis documents the development of an integrated decision analysis framework for the selection of ICT-based logistics systems in the construction industry (see Chapter 4). The framework was developed in three phases. The first phase was the identification of the problems created by the current practice of logistics in the construction industry and ICT-based solutions applicable to the problems. The second phase includes the classification of the reduction or mitigation of such problems as the benefits of implementing the identified ICT solutions and the assessment of the benefits through structured questionnaire analysis. The third phase includes the development and testing of multi-criteria analysis toolkit for the selection of appropriate system from alternative ICT-based logistics solutions.
The structure of the thesis is shown in Figure 1-2 and the step-by-step flow of the chapters is described as follows:

Chapter 1: 	Background to Construction Logistics
An in-depth review of the current practice of logistics in the construction industry revealed the short-comings of construction logistics that are presented in Chapter 1. The chapter presents the problems, causes, effect and applicable information and communication technology (ICT) solutions. This chapter also presents the need for this research in the problem statement and the aim and objectives of research. The chapter concludes with the structural outlay of this thesis.

Chapter 2: 	Construction Logistics and the Role of Information and Communication Technologies
A critical survey of previous studies on logistics and the application of ICT solutions to construction logistics problems are presented in Chapter 2. Also, the need for the ICT solutions in the construction industry and their investment justification before implementation are presented. The chapter concludes with the layout of research methodology.

Chapter 3: 	Decision Analysis Methodology
This chapter presents decision process, decision analysis techniques, applications of decision analysis and the justification of the adoption of multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT). MAUT is the core component of the decision support tool required to address the problem statement presented in Chapter 1. The chapter concludes with the description of the benefit of the decision support tool to the construction industry.

Chapter 4: 	Design of Decision Analysis Framework
The design of the parameters of the conceptual framework is presented in Chapter 4. The development of the framework is in three stages. The first stage is the definition stage which is for the identification and specification of the selection attributes for alternative ICT-based logistics systems. The second stage is the evaluation stage which is for the quantification, derivation and aggregation of utilities for the alternative ICT systems. The third stage which is the selection stage is for the comparison and sensitivity analysis of alternatives based on their overall multi-attribute utility values.

Chapter 5: Research Method
This chapter presents the research method adopted for the collection of missing data identified during the design of the decision analysis framework presented in Chapter 4. The chapter presents the review of quantitative and qualitative research methods and the justification of the adoption of quantitative method for this research. The implementation of quantitative method in the context of this research is also presented. The chapter concludes with the statistical figures of the responses and the classifications of the respondents.

Chapter 6: 	Data Analysis and Discussion of Findings
Chapter 6 presents the analysis of the data that were collected through questionnaire survey. Statistical analysis was carried out to derive the typical values that represent the measures of the variables that were surveyed. The typical values were converted to probabilities which were part of the required input of the multi-criteria decision analysis model.
. 
Chapter 7: 	Development of Integrated Decision Analysis Model
The implementation strategy of the identified alternative ICT systems was considered as a case study for the purpose of developing the integrated decision analysis toolkit. The implementation of the integrated decision analysis model in Microsoft® Excel 2010 is presented in Chapter 7. The model input, processes and output are clearly stated. The chapter also presents non-functional components of the model such as background information and user guide.

Chapter 8: 	Model Evaluation
The evaluation of the model validity is presented in Chapter 8. The evaluation includes verifications, validation and sensitivity analysis. The chapter concludes with the recommendation of the model.

Chapter 9: 	Conclusions and Recommendations






























Figure 1-2: Top-down flow of thesis documentation
1.13	Summary of Chapter 1

The background information on logistics and the short comings of the current practice of logistics in the construction industry has been presented in this chapter. The inefficient practice of logistics in the construction industry has led to problems such as waste, theft, project delay, excessive cost and poor image of the construction industry. The requirements for the improvement of construction logistics include, among others described in Section 1.5, efficient tracking and control of materials. Meanwhile, there are ICT systems that can help provide the aforementioned requirement. Such ICT systems include wireless sensors network (WSN), radio frequency identification systems (RFID), global positioning systems (GPS) and geographical information systems (GIS).























Logistics involves the strategic and cost effective storage, handling, transportation and distribution of resources. It is an essential process that supports and enables primary business activity such as a construction project to be accomplished (Sullivan et al., 2010). A logistical view is a solid basis for productivity improvement and every construction project can be seen as an order-delivery process where all parties along the logistics chain, such as supplier, constructor and client/buyer, are involved (Wegelius-Lehtonen, 2001). The logistics of the supply and delivery of materials to site has been identified as an area of construction supply chain management that could benefit from sustained improvement. While a few enlightened companies within the construction industry have begun to see that good logistics practices and a supply chain management view of business are essential to achieving sustainable improvement, most construction companies have yet to realise the benefits that can be achieved (Hill and Ballard,  2001).
Logistics practice in the construction industry is still trailing industries like retail and manufacturing. The factors responsible for the inefficiency of construction logistics and identified by the task group set up by Strategic Forum for Construction Logistics in 2002 include: fragmentation of construction process, short-term nature of construction, lack of transparency in cost, inadequate tracking facilities and lack of proper performance measurement (Strategic-Forum, 2005). The aforementioned factors create several problems for construction logistics which include materials waste, delay in construction project delivery, excessive cost of construction and poor image of the construction industry. For example, in an endeavour to reduce the risk of not having materials at hand when needed, project materials are often ordered well in advance. However, excessive site inventories create problems for material handling at the site and there is a risk that materials get lost, damaged or stolen (Ala-Risku and Karkkainen, 2006). Surveys indicate that materials costs amount to approximately 39% of the overall project cost; this demonstrate the importance of the materials logistics tasks and shows that they comprise a large segment of the construction industry (Jang et al., 2003).
  
2.3 	Integrated/Systematic Construction Logistics: A Dedicated 	Approach

A systematic approach to construction logistics has led to the emergence of a dedicated logistics contractor who assumes the single point responsibility to integrate all the essential support services associated with construction project (Sullivan et al., 2010). Figure 2-1 shows the integration of logistics functions expected in a typical construction logistics system. Egan (1998) stated that to improve construction project delivery, construction industry had to develop an integrated project process.
The implementation of integrated logistics with a dedicated logistics team will benefit the construction industry for four important reasons:

	Integrated and dedicated approach can maximise the productivity and efficiency of skilled workforce. For example, in a traditional approach, some skilled workers may be diverted to help out in materials delivery while construction work will be suspended. 
	Integrated and dedicated approach to logistics can maximise the quality of service by enabling a trained logistics service team to provide a holistic support service for the construction project.
	To minimise the negative environmental and social impact that construction projects create by enabling the efficient flow of materials which can minimise the indiscriminate packing of delivery vehicles around the construction site and minimise waste generation. Integrating the supply logistics and site logistics will enable the dedicated logistics team on site to plan for delivery well in advance.
	 Systematic construction logistics can enhance the attainment of the highest possible standards of health and safety, for example, by minimising collision accidents which can result from the chaotic distribution of materials on construction site.


Figure 2-1: Primary and support logistics functions and services (Source: Sullivan et al., 2010)

2.4 	System concepts in construction logistics

A System is an embodiment of interacting elements, components, parts and variables that function dependently on one another and form a coherent entity. Every part of a system has to be designed in harmony with other parts of the system. The idea of system concept in logistics is that the focus is not on individual variables of logistics but how the variables interact with one another. Improvement of any component must involve trade-offs with other components of the system (Coyle et al., 2003). Effective construction logistics should provide a systems framework for decision-making that integrates transportation, inventory, storage space and other related activities that together encompass appropriate trade-offs involving cost and service in the supply chain (Shakantu et al., 2008)

2.4.1 	Logistics System Analysis

There are different approaches to analyse logistics system. The choice of any approach depends on the kind of analysis that is to be carried out. The four commonly used approaches are materials management versus physical distribution, cost centres, nodes versus links and logistics channels (Coyle et al., 2003). The best approach to analyse the long run system design of a company’s logistics system is nodes versus links (Coyle et al., 2003). Nodes are spatial points where materials are stored or processed while links are the transportation networks that connect the nodes together.
The most appropriate concept applicable to construction logistics on the basis of this research work is nodes versus links because it is concerned with the transportation of materials from supplier/manufacturer’s warehouse to the construction site storage and movement of materials within the site from the storage to the point of use. This concept was similarly applied for reverse logistics modelling in construction by Shakantu et al. (2008). The nodes versus links model is illustrated in Figure 2-2. The Figure 2-2 shows a simple logistics system network that facilitates the delivery of materials to the construction site and subsequent shipment of materials from the storage to the construction area.  






This is the link between the spatial nodes in a logistics system through which materials are moved from one node to another. In construction, transportation enhances the flow of material from the supplier or manufacturer to the construction site. It is the physical distribution channel which connects various important geographically dispersed operating components together within the logistics system. The basic modes of transportation are rail, road, water, air and pipeline (for fluidic materials) (Coyle et al., 2003; Ghiani et al., 2004).
The requirement for transportation of materials to construction sites is very significant because the construction process consumes enormous quantities of materials (Shakantu et al., 2008). In the UK construction industry, about 1 billion tonnes of materials are utilised annually (DETR, 2000; Lazarus, 2002). Apart from the need to convey large quantities of materials, transportation often account for a significant part, between one-third to two-third, of the cost of logistics in many industries (Ghiani et al., 2004). According to BRE (2003), transportation of construction materials accounts for about 10-20 per cent of construction cost. This cost is exacerbated if the cost of the energy consumed for the transportation of materials to the construction site is included. The cost of energy for transporting construction materials is said to be up to 12 per cent of all industrial energy used in the UK (Smith et al., 2002).  

2.4.1.1.1 Selection of mode of transportation

The choice of any mode of transportation and carrier type for the delivery of materials to the site affects the efficiency of the construction process and contributes significantly to the overall cost of construction. Transportation adds value by creating time and place utility i.e. materials are made available at the appropriate place at the appropriate time. Therefore, the quality of transportation affects the availability of material and equipment on site and bears on the pace and quality of work on site.
The fundamental factors that determine the choice of transportation carrier are cost and time (Ghiani et al., 2004). There must be trade-off between cost and time because selecting a low cost carrier that takes longer time to deliver materials to site will cause delay of work if materials run out on site before delivery and this will definitely increase the cost of construction.
The overall parameters that determine the choice of transportation carrier stem from the cost-time principle and they are described as follows (Coyle et al., 2003):

1.	Transportation Cost: Transportation cost analysis is an important criterion in selecting the mode of conveying materials and equipment to the construction site and the analysis involves evaluating the basic modes of transportation. Transportation cost includes the rate, minimum weights, loading and unloading facilities, packaging and blocking, damage in transit and stopping in transit and the implication of selecting any of them. These are cost factors to be considered before selecting any materials carrier.

2.	Transit Time: Transit time is the time required for the pick-up of delivery, and terminal handling of materials i.e. the time of movement between origin and destination terminals. Transit time affects the storage level on site. While shorter transit times result in lower storage cost, longer transit time can result in materials stock out (which can cause operation down time)


3.	Reliability: This is the consistency of the transit time a carrier provides. More reliability on the service provided by any carrier will require lower storage level than an unreliable and inconsistent delivery service. This will definitely reduce storage cost

4.	Capability: Capability is the ability of the vehicle to provide the facilities and equipment required for the movement of the materials. Examples of capability factors include equipment that can provide required temperature, humidity or special material handling facilities.


5.	Accessibility: Accessibility is the ability of the vehicle to reach the point of delivery. The accessibility of a carrier is affected by the construction site location, geographic limits of the carrier’s route network and constraints placed by regulatory authorities.





This is a node component within nodes versus links logistics system where materials are stored. It is a place where materials are kept prior to being used or fixed on the construction site. In spite of the importance of storage, site inventory should be kept at the minimum level to reduce cost because the unnecessary storage of large quantities of materials on site will lead to interruption of work, extra handling and waste (Bertelsen and Nielsen, 1997). Materials that are procured in large quantities without complying with the production needs on site will result in waste of resources during stocking, handling and transporting (Agapiou et al., 1998). However, construction contract must make provision for temporary storage because of some uncertainty in the period between ordering and receiving materials (Johnston, 1984). Material buffers on construction sites will help to manage unpredictability in the construction process (Hill and Ballard, 2001).




Materials’ handling on a construction site is the short distance movement of materials within the confines of the site. It is a construction logistics system component that links storage or point of delivery with the construction area. Material handling may be manual, mechanical or combination of both. As Shapira et al. (2007) emphasized, today’s construction projects are highly mechanised and the working environment is dominated by materials handling equipment. The typical applications of plant and equipment include materials handling and lifting operations (Riaz et al., 2006). The utilisation of plant and equipment improves the productivity, efficiency and cost effectiveness of construction projects (Kim and Russell, 2003). An efficient materials handling equipment strongly improves competitiveness through reduction of handling cost, enhances production process, provides effective utilisation of manpower and reduces lead time (Mirhosseyni and Webb, 2009).
There are four attributes which impart the efficiency of material handling: movement, time, quantity and space (Johnston, 1984). Efficient material handling requires the use of appropriate handling equipment or method to move an appropriate quantity of materials within a minimum space and over the shortest period of time possible. Materials handling equipment should be operated at its highest rated speed subject to the site condition and without affecting safety (Oloufa et al., 2003). 

	Movement: The movement dimension of materials handling involves the conveyance of materials into the storage facility, within the storage facility and from the storage facility to the construction areas. 
	Time: The time dimension of materials handling is concerned with making materials ready for use at the point of use. The shorter it takes to get materials to the point of use the lower the chance of work stoppage. This also makes it possible to create more space quickly in the storage facility.
	Quantity: The quantity dimension of materials handling deals with the different usage of handling equipment. Materials handling equipment is designed to carry appropriate quantity of loads, and move them to the point of use.
	Space: The space dimension of materials handling has to do with the conformity of the handling equipment with the space within the storage facility and within the site compound. Since the storage and site space are fixed, the material handling system must maximise the use of this space.

Construction site materials handling equipment include fork lift trucks, dumpers, hoists and cranes. The selection of equipment can affect the effectiveness and efficiency of the construction site depending on the operating environment of the equipment (Sertyesilisik et al., 2010). In a construction environment where only limited number of materials handling equipment is available, careful planning for the operation of equipment is needed for efficient logistics management on site (Cho et al., 2011).

2.5 	Materials logistics strategies

Efficient logistics should have a substantial effect on minimizing waste, reducing carbon emission, reducing cost and achieving improved profitability (The Logistics Business, 2011). A systematic and dedicated approach which can help to improve the logistics of a construction project will require one or a combination of the following strategies:

1.	Just-In-Time: The main purpose of just-in-time logistics is to minimise the quantities of materials available on the construction site and thereby minimise waste. It is a form of consumption-based logistics where the minimum inventory level is close to zero before replenishment (Bertelsen and Nielsen, 1997). According to Agapiou et al. (1998), one of the characteristics of an efficient logistics practice is the planning and operations of site activities that are based on a strategy which ensures that materials are handled, transported and stocked as little as possible. However, the down-side of just-in-time logistics is that it incurs higher cost of materials and delivery (Meraghni et al., 1996).

2.	Construction Consolidation Centre: This is dedicated warehousing and consolidation operation facility that can serve one or more construction sites (Sullivan et al., 2010 and Strategic Forum, 2005). It is a facility where supplies of sub-contractors are delivered, temporarily held and only transferred to the construction site when the sub-contractors require them (Hill and Ballard, 2001). Centralising construction logistics such as in consolidation centre concept is seen as a more cost-efficient solution that can facilitate project control (Sobotka et al., 2005). Construction consolidation centre allows the implementation of just-in-time and operates in combination with on-site logistics specialists (The Logistics Business, 2011).

3.	On-site Logistics Specialists: This is a separate team of trained logistics personnel responsible for all materials handling, traffic management, off-loading, storage and distribution of materials on the construction site (Sullivan et al., 2010). This is contrary to traditional approach where logistics tasks are performed by people occupied with the construction process itself leading to uncoordinated logistics processes with the consequence of unproductive actions (Voigtmann and Bargstadt, 2010).
  
2.6    Construction Logistics Components and Applicable Technologies

Given the short-comings in the current practice of logistics in the construction industry, the importance of information and communication technology to achieve improved logistics process cannot be over emphasised. From materials or equipment tracking to operation simulation, ICT will enhance adequate information flow, efficient delivery, prevent damage and theft and enhance the productivity of construction process and its participants. This research seeks to explore various ICT applications applicable to logistics and develop a framework which can be implemented to improve construction logistics practice and enhance productivity. Such applications include tracking and monitoring systems and discrete-event simulation tools.
Several ICT devices are available which can be used to efficiently track construction resources through the supply chain to the construction site. Currently, most delivery and inventory data are still recorded manually and manual handling and control of materials on site causes errors due to personal judgement and writing skills and lack of systemic understanding of communication protocols often result in process delays. Therefore, it is very important to provide real-time method of identifying, registering, collecting and communicating information about the status of construction materials (Jang and Skibniewski, 2008).
According to Colins and Fabbe-Costes (1993), one of the methods for enhancing the effectiveness of company operations is the rationalisation of logistics activities. Logistics rationalisation consists of the integration of logistics operations and re-engineering of the existing system (Halley and Guilhon, 1997). The re-engineering process can be carried out in three phases: planning, implementation and control (Towill, 1993). Therefore, simulation modelling, as a planning tool, can be used to define the trends in re-engineering of logistics systems in order to improve logistics rationalisation in the construction industry (Sobotka, 2000). Furthermore, simulation can help in the planning of logistics as simulation models can be used to generate delivery schedules, overview tables of storage areas and operation schedules for personnel and site equipment (Voigtmann and Bargstadt, 2010).




Table 2-1: Information and communication technologies applicable to construction logistics
Logistics Components	Attributes	Effects on Construction Process	Applicable Technology
Warehouse/Site Storage	Protection/Security	Inadequate security and protection will lead to material loss through theft or damage from weather.	Wireless Sensor Network System (WSN) can help protect materials from damage by real-time temperature measurement of humidity sensitive materials (Jang and Skibniewski, 2008; Xuesong et al., 2008).RFID and WSN can help to improve security through real-time localisation of materials Carmichael et al., 2007; Donkor, 2008).
	Inventory Control	Inefficient inventory can cause materials running out and delay of construction process.	RFID and WSN can improve inventory control through real-time and automatic data retrieval Poon et al., 2009).
	Storage Organisation	Poor planning and scheduling can result in supply of wrong materials, wrong quantity and wrong timing in delivery.	Discrete-Event Simulation can help to optimise resource planning and scheduling (Sobokta; 2000).
Transportation	Transit Time and Reliability	Inefficient monitoring of delivery vehicle makes delivery time unpredictable and can result in construction process delay if delivery fails to turn up and materials run out of storage.	GPS and GIS can help to improve reliability through real-time positioning of delivery vehicle (Li et al., 2005; Lu et al., 2007).GIS can help reduce transit time through the identification of the shortest route to the site (Guan and Lin, 2008).
	Accessibility	Inadequate geographic or traffic information can make the accessibility of the construction site difficult for suppliers; can cause longer transit time and delay construction process.	GIS can help in identifying the limits of carriers permitted on the delivery route to the construction site (Guan and Lin, 2008).




2.7 	ICT-based tracking and positioning systems

Operations at construction sites have become more complex than ever due to increase in the amount of resources involved and these include manpower, materials and equipment (Riaz et al., 2006). Therefore, there is need for effective management of resources to ensure successful completion of construction projects. Operation management at construction sites could particularly benefit from resources tracking with improved situation awareness, which spans applications in productivity assessment, waste reduction and safety and accident prevention (Xuesong et al., 2008).
Resources tracking and monitoring system can be implemented for local positioning of materials and equipment, materials inventory management and prevent materials against theft and damage e.g. humidity sensors can be attached to the bulk of a cement bag or a steel beam to sense the level of humidity in order to avoid hardening or corrosion caused by water in a humid area (Jang and Skibniewski, 2008). Such applicable technologies include geographical information system (GIS), global positioning system (GPS), radio frequency identification system (RFID) and wireless network technologies such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, Ultra-Wideband (UWB) and ZigBee. Some of the prototype applications of ICT-based tracking systems that have been developed and implemented for improving logistics are as follows:

	Wireless sensors network system (WSN)  for tracking and monitoring materials on construction site (Jang and Skibniewski, 2008)
	Hybrid information and communication technology system for reducing vehicle/pedestrian collisions using wireless sensors network (Riaz et al., 2006)
	Positioning and tracking construction vehicles in highly dense urban areas and building construction sites using global positioning system (GPS) and vehicle position/location system called “dead reckoning” (DR) (Lu et al., 2007)
	Intelligent navigation for seamless inertial navigation system (INS)/GPS integrated land vehicle position/location applications (Chiang and Huang, 2008)
	Application of integrated global positioning system (GPS) and geographical information system (GIS) technology for reducing construction waste and improving construction efficiency (Li et al., 2005). 
	A RFID case-based logistics resource management system for managing order-picking operations in warehouses (Poon et al., 2009)

2.7.1		Geographical Information System (GIS)

GIS is a technology which combines geography, computer science and space science. Its main functions include spatial analysis, processing map data and some aspects of attribute data. Through GIS, we can gather, process, store, manage and analyse geographical spatial data and attribute information conveniently. GIS is a tool for comprehending geography and making intelligent decision. It organises geographic data in such a way that anyone using digital map can select data necessary for a specific task e.g. locating a vehicle or routing service personnel on a delivery mission. A good GIS program is able to process geographic data from a variety of sources and integrate it into a map project.
One type of new GIS technology is WebGIS which is developed by the associated production between GIS and the internet. It unifies physical distribution logistics management and GIS technological applications (Guan and Lin, 2008). WebGIS is based on browser/server structure and utilizes the GIS on the internet to issue spatial data information through the website. All the users need to do is to send their data message request in the client side to the server, wait for the message to be processed and results returned by the server. Guan and Lin (2008) designed and implemented a GIS-based logistics information system by integrating database management system with WebGIS developed using WebGIS development software called SuperMap GIS.

2.7.2 		Wireless sensors network system (WSN)

Wireless sensor network consists of data acquisition and data distribution network which are monitored and controlled by a management centre. These data are sensory data, which come from multiple sensors of different modalities in distributed locations. The location of a sensor tag can be obtained through trilateration of the sensor tag and two routers in the network by adopting any of the four localisation techniques described in Section 2.7.2.1 (Jang and Skibniewski, 2008). The functions of a wireless sensor network include detecting relevant quantities of data, monitoring and collecting the data, assessing and evaluating the information, formulating meaningful user displays and performing decision-making and alarm functions. Wireless sensor network system for resources tracking include radio frequency based distributed sensors and wireless network technologies such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Ultra-Wideband (UWB) and ZigBee.
As reported earlier in research which have proved the viability of wireless sensor network to improve resource management , advanced computing and sensor network technologies provide potential for advanced data acquisition and communication for automation and improvement in process performance- such as GPS and RFID (Jaselskis and El-Misalami, 2003; Peyret et al., 2000).

2.7.2.1 	Localisation Techniques 

Localisation is a process of determining the location of a remotely located object by measuring the relative distance and/or angle between it and a base station or recording the time of flight of signal between the object and the base station. There are four localisation techniques that are commonly used for locating objects in wireless networks. They are angle of arrival (AOA), received signal strength indicator (RSSI), time of arrival (TOA) and time-difference of arrival (TDOA) (Xuesong et al., 2008).

2.7.2.1.1 	Angle of Arrival (AOA)

At least two base stations are required in angle of arrival technique to locate the mobile unit (object being tracked). Directional antennas are used to measure the directions of transmitted signal between each of the station and the mobile unit. These are relative angles between the mobile unit and each of the base stations. The location of the mobile unit is then determined at the intersection of the two angled directional lines from the base stations. Though angle of arrival method requires only two base stations to locate the tracked object, the accuracy of this approach is limited by signal shadowing or by multipath reflection yielding misleading directions. Also, the cost of directional antennas is high (Vossiek et al., 2003)

2.7.2.1.2	Time of Arrival (TOA)

In a time of arrival localisation method, the time of flight of signal travelling between a mobile unit and a specific base station is measured to calculate the distance.
Radio frequency indicator (RFI) of a remote sensor (tagged unit) advertises the identity of the sensor by sending the device ID and null data packet to a fixed router (base station). When the router receives the radio signal from the remote sensor, it triggers a query pulse to measure the distance of the sensor. RF transceiver in the remote sensor receives the query pulse and sends response pulse back to the router. The travelling time of this round trip enables the measurement of the sensor’s signal (Jang and Skibniewski, 2008). However, this technique requires the use of extremely precise time-keeping devices and they are very expensive (Xuesong et al., 2008). 

2.7.2.1.3	Time-Difference of Arrival (TDOA)

This localisation technique is similar to time of arrival, described in Section 2.7.2.1.2, but measures time difference of arrival between a mobile unit and two base stations. Both TOA and TDOA require accurate source clocks and clock synchronisation.

2.7.2.1.4	Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI)

RSSI is a technique of estimating the distance between a base station and a mobile unit by calculating the attenuation of emitted signal strength being received. Most indoor positionings are currently based on RSSI because it is convenient to implement. Also, RSSI-based localisation has an advantage in which the utilisation of the same radio hardware for both localisation and communication would make it possible to provide efficiency in simple design framework rather than using a specific localisation infrastructure such as those using directional antennas (AOA) or the same transmission signal with separate design of ultrasound or infrared (Elnahrawy et al., 2004).








Wi-Fi operate in the licence-free 2.4GHz industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) band and wired LAN extension or replacement in a range of market areas like enterprise, home and hot-spots. Some of the advantages of Wi-Fi include low cost, wide coverage, stability and robustness.














Zig-Bee network uses radio frequencies 868MHz, 915MHz and 2.4GHz. It is a global standard for wireless mesh network technology that addresses remote monitoring and control applications. Zig-Bee network technology defines the physical and medium access control (MAC) layers for low cost and low rate wireless personal area network (WPAN) applications. Its advantages include extremely low power consumption, low cost of Zig-Bee nodes, low complexity and high reliability and security. Its low data rate is acceptable for data communication of tracking and locating resources at construction sites (Xuesong et al., 2008).
These technologies are suitable for different application and are designed for special purposes. Their comparisons are given in Table 2-2.
Table 2-2: Comparison of the four wireless network technologies (Source: Xuesong et al., 2008)
	Wi-Fi	Bluetooth	UWB	ZigBee
Standard	IEEE 802.11 b, g	IEEE 802.15.1	IEEE 802.15.3a	IEEE 802.15.4
Frequency band	2.4GHz	2.4GHz	3.1GHz – 10.6GHz	868/915MHz, 2.4GHz
Data Rate	Up to 22Mb/s	1Mb/s	40-600Mb/s	20/40/250kb/s




Applications	Wireless internet access	Data and voice access, Ad-hoc networking	High speed wireless communication	Remote monitoring and control

2.7.3 	Radio Frequency Identification Device (RFID) 

RFID technology can be a beneficial technology to the delivery process of construction materials (Jang and Skibniewski 2008). Song et al. (2006) conducted field tests of current RFID technology to examine its technical feasibility for automatically identifying and tracking individual pipe spools in lay down yards and under shipping portal. While RFIDs provide an advanced material tracking method compared with older technologies such as barcode, several short comings have been noticed when applied in construction environment. RFID tag suffers from sharp decrease in communication distance with the instance of metals in their vicinity (Xuesong et al., 2008).
Prior to the development of RFID, products identification and tracking had been only by the use of barcode (IET, 2006). Barcode is a sequence of vertical printed on paper mounted on the case of a product, which can be scanned by a scanner and the information regarding such product is transferred to an inventory database. Such information might include product name, manufactured date etc. Due to the short comings of barcode, which include line of sight requirement and fragility, it cannot withstand harsh and rugged environment like construction sites (Jang and Skibniewski, 2008).




Active tags have longer reaching range; high memory and better noise protection (Shoewu and Badejo, 2006).They are printed circuit boards with their power supply.  They are heavier, more expensive and have shorter life (3-10 years) than passive tags. They are usually read / write.




Readers may be integrated into handheld device or they may be stationary and positioned at strategic location like the entrance of a facility or assembly line (Zebra technologies, 2002; Song et al., 2007) and on the rack of site storage within the communication of the tags. They have antenna for sending and receiving signals and a processor for decoding them.

2.7.3.3 	Principles of RFID Technology

When a tagged item comes within the frequency range of the scanner, it responds with a burst of radio frequency (RF) carrier modulated identification when interrogated by a RF signal (on a different frequency) from the scanner/reader. This burst of identifying data would be intercepted by the scanner, decoded and used to both identify the tagged item and for it to be counted (IET, 2006). Poon et al. (2008) carried out tests to determine the efficient radio frequency cover ranges for different sets of tags on different materials in a warehouse and they identified the most suitable locations for the installation of the RFID devices. A typical communication between a RFID tag and reader is shown in Figure 2-3. 


Figure 2-3: A typical communication between RFID Tag and Reader (Source: Shoewu and Badejo, 2006)

The reading range is determined by the power available to the tag and frequency of the tag. Table 2-3 shows classifications of four frequency bands used by RFID and their reading ranges.

Table 2-3: Comparing different RFID frequencies and capabilities (Source: IET, 2006)
Generic Band Name	Frequency Range	Typical Application Range	Comment
		Read-Only	Read/Write	
Low Frequency	120 – 135 KHz	Up to 2m	Few Centimetres	Short range inductive applications
High Frequency	13.56 MHz	Up to 1m	Up to 0.5m	Worldwide common frequency, Smartcards and Labels.
Ultrahigh Frequency	433 MHz	Tens m	Few m	Active low power tags
	860 – 960 MHz	Up to 5m	Up to 0.5m	Band with major supply chain development activity
Microwave	2450 MHz	Up to 10m	Up to 1m	Active tag technology gives range and fast data rates

2.7.4		Global Positioning System (GPS)

GPS is a global navigation satellite system, which has twenty four satellites distributed uniformly in six orbital at approximately 20,200km above the earth. All the satellites transmit signals on two frequencies called L1 at 1575.42 MHz and L2 at 1227.60MHz (Narvon and Goldschmidt, 2002). GPS positioning technique requires at least three satellites in view in order to fix the horizontal position of receiver or at least four satellites in view to enable the determination of the 3D position and time at a user’s location (Lu et al., 2007)
A GPS receiver calculates its position by timing the signals sent by GPS satellites. Each satellite transmits message containing the time the message was sent, precise orbital information and general system health and rough orbits of all satellites. The receiver measures the transit time of each message and compute the distance to each satellite. Geometric trilateration of the satellites is used to determine the receiver’s location.
GPS has been largely used in navigation and surveying applications because of its relative low cost and accuracy in a relatively open area where at least three satellites are available. However, positioning based on GPS alone suffers from signal masking and multipath error in dense urban areas, streets lined with trees; in a tunnel and a building construction site (Lu et al., 2007).

2.7.5		Inertial Navigation System (INS)

Inertial Navigation System is a system of devices that estimate the current position of a vehicle by projecting the past courses steered and speeds over ground from a known past position i.e. the direction of travel and starting position must be known to estimate the present position. This technique is called ‘Dead Reckoning’ (DR) (Lu et al., 2007). The system works with two or more sensors that measure the heading and displacement of the vehicle. The changing rate of vehicle’s heading orientation is gauged with gyroscope and the distance travelled is measured with the odometer of the vehicle. Vehicle navigation system usually involves the integration of GPS and INS so that each can provide for the short coming of the other. GPS becomes unavailable in urban areas or construction sites where there are tall buildings due to blockage of signals. Therefore, to ensure accurate and reliable positioning, virtually all modern land vehicle navigation systems integrate two or more complimentary positioning technologies to provide vehicles position, velocity and heading information in a seamless fashion ( Chiang and Huang, 2008). 
DR systems can be self-contained and the functionality of the speed sensors requires no additional equipment in extracting distance and timing from the DR tracking records (Lu et al., 2007). DR supplants GPS whenever the GPS is unavailable but DR suffers drift error after a prolonged GPS outage i.e. the reading drifts away from the actual travel path of the vehicle. Therefore, DR is not suitable where accurate positioning is required over extended period of time. 

2.8 	Benefits of ICT-based tracking systems

Tracking systems can facilitate the implementation of logistics strategies described in Section 2.5. In a just-in-time logistics strategy, status information of components manufactured based on request from the construction site as well as delivery information should be effectively available to the parties involved in planning, manufacturing, delivering and erecting processes (Shin et al., 2011). In view of the foregoing, researchers have demonstrated that ICT-based tracking systems such as radio frequency identification devices (RFID) and wireless sensors network (WSN) could help improve the collection and sharing of information in the supply chain process of the just-in-time strategy (Jaselskis et al., 2003; Song et al., 2006 and Yagi et al., 2005). Furthermore, Sullivan et al. (2010) demonstrated that tracking devices such as barcode and RFID facilitates the implementation of construction consolidation centre concept.
Tracking systems also facilitate the efficiency of the components of logistics system. Ala-Risku and Karkkainen (2006) demonstrated that a shipment tracking-based approach to materials logistics provides inventory transparency and a pro-active materials delivery approach for timely materials availability. Also, Cho et al. (2011) developed an intelligent materials handling system which utilises remote sensing and communication technologies such as RFID and WSN to capture information of material movement and to manage it intelligently. In transportation, delivery tracking is considered to be an extremely important element (Day, 1991; Willesdorf, 1991; Janah and Wilder; 1997). The real-time accessibility of delivery status and immediate notification of delays are regarded as basic information needs in a logistics network (Loebbecke and Powell, 1998).
Tracking systems are required to provide the link between information systems and the physical flow of materials in a supply network (Stefansson and Tilanus, 2001). Furthermore, the efficient coordination of logistics flow would be difficult to achieve without tracking systems (Harry, 1999). Therefore, tracking systems are needed to provide an efficient logistics service (Karkkainen et al., 2003; Ala-Risku et al., 2004 and Giannopoulos, 2003). By linking the status of delivery to other information in the information systems, tracking enables the detection and reaction to unexpected events so that they can be resolved before they cause significant problems (Willesdorf, 1991; Stefansson and Tilanus, 2001 and Karkkainen et al., 2003).
Tracking systems can be used for administrative purposes to help in introducing paperless or less paper system which improves the accuracy of information and reduces waste (Jang and Skibniewski, 2008; Xuesong et al., 2008 and Poon et al., 2009). Furthermore, automated data collection can provide important and relevant inputs into a management information system to help find out where costs are incurred as well as profits are made (Florence and Queree, 1993; Stefansson and Tilanus, 2001). Finally, the specific operational benefits of tracking systems to construction process which have been classified in this research as selection attributes are described fully in Chapter 4.

2.9 	Discrete-Event Simulation and Operations Modelling

As described in Section 2.6, discrete-event simulation, as a planning tool, can help improve logistics functions through the simulation of construction logistics operations. Simulation is classified into continuous and discrete. Continuous simulation is of a system which evolves as a continuous function e.g. we can simulate a weather system of which the change (for example temperature against time) would be continuous without breaks (Matlof, 2008).
Discrete-event simulation is concerned with the modelling of a system which evolves over time by representing the changes as separate events (Pidd, 1992). In the simulation of the operation of a warehouse, purchase orders come in and are filled. This reduces the inventory but inventory is replenished from time to time. A typical variable in such simulation scenario is the inventory itself i.e. the number of items currently in stock for a given product. If we were to graph the number against time, we would get step functions i.e. a set flat line segments with breaks between them. These events – decreases and increases in the inventory - are discrete variables (Matloff, 2008).

2.9.1 	Applications of Discrete-Event Simulation

Discrete-Event simulation tools can support decision making process on site facilities layout planning, resource scheduling, construction operation and operational analysis. For example, insufficient logistics leads to disorganised storage which causes longer time to search for materials and consequently disturb workflow on construction site (Voigtmann and Bargstadt, 2010). However, the use of simulation applications provides the opportunity to visualise work and materials flow using the results of the visualisation to plan site logistics (Konig et al., 2007). Typical applications are presented as follows:

	Site layout planning involves identifying the type and number of temporary facilities, sizing the facilities and locating the facilities. Simulation models offer a powerful tool for visualising and manipulating the space and activities that occur on construction sites. Zhou et al. (2008) successfully developed site layout simulation template integrated with genetic algorithm (GA) as an optimisation tool for automating site layout problems and seeking a near-optimum construction site layout for utility tunnel construction. The template was created in Simphony, a simulation engine for building general and special purpose simulation models developed under the National Science and Engineering Research Council Industrial Research Chair program in Construction Engineering & Management at the University of Alberta. It was applied to a case study taken from the North Edmonton Sanitary Tunnel (NEST) system project in Edmonton, Alberta Canada.
	Scheduling determines the sequence that each machine/equipment and worker should follow in order to meet production requirements but the stochasticity of operation makes it almost impossible to follow a fixed scheduling pattern. Hence, the dynamic nature of scheduling requires plant/site managers to fine-tune their material handling and workforce resources almost daily in order to achieve productivity and high resource utilisation. Williams et al. (2006) developed a simulation tool using Simul8 software, which provided the ability to evaluate contention for resources and indicated when manufacturing lines become blocked or starved due to insufficient material handling resources. The tool can be used repeatedly to evaluate the impact of changing conditions in stamping plants on fork trucks and tugger train drivers’ utilisation.
	Operations simulation is to imitate the operations of a real-world process or system over time (Banks et al., 2008). It has been proved as an effective method for engineering complex construction processes involving dynamic queuing and resource interactions. The best known construction simulation method is the activity cycle diagram-based CYCLONE (Halpin et al., 1992). The activity-based construction simulation method was intended to make simulation as easy as critical path method (CPM) without sacrificing the functionality of the simulation (Shi, 1999). Zhang et al. (2008) applied 4D-GCPSU, a construction management system developed by Tsinghua University and simplified discrete-event simulation (SDESA), an operation simulation system developed by Hong Kong Polytechnic University to the Beijing 2008 Olympics National Stadium construction. The operations simulation and optimisation of steel-structure installations provided on-site engineers with valuable and practical recommendations on schedule and site layout. Combined with optimised schedule, the 4D visualisation environment, which can discover time-space conflicts timely, may assist project managers to reschedule the construction activities according site layout and resource availability.
	Discrete-event simulation provides a powerful method to support operational analysis. Operational analysis is an approach to performance evaluation, which relies on basic system and resource measurements to provide information about the workload in the system. Honekamp (2003) developed a simulation tool using Simul8 software based on activity cycle diagram to determine the availability of helicopters in a military squadron. The simulation was used to estimate the number of the helicopter’s engine manufacturer work teams, spare engines and MSRD (mobile servicing and repair detachment) necessary to keep at least seven helicopters for a minimum of 80% of the time operational.  

2.9.2 		Key Features of a Simulation Model

The key features common to all simulation models are entities, relationships, simulation executive, random number generator and results & statistics (Matlof, 2008).
	Entities are representations of real-life elements e.g. facilities, workers, equipment, materials etc.
	Relationships are the links which connect entities together e.g. a material may be lifted by a worker.
	Simulation Executive is responsible for executing discrete events and controlling time advance.
	Random Number Generator helps to simulate different data coming into the simulation model. It enhances random data to be reproduced in different simulation runs.
	Results & Statistics are important in validating the model and for providing performance measures.

2.9.3 	Discrete-Event Simulation Methods

There are three approaches to discrete-event simulation (Pidd, 1992):

	Event: Event is a point in time and this approach describes an instantaneous change, usually from a stop event to a start event.
	Activities: Activity is any task that requires time and resources for it to be executed. This approach represents duration and it essentially groups a number of events in order to describe an activity carried out by an entity e.g. a machine loading.
	Process: Process is a group of activities that must be carried out in a predetermined sequence in order to achieve a planned change. This approach groups activities to describe the life cycle of an entity e.g. a machine.

2.10 	Critical review of key studies on ICT-based tracking systems in the construction industry 

As stated in the statement of problem in Section 1.8, the predominant focus of existing research on ICT-based tracking system in the construction industry is on technical issues rather than managerial issues. Therefore, decision making process on the implementation of ICT in the construction industry is mostly based on optimistic estimate of the benefit and cost savings of investment in ICT. Some of the existing studies that demonstrate technical issues such as system development techniques and system optimisation are discussed as follows:

	Jang and Skibniewski (2008) developed a wireless sensors network system (WSN) that is based on time of flight localisation technique and ZigBee network. While the conventional communication between sensor tags and routers in a wireless network is via radio frequency alone, they developed a unique hybrid technique of radio frequency and ultrasound in order to improve positioning accuracy. However, while the combination of radio frequency and ultrasound reduces error in the distance between sensors and routers, the time-taming method used for its implementation requires extremely time-keeping devices. Though Jang and Skibniewski (2008) claimed that a tracking system that is based on the combination of RFID and GPS is very expensive to track large amount of materials on construction sites, wireless sensors network that is based on time of flight also requires very expensive GPS with atomic clock (Xuesong et al., 2008). In stead of expensive time of flight localisation technique, Xuesong et al. (2008) proposed received signal strength indicator (RSSI). Though RSSI is cheaper to implement due to its utilisation of the same radio hardware for both communication and localisation, it suffers multipath error and signal fading in the presence of physical obstacles such as complicated layout of construction sites (Lymberopoulos et al., 2006; Jang and Skibniewski, 2008).
	In order to reduce misplacement and enhance availability on construction sites, Song et al. (2006) tested the implementation of RFID system focussing on technical issues such radio frequency signal ranges, interference of metallic objects with signal, density of tags in a congested area and the amount of data that can be stored on tags. The results of their tests demonstrated the technical feasibility of deploying RFID technology to automate tracking of the shipping and receiving of materials on construction sites. However, Song et al. (2007) argued that application of stand-alone wireless sensors network and/or RFID for accurate tracking of the actual location of hundreds of materials is economically prohibitive. Therefore, Song et al. (2007) proposed a proximity localisation system composed of mobile RFID readers which are equipped with GPS functionality. Their system provides the proximity localisation of tags but not the actual distance between tags and readers. The proximity localisation system is said to require a fewer number of readers than the number required in a conventional RFID system and this will make it less expensive. Furthermore, Ergen et al. (2007) developed a combined RFID and GPS system where the RFID and GPS readers were mounted on a crane. The system is different from that of Song et al. (2007) in the sense that it measures the actual distance between a tag and a reader.
	For the reduction of construction waste and improvement of delivery, Li et al. (2005) developed an integrated barcode, global positioning system (GPS), geographical information system (GIS) and wide area network (WAN). With this system, construction sites are linked through company’s intranet and real-time location of delivery vehicles could be tracked. However, vehicle tracking system based on GPS suffers two downsides: (1) blockage of satellite signals by tall buildings, trees or while the vehicle is in a tunnel; (2) multipath effect due to reflection of satellite signals by buildings and other facilities (Lu et al., 2007). In order to ensure continuous and all location real-time tracking, Lu et al. (2007) developed and tested integrated GPS and vehicle navigation technology called dead reckoning (DR). DR provides location tracking functionality during the outage of GPS by measuring the distance from where GPS becomes unavailable to where GPS is restored based on the speed of the vehicle during the outage and the time of outage.
	Collision detection technology is required so that plant and equipment can operate at their rated speed on construction sites without compromising safety. In order to achieve the aforementioned objective, Oloufa et al. (2005) developed an integrated GPS and wireless technology that can prevent collision of plant and equipment while in operation. However, their system is limited to the safety of plant and the operator but not including the safety of pedestrians. Therefore, Riaz et al. (2006) developed a more flexible system that combines the safety of plant, operator and pedestrians. In addition GPS and wireless technology, their system incorporated management information system which enhances effective communication of information on machine maintenance and health and safety issues. 






Table 2-4: Research problems, contribution to knowledge and Research methods
Problem	Contribution to knowledge	Research methods
Lack of literature on systematic evaluation of ICT-based construction logistics system	Bridging the knowledge gap in construction logistics research	Literature review and comparative analysis of alternative ICT-based construction logistics systems




Table 2-5: Strengths and weaknesses of ICT-based tracking systems
ICT System	Strengths	Weaknesses
Wireless sensors network	Low power consumption resulting in longer battery lifeSelf-organising in maintaining transmission when tags are taken or added to the networkSuitable for long range communication up to 100 metersSensing of ambient conditions such as temperature and humidityData transmission to remote end users via the internetCombination of both tracking and localisation functionalities	Multipath error due to reflection of signals by physical obstructionSignal strength fluctuation due to movement of transmitter and receiverSignal shadowing due to physical obstructionSuitable only for applications requiring low data rate 
Radio frequency identification device	Suitable for applications requiring both high and low data rateCheaper tags compared to sensor tagsDoes not require network infrastructure	High power consumption compared to wireless sensorsShort transmission range up to 3 metersNo localisation functionality unless combined with localisation device such as GPS
Global positioning system	Accurately tracks locations in an outdoor environmentSufficiently flexible to combine with other technologies such as RFID	Inaccurate positioning at close proximityGPS receivers are highly expensiveMultipath error due to physical obstructionNot suitable for indoor application
Dead reckoning (DR)	No signal masking or outage like GPS	Distorted positioning data with increase in time and distance of tracking




2.11 	Layout of Research Process




































Figure 2-4: The process of this research

2.12 	Summary of Chapter 2

The critical review of the existing ICT-based solutions to the current problems of logistics in the construction industry has been presented in this chapter. The chapter presented information and communication technologies which can be applied to improve construction logistics. ICT-based tracking systems were considered as technologies that can improve the delivery of materials to construction sites and the inventory of the materials on the sites. Furthermore, discrete-event simulation was presented as a planning tool that can be used to optimise the planning of construction logistics. However, while ICT-based tracking systems are being developed and implemented in the construction industry, the cost and benefits of the systems are not evaluated before implementation. Therefore, the need for the evaluation of the ICT-based tracking systems has been established. The reviewed ICT-based tracking systems are alternative systems with significantly varied costs and benefits. Hence, there is need to compare the costs and benefits of the identified alternatives so that appropriate system can be selected and implemented to mitigate logistics problems.


























Decision process is the process of identifying and choosing alternatives based on the values and preferences of the decision maker (Fulop, 2005). Making a decision implies there are alternative choices to be considered and there is a need to choose the alternative that has the highest probability of success or effectiveness and best fits with the goals of the decision problem (Harris, 2009). The theory of decision process is implemented in two interwoven concepts namely decision making concept and decision aiding concept (Brown, 1989; Brown and Vari, 1992 and Roy, 1993). Decision making concept is composed of three major theories: descriptive, normative and prescriptive (Bell et al., 1988 and Dillon, 1998). The descriptive decision theory is concerned with how people actually make decisions while normative theory deals with how people should make decisions (Bell et al., 1988 and Dillon, 1998). The prescriptive theory is based on the theoretical foundation of normative theory with the combination of observations from descriptive theory. It deals with how to help people make good decisions (Bell et al., 1988; Dillon, 1998 and Ryu et al., 2008). The differences in these theories are further illustrated in Table 3-1. 
Table 3-1: Decision-making theories (Sources: Bell et al., 1988 and Dillon, 1998)
Decision-making theories	Definitions
Descriptive	Decisions people makeHow people decideWhat people actually do or have done
Normative	Logically consistent decision proceduresHow people should decideWhat people should do (in theory)
Prescriptive	How to help people make good decisionsHow to train people to make better decisionsWhat people should and can do

As illustrated in Table 3-1, prescriptive decision theory is the foundation of decision aiding process. Decision aiding process is the process where different individuals (decision maker and decision analyst) endowed with cognitive capabilities have to share some information and knowledge in order to establish a shared representation of a decision problem (Bouyssou et al., 2006). Decision aiding uses a structured procedure in order to handle problem situation faced by individuals and/or organisations (Tsoukias, 2008). In a decision making concept, there is no distinction between a decision maker and a decision analyst. The decision maker directly uses decision theory (descriptive or normative) to develop some information in order to establish a solution to a decision problem (Bouyssou et al., 2006).
In the context of this research, decision aiding concept was adopted because the aim of the research is to develop a decision support model that can aid the selection of ICT-based tracking systems rather than getting involved in the selection process (decision making) itself. The cognitive capabilities of potential decision makers were involved in the research by assessing the perceptions of mainly senior construction practitioners on some of the input parameters of the decision support model (See Chapter 5). According to Bouyssou et al. (2006) and Tsoukias (2008), a decision aiding process generates the following products which are discussed further in Section 3.3:






An appropriate perception of the problem situation may help in defining a suitable set of problem formulations out of which the analyst may choose the formulation that best fits the necessities of the problem situation (Stamelos and Tsoukias, 2003). After establishing the representation of the problem situation, problem formulation translates the concerns expressed in the representation of problem situation in a formal expression on which it is possible to apply some techniques such as statistics, measurement, operational research, simulation, etc. (Paschetta and Tsoukias, 2000). The evaluation model presents the precise way under which the alternatives are going to be evaluated and the final recommendation is the eventual alternative prescribed to the decision maker (Stamelos and Tsoukias, 2003). The aforementioned decision aiding products were generated in this research in three stages of implementation of the research framework namely definition stage, evaluation stage and selection stage (see Chapter 4). 
 
3.3 	Decision analysis methodology

Decision analysis is a scientific discipline comprising a collection of principles and methods aiming to help individuals, groups of individuals or organisations in the performance of difficult decisions (Brachinger and Monney, 2002). Decision support modelling starts with a process through which the decision problem is clarified before considering how to solve it (Bouyssou et al., 2006). Decision support process is any process in which individuals endowed with cognitive capabilities have to share information and knowledge in order to establish some shared representation of the process object (Massey and Wallace, 1996). The major activities carried out in the execution of a decision support process include structuring the problem, constructing evaluation model and constructing final recommendation (Bouyssou et al., 2006; Herwijnen, 2011). Structuring of the problem includes determination of relevant goals, alternatives and identification of the attributes to measure the alternatives. Construction of evaluation model includes the adoption of an evaluation technique, assessment of attributes and alternatives and the aggregation of the scores of the alternatives. Finally, the activity of constructing the recommendation involves the adoption of the best alternative after the evaluation model has been tested for robustness using sensitivity analysis (Azar, 2000; Montmain et al., 2009; Rios-Insua et al., 2006 and Jimenez et al., 2003).
 
3.3.1 	Structuring of a decision problem






	is a set of potential actions that can be undertaken to address the problems. The elements of set, otherwise known as alternatives, have to be designed in the sense that such a set does not exist somewhere but has to be constructed from existing information (Hatchuel, 2001 and Keeney, 1992).
	is a set of points of view from which the potential actions are observed, analysed, evaluated and compared. The elements of , otherwise known as attributes, represent what the stakeholders want to know about set .




3.3.1.1 	Problem structuring methods

Problem structuring methods enable decision makers to better understand their concerns (Checkland, 1981; Landry, 1995 and Rosenhead, 1989) better justify the conclusions (Landry et al., 1996) and simplify the validation process. The following are some of the existing problem structuring methods:

1.	Cognitive mapping: This method produces a network (map) in which nodes represent the issues concerning the decision makers for whom the map is constructed and arrows represent the way in which one issue may impact another (Eden, 1994). The method includes a session where the analyst interviews the decision maker and then uses the responses to design the map (Rosenhead, 1989). Cognitive mapping is particularly useful in a group decision making where consensus on issues is extremely difficult (Bouyssou et al., 2006).

2.	Strategic choice: This method is employed to handle the complexity of interconnected decision problems and manage the uncertainties surrounding the problems in a strategic way (Friend and Hichling, 1987).

3.	Value focussed thinking: This method suggests that focus should be given to how the alternatives can be established by thinking about values (utilities) and objectives (Keeney, 1992). Once the fundamental objectives have been established, utility or value functions can be constructed in order to measure the measure the desirability of the alternatives and achievement of each objective (Clemen, 1991; Levin and McEwan, 2001).

4.	 Integrating approach: This method involves the integration of different approaches of multiple criteria decision analysis. The application of this method is usually driven by the problem situation (Bana e Costa et al., 1999; Belton et al., 1997; Belton and Stewart, 2001).


3.3.2 		Constructing the evaluation model

The activity of constructing the evaluation model involves the application of methodological knowledge to the problem situation that has been formulated. An evaluation model is constructed so as to organise the information that has been established through problem structuring in such a way that it will be possible to provide a formal solution (Bouyssou et al., 2006). 
The weights of attributes as well as the scores of alternatives are measured; the weights and scores are aggregated to derive the overall scores of alternatives. There are different procedures for constructing the evaluation model. The difference in procedure forms the basis for the different multi-criteria analysis techniques that are available (Perny, 1998; Belacel, 2000; Mousseau et al., 2000; Paschetta and Touskias, 2000).
 
3.3.3 		Constructing the final recommendation

The output of the evaluation model is essentially a result which is consistent with the model itself (Bouyssou et al., 2006). However, the reliability of the model output should be justified before the final recommendation is made (Azar, 2000; Rios-Insua et al., 2006 and Jimenez et al., 2003). The sensitivity of the suggested solution when certain parameters are varied should be tested. The robustness of the solution should be demonstrated under different scenarios (Butler et al., 1997).

3.4 	Decision Analysis Techniques

The most common techniques used for evaluation by managers in the construction industry were identified to be return on investment (ROI), internal rate of return (IRR) and net present value (NPV) methods but these are the same methods used in other industries (Andresen et al., 2000; Love et al., 2004 and Love et al., 2006). The more intensive evaluation techniques mostly applied for decision making on the identification and selection of alternatives are cost-benefit analysis (CBA) and multi-criteria analysis (Fulop, 2005).

3.4.1 	Cost Benefit Analysis

Cost-benefit analysis (CBA) is a worldwide used technique in decision making, which evaluates the cost and benefits of alternatives on monetary basis (Fulop, 2005). It is called a mono-criterion decision analysis approach whose only scale of measurement is money (Kiker et al., 2005). CBA can show that implementing an alternative is either worthwhile or not relative to doing nothing. The individual alternatives relevant to cost-benefit analysis are those whose monetary values can be quantified (Munda, 1996). In building projects evaluation, cost-benefit analysis is used to examine the economic consequences at all stages of building construction starting with planning and continuing through occupancy, maintenance and demolition (O’Connor et al., 1997).
The output of a cost-benefit analysis tool can be any of net present value (NPV), benefit-cost ratio (B/C) or internal rate of return (IRR) (USEPA, 2000). The benefit-cost ratio is the ratio of discounted benefit to discounted cost. B/C can be less than 1, equal to 1 or greater than 1. If B/C is less than 1, the project will not be viable.
The rules of thumb used in choosing the output of CBA are (Snell, 1997):

	For a yes or no decision on a project’s implementation: use any of NPV, B/C or IRR with a previously agreed discount rate or threshold IRR.
	For optimisation between mutually exclusive projects: maximise NPV.
	For mutually independent projects competing for resources: maximise B/C.

The following are the main stages of cost-benefits analysis (ERSO, 2006):

1.	Define the decisions that are to be guided i.e. the purpose of analysis
2.	Define the group of people whose points of view are to be applied.
3.	Decide the criteria and parameters to be used for the analysis such as:
	Period of analysis
	Discount rate
	Categories of benefits and costs e.g. positive benefits, negative costs
	Inflation, depreciation and tax.
4.	Calculate the economic benefit attributable solely to the project(s) for each year of its life span i.e. incremental benefits (the benefits of the with-project situation minus any benefits that would arise in the without-project situation).

5.	Calculate the economic costs i.e. initial cost, recurrent (annual) cost and replacement cost.

6.	Tabulate the net benefits and cost stream:
	List the benefits and costs year by year
	Calculate the net benefit and net cost

7.	Discount the benefits and cost streams
8.	Generate the output i.e. NPV or B/C.
9.	Carry out sensitivity analysis.
10.	Assess the non-quantifiable benefits and costs excluded from the CBA.




Multi-criteria decision making deals with decisions involving the choice of a best alternative from several potential candidates in a decision subject to several criteria or attributes that may be tangible (quantifiable) or intangible (unquantifiable) (Cho, 2003). The formal analysis of multi-attribute processes becomes important when an aid to rational choice is needed for individual decision makers or consensus of value judgments among several decision makers, and when knowledge and experience of experts are required in complicated evaluations or decisions (Wang and Yang, 1998). Multi-criteria analysis is a systematic methodology that takes input from scientific or engineering studies of cost and benefit as well as stakeholder views and values to rank project alternatives (Kiker et al., 2005).
Unlike CBA where all the parameters must be quantifiable (tangible), multi-criteria analysis accommodates unquantifiable attribute (intangibles) to which weights are assigned. The weights reflect the relative importance of the attributes to the decision and they represent the opinion of a single decision maker or synthesize the opinions of a group of experts using a group decision technique (Fulop, 2005). Multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) deals with both uncertainty and multiple conflicting objectives (Brachinger and Monney, 2002). It is a useful approach that can incorporate a mixture of quantitative and qualitative information (Qureshi et al., 1999). However, there are several types of numerical scales that may be used to rank criteria and alternatives in multi-criteria analysis. These are ordinal scale, which are invariant under strictly monotone increasing transformations; interval scales, which are invariant under positive linear transformations; ratio scales, which are invariant under positive similarity transformations; and absolute scales, which are invariant under the identity transformation (Wang and Yang, 1998).
The most prominent among multi-criteria analysis techniques include multi-attribute utility theory (Keeney and Raiffa, 1976; Wakker, 1991), analytic hierarchy process (Saaty, 1980; Harker and Vargas, 1987), ELECTRE (Vincke, 1992) and Bayesian analysis (Cho, 2003). Other variants of ELECTRE are PROMETHE and TACTIC (Brans and Vincke, 1985 and Vansnick, 1986).   

3.4.2.1 	Multi-attribute Utility Theory (MAUT) 






m is the number of attributes and n is the number of alternatives;
xj is the overall multi-attribute utility value of alternative j;
wi is the importance weight of attribute i;
uij is the marginal utility value of attribute i with respect to alternative j
First, the criteria are ranked in their order of importance and points are assigned to them to reflect their relative importance. However, the comparison of the importance of attributes is meaningless if it does not reflect the range of utility values of the alternatives as well. Hence, Edwards and Baron (1994) proposed a variant of SMART named SMART using Swing which in the course of the comparison of the importance of the criteria also considers the amplitude of the utility values i.e. the changes from the worst utility value level to the best utility level among the alternatives.





y is the measured quantity or assigned unit of the alternative for the attribute under consideration which also called consequence
uij(y) is the utility score of the alternative for the attribute. 




 The steps followed in SMART are as follows:

1.	Identify the relevant criteria (attributes)
2.	Assign numerical variables to each of the attributes and specify their restrictions (importance weights).
3.	Construct utility functions and measure the utility values for the individual alternatives with respect to the attributes.
4.	Evaluate the individual utility values and importance weights using the single additive utility function shown in equations 3.2 and/or 3.3.
5.	Aggregate the utilities and weights using equation 3.1
6.	Carry out sensitivity analysis to ensure the reliability and validity of the outcome of steps 1 to 5.
7.	Choose the alternative with the highest overall multi-attribute utility (ranking) value.
8.	Report the whole analysis.

3.4.2.2 	Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)

AHP is general theory of measurement that is used to derive ratio scale from both discrete and continuous pairwise comparison of alternatives and criteria in multi-level hierarchy structure (Cho, 2003). To measure attribute weights using AHP, decision makers make a series of pairwise comparison judgements on a nine point scale, (1/9, 1/7, 1/5, 1/3, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9), for the relative importance of the attributes with respect to a pertinent goal. In a three-attribute case, for example, ratios wa/wb, wa/wc and wb/wc are elicited (Wang and Yang, 1998). The ratio wa/wb is defined 1 if attribute a is of equal importance to attribute b; the ratio is assigned 9 if attribute a is extremely more important than attribute b and the ratio is assigned 1/9 if attribute a is extremely less important than attribute b.
Unlike SMART where importance weights and utility values are measured using separate methods, AHP weights and values are not explicitly distinguished. Both weights of attributes and values of alternatives are derived by pairwise comparison (Lai et al., 2002). 
The steps involved in AHP are presented as follows (Bouyssou et al., 2006 and Teknomo, 2006):

1.	The decision maker/stakeholder is asked to compare criteria in a pairwise manner in terms of their relative importance.
2.	The weights of the criteria are computed from the pairwise comparison as eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalue of the matrix.
3.	The eigenvectors are normalised to add up to 1.
4.	Steps 1 to 3 are repeated for the comparison of the alternatives.





wi = weight of criterion i
αji = Score of alternative j with respect to criteria i
n = Number of criteria
aj = Overall score of alternative j

6.	Carry out sensitivity analysis and choose the alternative with the highest score
7.	Report the whole analysis

3.4.2.3 	Outranking Method (ELECTRE)

ELECTRE is an outranking method which is based on the principle that one alternative may have a degree of dominance over another rather than the supposition that a single best alternative exists (Kangas et al., 2001). The goal of outranking method is to find all the alternatives that dominate other alternatives while the dominant alternatives cannot be dominated by any other alternatives. It is a procedure that sequentially reduces the number of alternatives the decision maker is faced with to a set of non-dominated alternatives.
Outranking requires the knowledge of importance weights of the criteria in order to find the dominant alternative. As explained by Fulop (2005) and Cho (2003), the methodology is based on the concordance and discordance indices defined as follows:





  stands for the utility values for which the performance score of Aj is as high as that of Ak 





From equation 3.4, for each criterion where Ak outperforms Aj, the ratio is calculated relating the difference in performance level between Ak and Aj to the maximum difference in score on the criterion concerned between any pair of alternatives. The maximum of these ratios is the discordance index.









Bayesian analysis is a popular statistical decision making process that provides a paradigm for updating information in the form of possibilities (Cho, 2003). The basis of Bayesian analysis is that decisions involving uncertainty can only be made with the aid of information about the uncertain environment of the decision i.e. outcomes are the results of the experiments used to uncover the causes (Cho, 2003).





P(A\B) is the probability of an event A, given the occurrence of a second event B
P(B) is the unconditional probability of the second event B
P(A∩B) is the probability of joint occurrence of events A and B.

Bayesian theory revises prior probabilities of causes known from a large sample of a population into posterior probabilities by using the outcome of an experiment with a certain probability of success. Bayesian analysis decision making approach is well suited for analysing decisions that have already been made but may be of questionable value (Cho, 2003). Hence, the review of Bayesian analysis is limited here given the fact that the focus of this research is to analyse systems that are yet to be implemented.

3.5 	Applications of multi-criteria decision analysis

Multi-criteria technique has been used in a variety of applications to solve real problems such as in investment evaluation where Hinloopen et al. (2004) evaluated public transport systems in Nijmegen (Netherlands) based on 10 transportation alternatives with respect to 26 criteria (attributes). Atanackovic et al. (1998) applied multi-attribute utility theory to analyse the selection of alternative power systems in a substation design. They considered four attributes which were cost, reliability, operational flexibility and impact on the environment. While they were able to quantify cost and reliability using monetary unit, the other two attributes were measured by subjective assessment. Multi-criteria decision analysis has also been applied to other policy/strategy development areas such as medical (Azar, 2000); climate change (Bell et al., 2003); industrial facility siting (Larichev and Olson, 2001); energy policy (Hobbs and Meier, 2000); agricultural resource management (Hayashi, 2000); and life-cycle assessment (Seppala et al., 2002). Table 3-2 shows some other previous applications and corresponding multi-criteria decision analysis techniques.

Table 3-2: Applications of multi-criteria decision analysis
Application	Techniques	Citation
Decision support for the selection of a multi-media authorising system	AHP	Lai et al., 2002
Definition of goals of distribution logistics and analysis of project’s logistics department in a group setting	AHP	Korpela and Touminen, 1997; Korpela and Touminen, 1995
Selection of a management alternative for Missouri River	MAUT	Prato, 2003
Highway environmental appraisal in Ireland	ELECTRE	Rogers and Bruen, 1998
Decision support system for multi-criteria analysis of motorway company facilities	MAUT	Montmain et al., 2009
Analysis of the influence of retail centres on the structure of a city	Multiplicative Summarised Optimal Criterion Method (Variant of MAUT)	Zagorskas and Turskis, 2006
Selection of intervention strategies for the restoration of radionuclide contaminated freshwater ecosystems	MAUT	Rios-insua et al., 2006
Prioritization of sites for waste management activities in Canada	PROMETHE	Vaillancourt and Waaub, 2002
Dispute resolution selection model prototype for international construction	MAUT	Chan et al., 2006

3.6 	Adopted multi-criteria decision analysis technique

The in-depth review of the existing applications of multi-criteria decision analysis in various industries including construction shows that the technique has not been specifically applied in construction for the selection of ICT-based tracking systems that are considered in this research. Therefore, one of the techniques reviewed in this chapter was adopted for the implementation of the research framework. After the review of multi-criteria analysis presented in Section 3.4.2, additive multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT) was chosen from the various multi-criteria analysis methods. This theory allows compensation between criteria i.e. the gain on one criterion can compensate for the loss on another (Fulop, 2005). Also, the additive multi-attribute utility model, according to Keeney and Raiffa (1993), allows for imprecision concerning input data which make the process of assessing individual utility functions and constant scales not very demanding and less stressful for decision makers.
The specific strengths of multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT) that influenced the decision to adopt it in this research are stated as follows:

	The aggregation technique in multi-attribute utility theory can be adapted to other parameters in other aggregation procedures (Bouyssou et al., 2006). This demonstrates the flexibility of adapting MAUT model to any other multi-criteria analysis technique in any future modification of the model.
	Unlike AHP which measures both attributes and alternatives by only subjective pairwise assessment, MAUT derives the utilities of alternatives with respect to the attributes by both objective (quantitative) and subjective (qualitative) assessment (Fulop, 2005).
	MAUT provides simple additive expressions in order to allow a simpler and more transparent decision support that can be applied by a wider range of users (Herwijnen, 2011).

In spite of the strengths of MAUT described above, MAUT has a limitation described as follows:

	MAUT assumes full compensability of attributes i.e. the attributes are expressed in a single unit through the utility function. This compensatory characteristic is shared by both MAUT and AHP. They both employ numerical scores to compare alternatives and their aggregation of scores on a single scale make them compensatory optimisation approaches (Kiker et al., 2005).

Apart from the strengths of MAUT described above which outweigh the weakness, the independent variable of the utility function can be a quantified value rather than subjective assessment obtainable in AHP (see equations 3.2 and 3.3). This capability of MAUT complies with an objective of this research which allows costs of materials, quantities of materials and other parameters to be entered into the model by end-user in other to generate expected costs of alternatives with respect to the selection attributes. Also, the principles of outranking methods do not comply with the objectives of this research. Outranking methods derive dominant alternatives by aggregating the weights of selection attributes where an alternative dominates the other in a pairwise comparison (Bouyssou and Vincke, 1997 and Cho, 2003). In this research, both weights of selection attributes and utilities (scores) of alternatives with respect to selection attributes are important in determining the overall utilities of alternatives.

3.7 	Benefits of systematic evaluation of ICT-based construction 	logistics systems

As discovered by Love et al. (2005) in their research, there is a lack of willingness to be rigorous and analytical by construction firms during the evaluation process of information systems (IS) projects compared to the construction projects they are involved with. The problems associated with assessing the benefits and costs of information technology seem to be more acute in construction industry than other industries like manufacturing and retail possibly due to the industry structure, fragmented supply chain and undercapitalisation (Andresen et al., 2004). Despite these problems, the need to undertake evaluation of ICT exists so that the benefits management process and technology’s effectiveness can be translated into favourable outcomes for the organisation and its respective stakeholders (Love et al., 2005).
Systematic evaluation, according to the objectives of this research, is the process of assessing the holistic benefits and cost involved in the implementation of ICT-based construction logistics systems. The benefits involved are not only financial cost saving for the implementation of the systems but also other benefits in terms of the environmental benefits that cover all the components of a construction logistics system such as delivery, material handling and inventory management. As observed by other researchers, effective IS evaluation should incorporate social and technical entities. Treating IS evaluation as a technical problem alone can lead to meaningless conclusions that overlook the social activities and ignore social-political environment of an organisation (Stockdale et al., 2006). Therefore, the systematic evaluation of ICT-based construction logistic systems will involve critical evaluation of the technical, environmental and financial attributes of ICT devices that can be implemented to improve construction logistics process.
It is stated that due to the short-time span of the usability of ICT solutions for the logistics of construction projects, the ICT solutions should not demand significant investment (Cheng et al., 2001). Furthermore, Ghiani et al. (2004) emphasised that the main aim of managers is to achieve suitable compromise between costs and service level when devising logistics strategy. Therefore, developing a systematic evaluation tool that can enhance the cost-effective selection of an appropriate ICT-based construction logistics system is in line with the objective of efficient logistics practice in construction. Also, the application of the systematic evaluation model to decision making will provide knowledge-based decision-making process and remove any biased judgement of the decision maker in selecting the appropriate ICT system. 

3.8 	Summary of Chapter 3

This chapter presented the principles and practice of decision analysis. The intensive decision analysis methodologies of cost-benefit analysis (CBA) and multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) were explored to demonstrate their similarities and differences. The major limitation of CBA is that its only unit of measurement is money which makes it unsuitable for unquantifiable decision criteria. However, MCDA compensates for the short-comings of CBA by accommodating both quantifiable and unquantifiable entities.
The various techniques of MCDA and their procedures have also been explored. The procedures of multi-criteria decision analysis demonstrate the similarities and differences. All the methodologies share similarities in their steps of implementation which are classified as problem structuring, evaluation model construction and final recommendation construction. Both multi-attribute utility theory and analytic hierarchy process employ numerical scores to compare alternatives on single scale and their scores are aggregated using the same weighted average formula. ELECTRE, PROMETHE and TACTIC are all outranking methods. The outranking method compares two alternatives at a time with the principle that one alternative dominate the other. The pairwise comparison continues until all dominated alternatives have been eliminated leaving only the dominant alternative.
This chapter has shown that multi-criteria decision analysis techniques are applied to a wide variety of decision problems. The various applications explored include policy/strategy selection, software selection, design selection, selection of conflict resolution strategy, life-cycle assessment and climate change. Out of the reviewed MCDA techniques, MAUT was adopted for the implementation of this research because of its strengths described in Section 3.6. The adoption of MAUT followed the adoption of the problem structuring method called value focussed thinking (see Section 3.3.1). In this research, focus was given to the objective of mitigating construction logistics problems and how the alternative ICT solutions could be established. The mitigation of the construction logistics problems formed the point of views on which the alternatives will be assessed. 










This chapter presents the conceptual framework that was developed in order to support decision making in respect to the selection of the best alternative ICT solution for the logistics of a specific building construction project. The conceptual framework was developed following the adoption of multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT) discussed in Chapter 3. The chapter concludes with architecture of the conceptual framework which is the graphical representation of the decision analysis model showing the input, process and output.

4.2 	Integrated Decision Analysis Framework
 
The proposed Integrated Decision Analysis Framework (IDAF) intends to provide a systematic platform for knowledge-based decision making on the selection of ICT-based logistics systems in the construction industry. The framework is a quantification tool of the cost and benefits of implementing each of the identified ICT-based tracking systems described in Chapter 2. However, there is lack of data on the benefits of the ICT systems in mitigating construction logistics problems and the uncertainty surrounding the benefits is addressed in this framework. The situation of such uncertain quantities gives rise to the need to use probabilities in quantifying the consequence of each alternative with respect to the attributes (Clemen, 1991). The use of probabilities necessitates the integration of techniques, such as decision tree and fault tree analysis, as part of the framework.










A clear definition of the selection attributes of alternative ICT systems is required so that the right system to address the identified construction logistics problems is selected. According to Fulop (2005), it is necessary to define discriminating attributes as objective measures which will measure how well each alternative achieves the goals of implementation. Furthermore, Baker et al. (2002) said attributes should be:

	able to discriminate among the alternatives and to support the comparison of the performance of alternatives,
	operational and meaningful and
	few in number






Figure 4-1: Process flowchart of the implementation of framework

Table 4-1: Selection attributes and functions of ICT-based tracking systems
Selection attributes	Functions	Systems	Citation
Waste Reduction	a) Automated data recording on inventory which leads to more informed materials procurement.	RFID, WSN	Poon et al., 2009; Jang and Skibniewski, 2008
	b) Prevention of materials abandonment which mitigates waste.	RFID, WSN	
	c) Prevention of materials from damage due to temperature and humidity such as cement hardening.	WSN	Jang and Skibniewski, 2008
	d) Prevention of materials from damage due to vandalism	WSN	Boba and Santos, 2006
Accident Reduction	e) Situational awareness of individual mobile equipments and operatives can prevent collision accidents.	RFID, WSN	Riaz et al., 2006, Lee et al., 2009
	f) Systems that recognise identities of operatives enabling site managers issue warnings to individuals in collision accident prone zones.	RFID, WSN	
	g) Collision accidents reduction using ICT at a relatively cost effective price.	WSN	
Misplacement Reduction	h) Continuous awareness of materials location on site which prevents misplacement	WSN, RFID	Jang and Skibniewski, 2008; Goodrum et al., 2006; Gajamani and Varghese, 2007; Ergen et al., 2007.
	i) Logistics system with ease of installation and application.	RFID	
Theft Reduction	j) Recovery of stolen equipments.	GPS, RFID	Carmichael et al., 2007
	k) Deterrence of intrusion into construction site	WSN	Boba and Santos, 2006; Carmichael et al., 2007
	l Theft deterrence being provided at relatively less expensive cost	WSN	Boba and Santos, 2006
	m) Remote immobilization of plant to prevent theft or enhance recovery.	GPS	Carmichael et al., 2007
	n) Covert security measure and unique identification of stolen plant	RFID	Tzeng et al., 2008
Delivery Improvement	o) Ability to track the location of delivery vehicles en-route construction site.	GPS, DR	Lu et al., 2007
	p) Planning of alternative routes for delivery vehicles en-route construction site	GIS	Li et al., 2005; Guan and Lin, 2008
	q) Instant identification of multiple materials delivered on site which improves delivery vehicle turn around.	RFID	Sullivan et al., 2010
Time Saving	r) Tracking system makes it easier and quicker to retrieve materials misplaced on site.	RFID, WSN	Song et al., 2007; Jang and Skibniewski, 2008
	s) Instant identification of multiple materials delivered on site saves time of manual checking by operatives.	RFID	Sullivan et al., 2010
Data Accuracy	t) Automated recording of data guarantees accuracy of logistics report	RFID, WSN	Poon et al., 2009; Song et al., 2006

4.3.1 	Alternative ICT-based tracking systems

In construction supply chain, problems in poorly identifying, tracking and locating highly customised prefabricated components result in late deliveries, double-handling and misplacement of components and incorrect installations leading to schedule delays and increased labour cost (Ergen et al., 2007). Materials for a construction project can be classified into three categories: off-the-shelf, long-lead bulks and engineered items and the different categories of materials vary in cost, supply lead-time and interchange-ability (Song et al., 2006). Engineered materials such as pipe spools are required in large quantities on projects like the construction of industrial plants and they are executed on fast track. They are often fabricated off-site while prerequisite work is going on at site and such process in fast-track projects still poses potential uncertainty in delivery and in completing the prerequisite site work leading to mismatches that foul-up scheduled work sequences (Tommelein, 1998). 
Field materials management has been identified as one of the areas with the greatest potential for improvement and with the greatest positive development impact on engineering construction work processes (Song et al., 2006). An efficient materials management enhances materials availability and the underlying capability to achieve this functionality is the ability to track materials accurately and in a timely manner (Gajamani and Varghese, 2007). Real-time tracking devices such as global positioning system (GPS) and radio frequency identification system (RFID) are capable of meeting the aforementioned requirements of on-site materials management by mitigating materials misplacement and enhancing availability on construction site. GPS can be used to precisely track craft workers and machines over a great range of geographic and geometric scale but tagging hundreds of items with simple but expensive GPS receivers would not be economically feasible. Conversely, RFID technology suits identification of large number of individual items but its current application do not provide sufficient localisation without relying on a fixed communication network. However, a combination of RFID and GPS technologies offers the opportunity to densely deploy low cost RFID tags with a few mobile RFID readers equipped with GPS to form backbone of a construction materials tracking system (Song et al., 2007). Although RFID and GPS technologies are being used to track assets in other industries, very little research has been conducted in architecture, engineering and construction industry or facility management on the utilization of these devices for tracking components (Ergen et al., 2007). Among these few studies are Lu et al. (2007), Song et al. (2006), Wenfa (2008), Goodrum et al. (2006), Tzeng et al. (2008) and Song et al. (2007). In their study, Song et al. (2007) stated that a construction site can not afford location tracking system relying on fixed network infrastructure due to the evolving and unpredictable nature of the construction process. They developed a proximity localization system which is composed of a few mobile RFID readers equipped with GPS and able to track hundreds of tagged materials on a construction site. In view of the need for system integration, integrated ICT-based tracking devices are considered in this research.

4.3.2 		Construction Waste Reduction

Construction wastes are part of the materials delivered to site which have been damaged and meant for disposal, reuse or recycling. In the UK, the finding of Sir John Egan’s Rethinking Construction report on the state of the construction industry states that: “up to 30% of all construction is rework, labour is used to half its potential efficiency and at least 10% of building materials are wasted” (Egan, 1998). CIRIA Project report 83 also indicated that construction and demolition contribute roughly 17% of the total waste production in the UK. This extent of waste generation can be attributed to the lack of mechanism at the project planning stage of construction to anticipate, identify and prioritise for action the waste stream that will be generated during the construction work (Kwan, 2001). 
Construction waste arises from design, logistics and construction processes. In order to have adequate record of waste and then develop tools for wastes reduction, there is need to identify the sources of wastes. The main causes and sources of wastes on construction site are listed in Table 4-2.

Table 4-2: Sources and Causes of Construction Waste (Source: Gavian and Bernold 1994; Craven et al., 1994)
Source	Cause
Design	Changes to design
Design	Error in contract documents
Design	Contract documents incomplete at the commencement of construction
Procurement	Ordering error, over ordering, under ordering
Procurement	Supplier’s error
Material Handling	Damage during transportation to site/on site 





Operation	Damage caused by subsequent trades
Operation	Use of incorrect material requiring replacement
Residual	Conversion waste from cutting uneconomical shapes
Residual	Off cuts from cutting materials to length
Residual	Over mixing of materials for wet trades due to a lack of knowledge requirements. 
Residual	Waste from application process
Residual	Packaging
Other	Criminal waste due to vandalism
Other	Lack of site materials control and waste management plans

Construction waste is very important to quantify compared to demolition waste because (Bossink and Brouwers, 1996):

	Construction waste is more difficult to recycle due to high levels of contamination and a large degree of heterogeneity
	Prevention of construction waste is preferable to recycling of demolition waste
	Construction waste contains a relatively large amount of chemical waste
	A cost reduction caused by preventing the generation of construction waste is of direct benefit for most of the participants that work on a construction project 





The fundamental function of site materials management is to assure the availability of materials when they are needed for installation and make such availability information readily accessible for crew level work planning (Song et al., 2006). This means site materials management should be capable to track materials accurately and in a timely manner. Site accounting of materials should produce a complete record of all transactions throughout the project and thus provide advance warning of material shortages on site and indication of excess use of specific materials (Johnston, 1984). The current practice of manual data collection is prone to human error, unable to state real-time status of stock and it is time consuming while automated tracking system makes information regarding materials availability readily available which will prevent material misplacement or sudden stock-out of materials.




Materials should be delivered to site at the right time and in the right quantity; materials must be supplied in accordance with design specifications. Some problems are encountered in the ordering and delivery of materials to construction site due to inefficient communication among the participants such as site management, materials planning department, purchasing department and suppliers. Site management and materials planning raise requisition; purchasing places orders and suppliers deliver materials to site. There is need for adequate information to circulate efficiently among these participants to ensure smooth supply of materials and continuous availability of materials for construction work.
Bates et al. (1999) carried out a pilot study of the UK Housing Sector to elicit information on the processes involved in the coordination of materials procurement to construction site and some of the problems that exist. The typical well known problems were:

	Late delivery of materials
	Incomplete delivery
	Sudden changes of lead-time for the supply of materials
	Materials being ordered too early leading to damage/theft
	Short notice of materials call-off from site and similarly postponement of orders

Management of materials supply side of construction process could be improved substantially by readily and regularly providing data such as call-off dates and delivery schedules to the suppliers. These data could only benefit both the contractor and the suppliers if they are made available well in advance for the suppliers or manufacturers to include all delivery requirements in their production schedules. The tendency for site managers to call-off materials earlier than necessary will also be reduced (Johnston, 1984). Information and communication technology (ICT) offers facilities such as internet, tracking devices, computer-aided project management software and agent software that provide fast and up-to-date information transmission. The application of ICT to materials management can organise and structure the processes performed and help in estimating the effect of changes in purchase orders on the project’s programme of work (Meraghni et al., 1996). Also, by utilizing information and communication technology (ICT) for supporting supply-chain integration, companies are able to control better the logistical flow of materials, information and finance (Iskanius and Kilpala, 2006). 
The following are some of the benefits attributable to the use of information and communication technology (ICT) in mitigating the problems of materials delivery on construction projects:

	Tendency for late delivery of materials will be significantly reduced by integrated supply chain management system, fleet management system and supply chain simulation system. These tools will enhance the integration of site management, procurement department and suppliers; real-time positioning of delivery vehicles and identification of supply chain bottlenecks respectively.
	Supply chain simulation will also enhance the reliability of lead-time because bottlenecks in the production of make-to-order materials would be identified beforehand before master production schedule is executed.
	Incomplete delivery problem will be eliminated through the use of ICT-based tracking and positioning systems which will enhance the selection of the right materials for the right order.
	There would be no need to order materials too early because adequate information would be quickly communicated across the logistics channel through an integrated supply chain management system and the delivery adequately monitored through the fleet management system.





Since large number of materials, equipment and personnel are involved in construction activities, the issues of theft and provision of adequate security become very important. Amateur opportunists, professional thieves and a few construction operatives are involved in construction theft. Amateur opportunists may take away generic building materials such as plywood, lumber or ladders for use in their own houses and not return these. Professional thieves may steal items that can be resold in an unregulated second-hand market such as ceramics, tiles, faucets, toilets, doors and windows. Finally, operatives may be more likely to take tools and small equipment or items that require some skill or effort to remove (Boba and Santos, 2006). Although theft is applicable to all materials and equipment, the main target of thieves is often an item of plant. The UK construction industry suffers annual plant theft losses in excess of £500 million (CITS, 2011). The problem of theft on construction sites is not limited to the UK alone. In the United States, it is estimated that the construction industry loses approximately $1 billion annually due to theft (Sharma and Bausman, 2009). One motivation for plant theft is that it is often perceived by perpetrators as a low-risk and high-financial gain activity (Carmichael et al., 2007).
Most available reports on construction theft focus on high-cost events. For example, national construction theft records such as The National Plant and Equipment Register (TER) does not usually record items valued less than £1500 (TER, 2009). Many construction firms do not report the theft of items that are valued less than the company’s insurance deductible amount. Since the value of construction equipment is high, such losses are reported to the police and therefore, there are more accurate statistics on equipment losses as compared to material losses (Donkor, 2008).
The processes involved in plant theft include identification, access, activation, removal, processing, transportation and resale (Edwards et al., 2007). Once stolen, equipment is rarely recovered and rates of plant recovery in the UK have been in the region of 5% compared to 70% for other vehicles such as cars (Sturmey, 2010). Poor recovery rates of stolen plant are blamed on difficulty of identification and lack of immediate police response (Thatcham, 2011). It is reported that the Police frequently fail to understand the implications of plant theft to the construction industry which include delays to time critical projects, cost of replacing stolen plant and hiring alternative, higher insurance premiums, loss of man hours, and others (PANIUS, 2010). A survey carried out by Smith and Walmsley (1999) shows that construction plants’ theft risk is at 26 per 1000 which is considerably higher than that of road-going vehicles over the same period (18 per 1000). They further suggested that the annual cost of theft to construction could be in excess of £600 million. The national plant and equipment register TER (2009) records 3,678 plant thefts at a value of £36 million with a recovery rate below 5%. Allianz (2011) stated that insurers’ records indicate theft of construction plant to be over 24,000 pieces of equipment with a depreciated cost of equipment stolen per annum of £70 million. Plant theft victims pay £7500 per theft from loss of productivity, hire of alternative plant, etc., and if the stolen plant is recovered, the victims pay ‘open-ended’ recovery and cross-hire costs (KOSRAN, 2011).  While these costs of plant theft are considerable, the true value of stolen plant is likely to be more than double because of under-reporting. This is mainly due to the fact that less than 40% of plant is insured (Gregory, 2007). The low recovery rate along with the huge cost of theft to the construction industry makes theft reduction an important attribute for the selection of ICT-based construction logistics systems.
According to problem-oriented guides for police problem-specific publication, the following ICT-based solutions were prescribed to make construction site a difficult target for thieves (Boba and Santos, 2006):

	Alarm systems can be a cost effective deterrent in high risk areas. There are a number of different alarms available including wireless systems that can be adapted to the environment. Some wireless alarms can be installed at any stage of the construction without the need to pre-wire or other electrical work. Construction Industry Theft Solution (CITS) code of practice suggests that theft can be minimised on construction site by tagging items with sensors.
	Global positioning system (GPS) locator chips can be used to track and recover high-end appliances and equipment. If the property is stolen, the chip allows the builder or the police to monitor its movement by computer.

Carmichael et al. (2007) found, in their investigative research, that the two most important criteria to assess plant security system were the level of deterrent against theft that the system can offer and the time for which they might withstand attack from a thief who is trying to remove them or disable them. They identified the following ICT-based solutions:

	Covert Marking: This is a technology used to personalise plant but in a way difficult to detect by thieves. This includes microchip tags and RFID tags.
	Tracking Devices: Radio frequency transmitters and GPS satellite systems for real-time and historical tracking. These systems will deter where used with overt warnings and enhance recovery by making location known and plant identifiable.




Though construction industry uses extensive labour resources, it is increasingly becoming reliant upon mechanisation (Harris, 1994). Typical application of plant and equipment in construction include material handling and lifting operations. As the market for construction equipment has been expanding, a growing concern for practitioners has been the level of plant and equipment related accidents. Plant and equipment operation is one of the leading causes of accident and injuries in construction due to the increased reliance on mechanical resources to execute operations. From the accident categories recorded by the health and safety executive (HSE), two categories can be directly linked with plant and equipment operations. These are ‘contact with moving machinery or material being machined’ and ‘struck by moving vehicle’ (HSE, 2010b). 
Typical values on the parameters required for the estimation of the cost of collision accident injuries will be adopted from the construction intelligence report of the health and safety executive (HSE). The construction intelligence report contains analysis statistics, research/information from different sources on construction injuries/ill health and analysis of fatal accidents over a period of 12 years from 1997/98 to 2008/09 (HSE, 2010b). The two sources of information considered here are reporting of injuries, diseases and dangerous occurrences regulation 1995 (RIDDOR) investigation report and the British Market Research Bureau (BMRB) survey report. The nature of injuries is divided into three categories namely (i) fatal injuries, (ii) major injuries and (iii) over-3-days injuries (O3D). 
As shown in Figure 4-2, the rate of fatal injuries to construction workers is on the decrease. The rate of fatal injury is 47% lower in 2008/09 compared to the base year in 1999/2000 following the decrease from 4.7 to 2.5 per 100,000 workers. The injury rates for 2008/09 are adopted in this research because they are latest validated data from HSE at the time of carrying out cost estimation. 


Figure 4-2: Rates of fatal accidents on construction sites (Source: HSE, 2010b)

Also, the rate of reported major injury to employees on construction sites shows a clear downward trend as shown in Figure 4-3. The rate in 2008/09 is 36% lower than in the base year. The 2008/09 rate for major injury to construction workers is 254 per 100,000 workers. 


Figure 4-3: Rates of major injuries on construction sites (Source:  HSE, 2010b)

For O3D injuries, the rate of injuries to employees has fallen steadily over a period of 8 years from 1999/2000 to 2008/09 as shown in Figure 4-4. The 2008/09 rate for O3D is 524.9 per 100,000 workers.


Figure 4-4: O3D injury rates on construction sites (Source: HSE, 2010b)

The injury rates were analysed to derive percentages of the number of operatives for each type of injury for the estimation of the costs of the injuries to the contractor who is responsible to pay compensation and/or fine for any accident that occur during the course of work on the construction site. The percentages for fatal, major and over-3-days injuries are shown in Table 4-3.

Table 4-3: Percentages of Construction Workers Injuries on Site










PCI represents the projected cost of injuries
RCI represents cost of reported injuries.

The British Market Research Bureau (BMRB) conducted a survey on accident and ill health experiences of construction workers and the typical values on “contact with moving machinery” injuries and accident per project ratio for new build projects from BMRB survey analysis results are adopted for cost estimation. The survey was carried out in 3 phases: A total of 5813 construction workers were surveyed in phase I between January 2005 and April 2006; phase II was conducted between November 2007 and July 2008 during which 2801 workers were contacted and phase III took place between January and November 2009 when 3961 workers were contacted (HSE, 2010b). The accident rate of “contact with moving machinery” was 4.2% among 6.1% of construction workers that were surveyed and the accident per project ratio for new build projects is 0.86. The accident rate has been recalculated to obtain 0.26% (4.2% of 6.1%).
Having identified the types and extent of operatives-plant collisions prevalent on the UK construction sites, there is a need to explore potential solutions. To reduce the collision risk, Regulations 28-29 of the Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations 1998 states that (PUWER, 1998):
“ Self-propelled work equipment to have means of preventing unauthorised operation, minimise consequences of collision; devices for braking and stopping; means to stop on leaving control range; means to prevent crushing and impacts”
To satisfy the requirements of the Regulation 28-29 of PUWER 98, a wide range of aids and devices are currently available. Such devices include simple beam and convex mirrors, radar systems and video systems (Riaz et al., 2006). Radar based systems are the most widely used technology for collision detection but they are not particularly suited for dirty environment that contain airborne pollution or large objects which can trigger false alarm (Oloufa et al., 2003). To avoid such problems, GPS technology can be used to relay timely information to operators about other vehicles and pedestrians working in their immediate vicinity. However, GPS does not give accurate positioning at a very close proximity and therefore, other supporting technologies are required to cover this shortcoming when vehicles are closer to each other than GPS accuracy range (Riaz et al., 2006).
Another limitation to existing ICT safety systems is that they are restricted to the safety of either plant item (and, of course, the plant operator) or the pedestrian but not both (Oloufa et al., 2003). In line with Regulation 28-29 of PUWER 98, a more flexible and complete plant and equipment safety solution should ideally combine both plant and pedestrian safety in one system. Riaz et al. (2006) proposed a conceptual SightSafety system which is a hybrid system that covers the safety of both plant and construction workers on site using a combination of GPS and wireless sensors network infrastructure for tracking and notification purposes. The conceptual model, shown in Figure 4-5, was adopted in this research for the purpose of estimating the cost and benefits of implementing such system.

Figure 4-5: Information Flow for an ICT-based Accident Mitigation System (Source: Riaz et al., 2006)

4.3.7 	Data accuracy and time saving process 





At this stage, there is need to quantify the consequence of each alternative ICT system with respect to each selection attribute; derive the marginal utility from the consequence and aggregate the overall multi-attribute utilities of the alternatives. The consequence of each alternative in this framework is derived as expected cost using decision tree analysis; this is shown as consequence quantifier in Figure 4-1 and expanded in Figure 4-6. The expected cost is then converted to marginal utility of each alternative with respect to attribute using marginal utility function in Equation 4.4; this is shown as marginal utility quantifier in Figure 4-1. The marginal utilities of the alternatives with respect to the attributes are finally aggregated into overall multi-attribute utilities of the alternatives after combining with the weightings of the attributes according to the multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT) function in Equation 4.2; this is shown as overall utility quantifier in Figure 4-1.

4.4.1 	Decision Tree Analysis

Decision problems where the problem consists of taking a sequence of decisions are called multistage decision problems and very useful tools to solve such multi-stage decision making problems are called decision trees (Brachinger and Monney, 2002). A decision tree is a graphical representation of a multistage decision problem by a tree containing two kinds of nodes: decision node and chance node. The decision node, represented by a rectangle, is a stage where a decision has to be made while the chance node, represented by a circle, is a stage where random (uncertain) events happen. According to Clemen (1991), each chance node must have branches that correspond to a set of mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive outcomes. Mutually exclusive means that only one of the outcomes can happen and collectively exhaustive means that no other possibilities exist i.e. one of the outcomes must occur. The decision tree in Figure 4-6 shows six branches emanating from the decision node representing six alternative integrated ICT-based logistics systems. The first chance node has the branches of two chance events of implementation scenario and non-implementation scenario of the ICT system. There are probabilities of contribution and no-contribution for each attribute under non-implementation and implementation scenarios respectively. The second chance node emanates from the implementation scenario with two chance events of “with benefit” and “no benefit”. These chance events are mutually exclusive because an attribute will either contribute to construction cost under non-implementation scenario or will not contribute under implementation scenario. Also, the implementation scenario will either have benefits or produces no benefit. Furthermore, the chance events are collectively exhaustive because one of them must occur.




pni is the probability of non-implementation; pi is the probability of implementation; pn is the probability of no benefit and pb is the probability of benefit

Figure 4-6: Decision tree for estimating expected costs of alternatives with respect to attributes.

4.4.2 	Attribute and ICT Costs Quantification

The attribute and ICT costs in Figure 4-6, which are user-defined input data, can be derived based on the materials, labour and equipment information available from contract documents such as quantity take-off and pricing sheets. The computation processes of the costs of attributes and alternatives are described in Chapter 7. The costs that will be quantified by the model include:

	The cost of ICT-based tracking devices which include the cost of tags that will be derived from the quantities of materials, labour and equipment entered into the model by the end user. All prefabricated materials will be expected to be tagged individually while other materials will be packaged in tagged pallets. The number of pallets required for such materials will then determine their quantity of tags. The capital costs of the alternative ICT systems will be converted to life cycle costs as described in Section 4.3.3. 
	The cost of material waste will be derived based on the identified sources of waste and the cost and quantity of materials entered into the model by the end user.
	The cost of operatives-plant collision during construction work will be derived from rate of operative/plant collision, injury compensations and the number of operatives to be employed in a typical project.
	The cost of plant theft will be derived from the value of plant and equipment to be employed on the project and the probability of theft.
	The cost of materials misplacement will be derived from the probability of misplacement and the quantity and cost of materials.
	The cost of data inaccuracy will be derived from the probability of incorrect data and the quantity and cost of construction materials for a typical project.

4.4.3 		Life Cycle Costing
 
The cost of ICT systems going into the decision tree in Figure 4-6 will be Life Cycle Costs. The Life Cycle Cost (LCC) of an asset is defined as the total cost, in present value or annual value that includes the initial costs, maintenance, repair and renewal (MR&R) costs over the service life or a specified life cycle (Rahman and Vanier, 2004). Particularly in construction, according to Langdon (2006), Life Cycle Costing (LCC) is used to evaluate the cost performance of a building throughout its life cycle, including acquisition, development, operation, management, repair, disposal and decommissioning. LCC are the summations of cost estimates from inception to disposal for both equipment and projects as determined by an analytical study and estimate of total costs experienced in annual time increments during the project life with consideration for the time value of money (Barringer and Barringer, 2003). The concept of time value of money is based on the understanding that the value of money changes with time and the expenditures made at different times are not equal.





 The subscript PV indicates present value

	The capital cost (C) of a project includes the initial capital expenditure for equipment, system design, engineering and installation which is always considered as a single payment occurring in the initial year of the project (year 0 or day 1).
	Maintenance (MPV) is the sum of all yearly scheduled operation and maintenance costs beginning from the end of year 1 of the project life cycle.
	The replacement cost (RPV) is the sum of all repair and equipment replacement cost anticipated over the life span of the project. In this research, replacement cost is considered to be zero because there is no component of any of the alternative ICT systems including batteries whose life span is below 3 years which is adopted in this research as the life cycle costing period on an average building construction project.





Salvage Rate = percentage of original equipment cost shown in Table 4-4
DF3 = discount cost for the third year of the system life cycle.






PV = the present value of the annual cost of a system
FV = the future value or annual cost of a system
DF = the discount factor
r = the discount rate (interest rate)
n = the number of years in the future





4.4.3.1 	Selecting the discount rate

One of the most popular methodologies for selecting discount rate is the opportunity cost which is the rate of return that could be expected from the loaning of money but which is denied to the organisation by the need to fund its own projects (Langdon, 2006). Based on the concept of opportunity cost, the annual percentage rate (APR) on loans from major UK banks were considered in this research; the APR ranged from 6.8% to 9.9% at the time of model development and the maximum APR of 9.9% was adopted. Also, the annual inflation rate obtained from the office of national statistics was 4.4% (ONS, 2011).














Table 4-4: IT Residual value forecasting model (Source: Computer Economics, 2011)
Manufacturer	Dell		Suggested list price	$26,114.00
Residual forecast volume	IT Server	Vendor discount	46%	Original equipment cost	$14,102.00
Estimated first ship	4Q09	Soft cost as % of OEC	5.2%	Soft costs	$780.00
Model	Dell PowerEdge 710 2x2.26GHz	Total OEC	$14,882.00
Equipment description	(2) Dell PowerEdge R710wChassis, 24GB Memory, 2x2.26GHz, Xeon E5520 Processor, 2x146GB HDD
Residual forecast date	Feb-10	Feb-11	Aug-11	Feb-12	Aug-12	Feb-13	Aug-13	Feb-14	Feb-15	Feb-16
		12 months	18 months	24 months	30 months	36 months	42 months	48 months	60 months	72 months
% of OEC	End user	62%	49.6%	37.2%	29.8%	22.3%	17.6%	12.9%	7.1%	2.8%
% of OEC	Wholesale	46.5%	37.2%	27.9%	22.3%	16.7%	13.2%	9.7%	5.3%	2.1%
% of OEC	OLV	23.3%	18.6%	14.0%	11.2%	8.4%	6.6%	4.9%	2.7%	1.1%
To recover soft cost over lease term
% of OEC	End user	58.8%	47.0%	35.3%	28.2%	21.2%	16.7%	12.3%	6.7%	2.7%
% of OEC	Wholesale	44.1%	35.3%	26.4%	21.2%	15.9%	12.5%	9.2%	5.1%	2.0%
% of OEC	OLV	22.0%	17.6%	13.2%	10.6%	7.9%	6.3%	4.6%	2.5%	1.0%











m is the number of attributes and n is the number of alternatives;
xj is the overall multi-attribute utility value of alternative j;
wi is the importance weight of attribute i which sums up to 1;
uij is the marginal utility value of alternative j with respect to attribute i






Eij is the expected benefit of the alternative for the attribute under consideration which is also called consequence
uij(y) is the utility score of the alternative for the attribute. 






Eij is the expected cost of alternative j with respect to attribute i





This is the stage of comparing the overall multi-attribute utilities and choosing the best alternative. The alternative with the highest overall utility will be most preferable for implementation in the typical project whose data are entered into the model.
The model input, process and output are shown in the conceptual framework architecture presented in Figure 4-7. The input data will be entered into the model by end users. The cost and benefits of implementing any of the alternative ICT-based construction logistics systems will vary from project to project and the model is particularly developed for new build projects because some of the parameters such as material waste quantification tool (developed by building research establishment BRE) are restricted to new build projects (BRE, 2010). 


































4.6 	Summary of Chapter 4

The parameters required for the development of an integrated decision analysis model have been presented in this chapter. The problems of the current practice of logistics in the construction industry have been identified through thorough review of previous studies as described in Chapters 1 and 2. The mitigation of the problems will be classified in this research as the attributes to be considered for the selection of the appropriate ICT systems for mitigating such problems. The adoption of the selection attributes has been justified through the findings of previous studies presented in Section 4.2 of this report. The stages of implementation of the research framework which include definition, evaluation and selection stages have been presented. The definition stage is for the definition of alternatives and attributes considered in the research. The evaluation stage is for the quantification of the utilities of alternatives with respect to attributes and the overall multi-attribute utilities of the alternatives. The selection stage is for the ranking, final comparison of the alternatives and selection of the best alternative.  














Quantitative research is defined as an inquiry into a social or human problem based on testing a hypothesis composed of variables with numbers and analysed with statistical procedure to determine whether the hypothesis holds true (Creswell, 2003). Quantitative research also refers to the adoption of natural experiment as the model for scientific research; its key features include the quantitative measurement of the phenomena being studied and systematic control of the theoretical variables influencing the phenomena (Hammersley, 1993). The adoption of the scientific perspective in social research is called positivism and the logic of a positivist approach includes the following procedure (Henn et al., 2006):

	Collect data using standardised approaches on a range of variables;
	Search for patterns of causal relationships between the variables;
	Test a given theory by accepting or rejecting precise hypothesis.

Positivist approach is based on the assumption that if social research is free of the values, passions, politics and ideology of the researcher, it will follow the model of natural sciences and provides a clear, unambiguous road to the causes of certain social or psychological phenomena (Antonesa et al., 2006)). However, the scientific approach which positivism espouses is thought to be inadequate when it comes to learning about how people live, how they view their world, how they cope with it and they change it (Henn et al., 2006). In order to understand human behaviours and the intentions behind them, there is a need for some degree of empathy with the subject rather than trying to explain their behaviours based on cause and effect (von Wright, 1995).

5.2.1 	Quantitative research methods

Quantitative research methods are typically sample survey and experiment. Surveys are based on the use of statistical methods to take a representative sample from a given population and the application of a structured questionnaire to enable descriptive and explanatory generalisations of the surveyed population (De Vaus, 2002). In a sample survey, it is necessary to select a representative sample and it is only with a truly representative survey that the research findings can generalise the whole population (Somekh and Lewin, 2005).




5.2.2 	Features of quantitative research

The features of quantitative approach in social science research are described as follows:

	The types of data gathered in quantitative research include behaviour (what the respondent has done), beliefs (what people think will happen), perceptions (what people think and feel about certain things) and personal attributes of the respondent e.g. age, sex, work experience, etc (Henn et al., 2006).
	Quantitative research questions must be theoretically aware and empirically testable (Garratt and Li, 2005). To be theoretically aware means that the researcher needs to be familiar with existing research in the area. The researcher must know what hypothesis to formulate and how to formulate them in a way that is amenable to empirical or statistical investigation. According to Kerlinger and Lee (2000), a hypothesis is a conjectural statement and a tentative proposition about the relationship between two or more variables. While researchers use their knowledge to make such statement about people, the hypothesis must be tested (Black, 1993).
	The research questions should be specific, measurable and capable of rigorous statistical analysis (Somekh and Lewin, 2005)
	Quantitative research is characterised by a structured set of data which can be called a variable by case data grid (De Vaus, 2002). Information is collected about the variables (what is measured) from cases (persons) resulting in a data table where each row represents the case and each column represents the variable.
	Quantitative research seeks to study the variations that exist in a variable across the cases and the significance of the variations is tested through inferential statistical analysis. However, the variation in experimental research is different from that of sample survey in that such variation is created by the intervention of the experimenter wanting to see if the intervention creates a difference (De Vaus, 2002).








The two most common methods of collecting quantitative data are in-depth interview and participant observation (Somekh and Lewin, 2005; Henn et al., 2006). There two types of interviews namely one-to-one interview and focus groups. In one-to-one interview, individual respondents are questioned at length about a particular issue. Focus group discussions are designed by researchers who want to assess how several people in a group work out a common view or a range of views about some topics (Fielding, 1993).
There are two approaches to the way in which data from interviews can be interpreted. Silverman (2000) described the two approaches as realist approach and narrative approach. The realist approach interprets respondents’ answers as external reality or internal experience assuming such data provides factual account of people’s lives. The narrative approach treats interview data as accessing various stories or narratives through which people describe their world.
Ethnography is a qualitative research methodology which is based on participant observation. The purpose of the ethnographic approach is to enquire systematically about the world that people see and to develop theories about the social world (Henn et al., 2006). This style of qualitative research is often referred to as naturalistic and assumes that the study of people’s behaviour can only be conducted in situations where people do not feel under surveillance (Hammersley, 1992). Therefore, ethnographic research involves spending time in the field so that the researcher can gain acceptance among the people that are being observed (Goldbart and Hustler, 2005). According to Bernard (1994), hanging out with the people that are being observed builds trust and trust results in ordinary conversation and ordinary behaviour in the presence of the researcher. On the other hand, the objectivity of the study might be compromised where the researcher is drawn too deeply into the group under observation (Henn et al., 2006).
Case study seeks to engage with and report the complexity of social activity in order to represent the meanings that individual social actors bring to a particular setting; it seeks to identify and describe before trying to analyse and theorise (Stark and Torrance, 2005). The strength of a case study is that it can take an example of an activity and use multiple methods and data sources to explore it. Therefore, the report of a case study is particularly descriptive as it seeks to illuminate the reader’s understanding of an issue (Somekh and Lewin, 2005). The weakness of case study is that it is not possible to generalise statistically from one or a small number of cases for the population as a whole (Stark and Torrance, 2005).
    Grounded theory is a theory generating methodology through which an integrated theoretical formulation gives understanding about how persons or organisations experience and respond to events (Corbin and Holt, 2005). The theory evolves through the research itself and it is a product of continuous interplay between data collection and analysis of the data (Goulding, 1999). Unlike the other qualitative research methods, the grounded theorist does not wait until all the data is collected before analysis begins; the search for theories in the data begins in the early stages of data collection (Strauss, 1991; Strauss and Corbin, 1994 and Stern, 1994). Grounded theorists believe that theory emerges from data and it is the task of the researcher to discover what the theory is (Glaser, 1992).

5.3.2 		Features of qualitative research

The ideology behind qualitative research is described as interpretivism and unlike positivism (for quantitative research), interpretive approach assumes that human behaviour is not determined by external factors and processes that can be measured but it is, instead, shaped by the meanings people have of the world (Henn et al., 2006). The features of qualitative research methodology are described as follows:

	In qualitative research, the primary goal is an understanding of social processes rather than obtaining a representative sample (Arber, 1993). Researchers conducting qualitative research aim for typicality rather than generalisability that is generally applied in quantitative research (Henn et al., 2006). However, qualitative research employs theoretical sampling that is focussed on the representativeness of concepts in the research leading to the generalisability of the research case to the theoretical proposition rather than to population (Bryman, 1988).
	A wide initial focus is adopted at the outset of a qualitative research rather than testing of a narrowly defined hypothesis. Qualitative researchers only narrow down their research problem and begin to test hypothesis in the course of data collection and analysis (Henn et al., 2006).
	A range of types of data can be employed. Results from observations and unstructured interview can be combined with data from research literature and questionnaire (Somekh and Lewin, 2005).
	Categories for structuring and analysing of qualitative data are only developed in the course of data collection and analysis rather than beforehand. This is the reason why observations and interviews are often referred to as unstructured (Henn et al., 2006).
	The reporting of qualitative research is generally in the form of verbal descriptions and explanations while quantification and statistical analysis only takes subordinate role if required (Henn et al., 2006).


5.4 	Adopted research method: sample survey 

Quantitative research method was adopted in this research given the compliance of the required data with the features of quantitative data stated in Section 5.2.2. The decision analysis framework described in Chapter 4 requires the contribution of construction practitioners through the assessment of their perceptions of some of the input parameters of the decision support model being developed in this research. It is said that the effectiveness of an adopted research method depends largely on the nature of the research (Yin, 1994). The nature of cost benefit analyses and the numerical methods are more applicable to cases where a large proportion of the costs and benefits can be quantified accurately and there are few unquantifiable costs or benefits; this tends to apply in cases of system substitution, where information technology is replacing existing manual systems or updating existing IT (Churcher et al., 1996). The aforementioned requirements, identified in a previous research by Construction Industry Research and Information Association (CIRIA), conform to the objectives of this research. The operational benefits of most of the ICT-based logistics systems are quantifiable and the primary purpose of implementing any of the alternative ICT systems will be to replace manual processes as demonstrated in a prototype system developed by Kasim (2008). Also, quantitative analysis is regarded as an essential tool for intelligent logistics decision-making in situations such as comparison of a design with an industry standard, evaluation of specified alternatives and generating configuration with respect to a given performance measure (Ghiani et al., 2004).
The qualitative research method using in-depth interview to generate more questions in the questionnaire was not considered because the problems of construction logistics have been thoroughly investigated in the literature including ‘improving construction logistics’ research conducted by the Strategic Forum of Construction Logistics Group (Strategic Forum, 2005). The problems of construction logistics identified by the Strategic Forum are fully supported by other research work as described in Chapters 1 and 4 (Hill and Ballard, 2001; Navon and Berkovich, 2005; Hobbs, 2006; Kwan, 2001; Egan, 1998; Solis-Guzman, 2009; Bates et al., 1999 and Sullivan et al., 2010).
Specifically in this research, having identified the functions of ICT-based construction logistics systems and existing construction logistics problems through thorough review of previous studies, it was needed to measure the impacts of such functions in mitigating construction logistics problems because there is yet no standard measure of the benefits of currently available ICT-based tracking systems. The critical review of existing literature shows that there is no empirical data yet for some of the existing construction logistics problems such as materials procurement coordination, logistics-related construction waste and plant theft. There is also the need to measure the importance weightings of the selection attributes of ICT-based tracking systems based on the preferences of construction practitioners who are the end users (decision makers) of the integrated decision analysis framework. Previous studies in decision analysis where quantitative survey had been applied to elicit probabilities from practitioners include Bordley (2009), Wang et al. (2011), Predd et al. (2008), Merrick (2008) and Nzekwe-Excel et al. (2010). 

5.4.1 	Questionnaire Development  

The purpose of a questionnaire is to generate data. In this research, the questionnaire was used to derive probabilities for the alternative ICT systems and factors related to construction logistics problems and weightings for the selection attributes. A Likert scale was adopted in a structured questionnaire (see appendix B) to measure the opinions of building contractors on the importance of the benefits of ICT-based construction logistics and the severity and frequency of materials procurement problems, sources of construction waste and factors related to plant theft. A Likert scale is an acceptable way of eliciting the strength of opinions using numbers to represent implicit meanings as applied by Carmichael et al. (2007), Jennings and Holt (1998) and Assaf and Al-Hejji (2006). Respondents were invited to score their perceptions on the factors and statements presented to them on a 5-point scale. For importance measurement, the Likert scale was: 1 (No Importance), 2 (Little Importance), 3 (Moderate Importance), 4 (Much Importance) and 5 (Extreme Importance). For severity measurement, the scale was: 1 (None), 2 (Little), 3 (Moderate), 4 (Great) and 5 (Extreme). For frequency measurement, the scale was: 1 (Never), 2 (Rarely), 3 (Sometimes), 4 (Frequently) and 5 (Always).




The sample has been selected to achieve a representation of building and civil engineering contractors in the UK. Following the examples of Soetanto et al. (2001), Xiao (2002) and Ankrah (2007), the sampling frame adopted for the selection of the sample include the list of contractors registered in the UK Kompass (2006) register. In addition, building.co.uk website and database of building contractors in the West Midlands were included in the sampling frame. Contacts were retrieved from KOMPASS database which has about 8356 large and medium construction companies (excluding small scale contractors). Furthermore, contacts were obtained from the list of 150 top building contractors on building.co.uk and database of west midlands building contractors available at the School of Technology, University of Wolverhampton.
The sample was drawn from the aforementioned sampling frame using stratified sample method. According to De Vaus (2002), stratified sampling method requires a sample to be stratified based on some factors to avoid distortion in responses due to wrong representation of the population. The strata considered in the survey were size of contractor (headcount and annual turnover) and operation’s catchment area. The targeted contractors were mainly large and medium scale companies who are mostly principal contractors that can operate central storage and deploy ICT-based tracking systems to monitor deliveries, inventories and construction operations on large construction projects. A typical example of a central storage for large construction project where ICT-based tracking devices were used in managing construction logistics was the construction consolidation centre established by British Airport Authority (BAA) for London’s Heathrow airport in 2001. The consolidation centre incorporated sophisticated computerised warehouse management system (WMS) to receive, locate and despatch materials using barcode and RFID technology (Sullivan et al., 2010). The aim of the second strata of projects’ catchment’s areas was to obtain opinions across board from contractors that operate regionally and nationally (Jennings and Holt, 1998). Subsequent to the determination of sample size, the respondent companies were selected at random from the strata.





ss = sample size
z = standardised variable
p = percentage picking a choice
c = confidence interval




















Ethical approval was sought and obtained from the Ethics Committee of the University of Wolverhampton. In addition, the issues of confidentiality were adequately addressed in the covering letter and the questionnaire. The covering letter also explained the purpose of the questionnaire and the benefits to the respondents and the construction industry at large. Furthermore, the questionnaire was particularly made anonymous to protect the identities of individual respondents (see Appendices A and B).

5.4.3 	Responses and classification of respondents

The questionnaire was administered by post to the contacts of individual respondents after having spoken to the surveyed companies on phone to ensure that the questionnaires were addressed to the right department and personnel. Reminders were sent to the surveyed companies two weeks after posting the questionnaires in order to ensure that sizeable responses were obtained before proceeding to data analysis. Of the randomly selected sample of 316 questionnaires, 55 were returned with 51 (16.1% of the original sample) fully completed and 4 uncompleted. Although the response rate of 16.1% obtained in this survey was on the low side compared to the range of response rates described in Section 5.4.1.1, the rate should be weighed against the exhaustiveness of the questionnaire (see Appendix B). Furthermore, lower response rates in the range of 8.8%-14.7% have been reported in previous studies (Soetanto et al., 2001; Sutrisna, 2004). 
It is generally accepted, for inferential statistical purpose, that any sample size greater than the threshold of 30 (ss > 30) should be considered as a large sample (Munn and Drever, 1990; Sutrisna, 2004). In addition, De Vaus (2002) said small sample size will suffice in a homogeneous population in which most people will answer a question in the same way. It has also been said that the more uniform and consistent a population is, for a research purpose, the smaller a sample may be in number drawn from it (Carmichael et al., 2007). The population of building and civil engineering contractors from which the sample was drawn is expected to be uniform and consistent given the uniformity of the expertise of the contractors over their years of work experience. Therefore, the sample size of 51 drawn in this survey was considered adequate for inferential statistics. 
Tables 5-1 and 5-2 show the profiles of the respondents and the classification of the companies on whose behalf they responded. About 75% of the practitioners that responded to the questionnaire are directors and senior managers. These are expected to be decision makers who understand the implications of the questions that were asked in the questionnaire to the construction industry. Also, Table 5-1 shows that 76% of the respondents have over 20 years work experience which means the respondents are professionals who have deep knowledge of the functions of construction logistics systems and the frequency and severity of existing logistics problems in the construction industry. In Table 5-2, the percentage of both national and international (UK and abroad) at 68.6% shows that the operations of majority of the responding companies cut across the country and the respondents will understand the levels of the problems from region to region. Companies whose annual turnover is greater than £43million and headcount is greater 250 are classified as large scale. Those whose annual turnover greater is than £8.5million but less than £43million and headcount is greater than 50 but less than 250 are classified as medium scale (Verheugen, 2005). Table 5-2 shows that both medium and large scale companies constitute about 75% of the responses and these are expected to be companies that execute big construction projects. 

Table 5-1: Roles and years of experience of respondents
Roles	Number of response	Percentage of responses		Years of experience	Number of responses	Percentage of responses





Table 5-2: Classification of respondents’ companies


















5.5 Summary of Chapter 5

This chapter has presented various types of research method and the features of data that determine the choice of any particular research method. Quantitative and qualitative research methods were explored in order to establish the relevance of each of them to this research. Quantitative research method was adopted given the features of the data that were required as part of the input into the decision support model being developed in this research. Furthermore, sample survey was adopted in stead of experimental research because there was no need to control any variables measured in the research.
The questionnaire development, sampling frame and responses to the questionnaire survey have also been discussed. The response rate of 16.1% obtained in this research falls within the range of response rates for questionnaires that have been reported in the UK construction industry research. Moreover, the profiles of the respondents suggest that 75% of the respondents are directors and senior managers. These are expected to be decision makers that can be described as stakeholders who will implement the output of the decision support model when applied to decision making on the selection of ICT-based construction logistics systems.











This chapter presents the analytical processes carried out on the data collected through questionnaire survey which was described in Chapter 5. Statistical analysis generated descriptive statistics which are the typical values that represents ratings of the variables that were surveyed. The significances of the descriptive statistics were tested to justify their generalisation as being representative of the sampled population. The descriptive statistics were then converted to probabilities and aggregated to derive the probabilities of benefit of alternative ICT systems and probabilities of contribution for factors related to construction logistics problems. The weightings of selection attributes were also derived. The chapter concludes with the discussion of the results obtained in the analysis of the questionnaire survey.

6.2 	Use of descriptive statistics for analysis of data

The purpose of descriptive statistics is to discover the patterns and processes of sample data i.e. to arrive at summary figures that describe the distribution of the sample data. The nature of the variables administered in the questionnaire is univariate which means that the analysis method required is frequency distribution (De Vaus, 2002). Frequency distribution is a measure of how each scale level is distributed among the cases (respondents) and in addition to knowing how the data are distributed, it is extremely useful to be able to identify the typical scores known as measures of central tendency (Kerr et al., 2002). The measures of central tendency are mean, median and mode.
Likert scales fall within the ordinal level of measurement i.e. the response categories have a rank order but the intervals between values cannot be presumed equal (Jamieson, 2004). For a scale to be at ordinal level of measurement, the categories comprising the scale are mutually exclusive and ordered. A scale that consist the following categories: never, seldom, frequently and always are mutually exclusive and ordered in the sequence provided. Hence, assigning the numerals 1, 2, 3 and 4 to the four categories are reasonable and most researchers would agree that such a scale is ordinal (Knapp, 1990). Cohen et al. (2000) contend that it is ‘illegitimate’ to infer that the intensity of feeling between ‘strongly disagree’ and ‘disagree’ is equivalent to the intensity of feeling between consecutive categories on the Likert scale. While mean is the most common measure of central tendency, the mean value can be distorted by extreme cases in the distribution (DeVaus, 2002; Kerr et al., 2002). However, it is recommended that for ordinal data, median or mode should be employed as the measure of central tendency because the arithmetic manipulations required to calculate mean (and standard deviation) are inappropriate for ordinal data where the number generally represent verbal statement (Clegg, 1998).

6.3 	Inferential statistics: Significance level testing

Significance level testing is estimating how likely the sample pattern will hold in the population. The test start by assuming a particular pattern in the population and the assumption about the population is called a null hypothesis. A significance level is typically set at 0.05, but sometimes it can be adjusted to as little as 0.01 or as much as 0.1. The decision to adjust it will be based on the tolerance for the two types of error (i.e. rejecting the null hypothesis that is true or not rejecting the hypothesis that is false) (Mirabella, 2006). Rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true is called Type I error while accepting the hypothesis that is false is called Type II error. Adopting 0.05 significance level means there is higher probability of rejecting a true hypothesis while adopting 0.01 significance level means lower probability of rejecting a true hypothesis but a higher probability of accepting a false hypothesis (Kerr et al., 2002 and De Vaus, 2002). It is difficult to assess the probability of committing either of these two types of error but 0.05 is a compromise that attempts to minimise the probability of committing either of the two types of error (Kerr et al., 2002). 




6.3.1 	One sample Chi-Square test

In one sample Chi-Square test, a variable with three or more categories can be tested whether the differences between the percentages across the categories is due to sampling error or is likely to reflect real percentage differences in the population (DeVaus, 2002). The null hypothesis is described as follows:
 




In order to observe any significant difference among the mean ranks of the independent variables and further demonstrate the reliability of the sample, the Kruskal-Wallis test was conducted on the ordinal ratings and rankings. Kruskal-Wallis test is a non-parametric equivalence of analysis of variance (ANOVA) for independent variables that are more than two. The test is used to determine whether more than two groups of ordinal/ranked data differ (Scanlan, 2011). The null hypothesis is described as follows:

H0: 	The independent variables have equal mean ranks in the underlying population.

The ratings of independent variables are ranked from the lowest to the highest, the Chi-Square/Kruskal-Wallis statistic of the mean ranks and the significance level of the differences in mean ranks are determined. If the differences in mean ranks are significant, the null hypothesis will be rejected (STAT, 2011).

6.3.3 	Spearman’s rank correlation test






 di is the difference in the ranks given to the two variables of each factor
n is the number of pairs of ranks
rs is the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient.

The correlation coefficient, a measure of relationship between a pair of variable, varies between +1 and -1 where +1 means a perfect positive relationship between the pair (association) while -1 means a perfect negative relationship between the pair (dissociation). As required of every hypothesis test, the null hypothesis of this test is expressed as follows:

H0: 	There is no association between the frequency and severity of the variables in the underlying population.

6.4 	Measuring the probabilities of benefits of ICT-based logistics 	systems functions

The first quantitative data set of the questionnaire was the measurement of the importance of the functions of ICT-based construction logistics systems (Appendix B). The responses of building contractors were analysed and converted to the probabilities of benefits and no-benefits of the ICT systems to construction logistics.

6.4.1 	Descriptive statistics: Ordinal Logit Regression Model














The probabilities for individual scores were calculated in SPSS by saving the predicted probabilities for each category of rating the variables i.e. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. The output was then obtained using Compare Means procedure with saved predicted probabilities (EST1_1, EST2_1, EST3_1, EST4_1 and EST5_1) as the dependent variables and Class (Respondents) as the independent variables. An example of the ordinal logit regression output for the responses on a ‘waste reduction’ attribute function is shown in Table 6-1.

Table 6-1: Ordinal logit regression output from SPSS
waste1
Class	Estimated Cell Probability for Response Category: 1.00	Estimated Cell Probability for Response Category: 2.00	Estimated Cell Probability for Response Category: 3.00	Estimated Cell Probability for Response Category: 4.00	Estimated Cell Probability for Response Category: 5.00
Contractor	.0392	.0784	.3725	.4510	.0588






	i is the importance rating assigned to each function (Table 6-2) by respondents (i ranges from no importance to extreme importance)
	ni is number of respondents that chose i ,
	wi is the weight of each rating derived by dividing each rating by maximum rating of 5. 
	N is the total number of responses











Prevention from temperature and humidity	.0980	.1373	.4902	.2745	0.7882	0.197	Pc
Prevention from vandalism	.0588	.3137	.4706	.1569	0.7451	0.186	Pd
Situational awareness of mobile equipments	.0784	.0980	.3529	.4314	0.8039	0.268	Pe
Identity recognition of operatives	.0392	.4314	.2157	.3137	0.7608	0.254	Pf
Accident reduction at relatively low cost	.1569	.3333	.3529	.1569	0.7020	0.234	Pg
Continuous awareness of materials location	.0588	.3137	.4314	.1961	0.7529	0.376	Ph
system with ease of installation	.0980	.5098	.2353	.1569	0.6902	0.345	Pi
Recovery of stolen equipment	.1176	.2549	.5098	.1176	0.7255	0.145	Pj
Deterence of intrusion	.0980	.0588	.4706	.3725	0.8235	0.165	Pk
Less expensive deterence cost	.0392	.1373	.5294	.2549	0.7765	0.155	Pl
Remote immobilization	.0980	.1961	.5294	.1373	0.7176	0.144	Pm
Covert unique identification of stolen equipment	.0588	.2745	.5294	.0980	0.7098	0.142	Pn
Real-time tracking of delivery location	.0980	.5490	.2745	.0784	0.6667	0.222	Po
Planning alternative routes	.2745	.4706	.2353	.0196	0.6000	0.2	Pp
instant identification of multiple materials at delivery point	.1961	.3725	.3529	.0784	0.6627	0.221	Pq
Quicker to retrieve misplaced materials	.1765	.4510	.3137	.0588	0.6510	0.325	Pr
Multiple materials identification saves time	.1176	.4118	.3725	.0980	0.6902	0.345	Ps
Automated recording guarantees accuracy	.0392	.6275	.2941	.0392	0.6667	0.667	Pt





















6.4.2 	Inferential statistics of the functions of ICT-based construction 	logistics functions

Chi-Square test was conducted on the functions of alternative ICT-based construction logistics systems listed in Table 6-2 to analyse the pattern of responses on the functions in the population starting with the hypothesis which states that percentages for the categories (ratings) are equally distributed for each ICT function in the population. The results in Table 6-3 show that there are differences between the expected (null hypothesis) and the observed. The statistics in Table 6-4 show that the differences between the observed and the expected are significant and not due to chance with the only significance above p < 0.05 being p < 0.068 for an accident reduction function. This implied that there was enough evidence that the null hypothesis should be rejected.
 In order to observe any significant difference among the mean ranks of the independent variables (functions) and further demonstrate the reliability of the sample, the Kruskal-Wallis test was conducted on the ratings of the functions starting with the null hypothesis that the functions have equal mean ranks in the underlying population. The results in Table 6-5 show that there are significant differences in the mean ranks of the functions (). Hence, the null hypothesis should be rejected. The outcome of the Kruskal-Wallis test supports that of the Chi-Square test which earlier recommended the rejection of the null hypotheses. The two tests demonstrate the consistency of the sample. 

Table 6-3: Frequencies of responses on the ratings of logistics systems functions
	Observed (N)	Expected (N)
Functions of ICT systems	1	2	3	4	5	1	2	3	4	5
Automated data recording	2	4	19	23	3	10.2	10.2	10.2	10.2	10.2
Preventing abandonment		2	9	29	11		12.8	12.8	12.8	12.8
Prevention from temperature and humidity		5	7	25	14		12.8	12.8	12.8	12.8
Prevention from vandalism		3	16	24	8		12.8	12.8	12.8	12.8
Situational awareness of mobile equipment	2	4	5	18	22	10.2	10.2	10.2	10.2	10.2
Identity recognition of operatives		2	22	11	16		12.8	12.8	12.8	12.8
Accident reduction at relatively low cost		8	17	18	8		12.8	12.8	12.8	12.8
Continuous awareness of materials location		3	16	22	10		12.8	12.8	12.8	12.8
system with ease of installation		5	26	12	8		12.8	12.8	12.8	12.8
Recovery of stolen equipment		6	13	26	6		12.8	12.8	12.8	12.8
Deterence of intrusion		5	3	24	19		12.8	12.8	12.8	12.8
Less expensive deterence cost	2	2	7	27	13	10.2	10.2	10.2	10.2	10.2
Remote immobilization	2	5	10	27	7	10.2	10.2	10.2	10.2	10.2
Covert unique identification of stolen equipment	2	3	14	27	5	10.2	10.2	10.2	10.2	10.2
Real-time tracking of delivery location		5	28	14	4		12.8	12.8	12.8	12.8
Planning alternative routes		14	24	12	1		12.8	12.8	12.8	12.8
Instant identification of multiple materials at delivery point		10	19	18	4		12.8	12.8	12.8	12.8
Quicker to retrieve misplaced materials		9	23	16	3		12.8	12.8	12.8	12.8
Multiple materials identification saves time		6	21	19	5		12.8	12.8	12.8	12.8
Automated recording guarantees accuracy		2	32	15	2		12.8	12.8	12.8	12.8

Table 6-4: Chi-square test statistics for logistics systems functions
Functions of ICT systems	Chi-Square	Asymp. Sig.
Automated data recording	39.098	.000
Preventing abandonment	31.118	.000
Prevention from temperature and humidity	19.196	.000
Prevention from vandalism	19.980	.000
Situational awareness of mobile equipments	32.627	.000
Identity recognition of operatives	16.843	.001
Accident reduction at relatively low cost	7.118	.068
Continuous awareness of materials location	15.588	.001
system with ease of installation	20.294	.000
Recovery of stolen equipment	20.922	.000
Deterence of intrusion	25.157	.000
Less expensive deterence cost	42.627	.000
Remote immobilization	37.922	.000
Covert unique identification of stolen equipment	43.412	.000
Real-time tracking of delivery location	29.078	.000
Planning alternative routes	20.922	.000
instant identification of multiple materials at delivery point	11.824	.008
Quicker to retrieve misplaced materials	17.627	.001
Multiple materials identification saves time	16.686	.001
Automated recording guarantees accuracy	47.588	.000


Table 6-5: Kruskal-Wallis test statistics for logistics systems functions
Functions of ICT systems	N	Mean Rank
Automated data recording	51	456.31
Preventing abandonment	51	622.02
Prevention from temperature and humidity	51	618.96
Prevention from vandalism	51	542.94
Situational awareness of mobile equipments	51	664.90
Identity recognition of operatives	51	556.20
Accident reduction at relatively low cost	51	478.25
Continuous awareness of materials location	51	554.24
system with ease of installation	51	447.61
Recovery of stolen equipment	51	518.88
Deterence of intrusion	51	676.14
Less expensive deterence cost	51	622.59
Remote immobilization	51	532.53
Covert unique identification of stolen equipment	51	515.27
Real-time tracking of delivery location	51	410.55
Planning alternative routes	51	319.14
instant identification of multiple materials at delivery point	51	418.22
Quicker to retrieve misplaced materials	51	395.12
Multiple materials identification saves time	51	455.35
Automated recording guarantees accuracy	51	404.78
Total	1020	
Test Statistics Chi-Square120.753Asymp. Sig..000

6.5 	Aggregation of probabilities for alternative ICT-based 	construction logistics systems - Fault tree analysis

Fault tree analysis (FTA) is a graphical technique that provides a systemic description of the combinations of possible occurrences in a system which can result in an undesirable outcome. It is a powerful technique for identifying failures that have the greatest influence in bringing about the top event in the tree (IET, 2010). According to Clemens (1993), fault is abnormal, undesirable state of a system and failure is a loss of functional integrity, by a system, to perform as intended. However, this framework used the converse of FTA known as success tree analysis so as to aggregate the probabilities of benefit for attributes from the probabilities of benefit for functions. Fault tree can be replaced by success tree since there is a relationship between success and failure (Veseley et al., 2002; Nzekwe-Excel et al., 2010). Similarly in the concept of cost and benefit analysis, the benefit of a system that is to be implemented translates to success. The union operation (), which is a mathematical representation for the OR gate and the intersection operation (), which is a mathematical representation for AND gate are needed to combine probabilities in a fault tree. OR gate implies output event occurs if ONE OR ANOTHER input events occur while AND gate implies output event occurs if ALL input events occur (Dugan, 2001 and IET, 2010). 
The key parameters and operations of the FTA (Figure 6-1) include:

	The probability of benefit for an attribute is the probability of benefit for ONE OR ANOTHER function under the attribute. Hence, union operation () was used to combine the probabilities of the functions.






















The selection attributes along with the functions that can satisfy them and the ICT systems that can provide the functions which were critically identified through the literature review are shown in Table 6-6.

Table 6-6: Matching ICT systems with selection attributes
Selection attributes	Functions	Systems
Waste Reduction	a) Automated data recording	RFID, WSN
	b) Preventing abandonment	RFID, WSN
	c)Prevention from temperature and humidity	WSN
	d) Prevention from vandalism	WSN
Accident Reduction	e) Situational awareness of mobile equipment	RFID, WSN
	f) Identity recognition of operatives	RFID, WSN
	g) Accident reduction at relatively low cost	WSN
Misplacement Reduction	h) Continuous awareness of materials location	WSN, RFID
	i) system with ease of installation	RFID
Theft Reduction	j) Recovery of stolen equipment	GPS, RFID
	k) Deterrence of intrusion	WSN
	l) Less expensive deterrence cost	WSN
	m) Remote immobilization	GPS
	n) Covert unique identification of stolen equipment	RFID
Delivery Improvement	o) Real-time tracking of delivery location	GPS, DR
	p) Planning alternative routes	GIS
	q) instant identification of multiple materials at delivery point	RFID
Time Saving	r) Quicker to retrieve misplaced materials	RFID, WSN
	s)Multiple materials identification saves time	RFID
Data Accuracy	t) Automated recording guarantees accuracy	RFID, WSN

6.5.1 	Estimating the probabilities of benefit and no-benefit for 	alternative	RFID/GPS/DR
















Therefore the probabilities of no-benefit for the alternative RFID/GPS/DR with respect to each attribute  

The analyses show that the probability that alternative RFID/GPS/DR will provide benefit if implemented to improve construction logistics operations is 99.17%. 

6.5.2 	Estimating the probabilities of benefit and no-benefit for 	alternative RFID/GIS/GPS/DR





The probability values in Table 6-2 were used in the probability formulas above to calculate the probabilities of benefit for the alternative RFID/GIS/GPS/DR which are presented in Table 6-7:

Table 6-7: Probabilities of benefit and no-benefit for RFID/GIS/GPS/DR











6.5.3 	Estimating the probabilities of benefit and no-benefit for 	alternative RFID/GIS

The probability formulas for RFID/GIS with respect to each attribute formulated according to the fault tree (Figure 6-1) and the functions (Table 6-6) which RFID/GIS can perform  

The probability values in Table 6-2 were used in the probability formulas above to calculate the probabilities of benefit for the alternative RFID/GIS as shown in Table 6-8.

Table 6-8: Probabilities of benefit and no-benefit for RFID/GIS









6.5.4 	Estimating the probabilities of benefit and no-benefit for 	alternative WSN/GIS





The probability values in Table 6-2 were used in the probability formulas above to calculate the probabilities of benefit for the alternative WSN/GIS which are shown in Table 6-9.

Table 6-9: Probabilities of benefit and no-benefit for WSN/GIS









6.5.5 	Estimating the probabilities of benefit and no-benefit for 	alternative WSN/GIS/GPS/DR





The probability values in Table 6-2 were used in the probability formulas above to calculate the probabilities of benefit for the alternative WSN/GIS/GPS/DR which are shown in Table 6-10.

Table 6-10: Probabilities of benefit and no-benefit for WSN/GIS/GPS/DR









6.5.6 	Estimating the probabilities of benefit and no-benefit for 	alternative WSN/GPS/DR





The probability values in Table 6-2 were used in the probability formulas above to calculate the probabilities of benefit for the alternative WSN/GPS/DR which are shown in Table 6-11.

Table 6-11: Probabilities of benefit and no-benefit for WSN/GPS/DR









6.6 	Measuring the importance weightings of the selection attributes of alternative ICT-based construction logistics systems






 j is the likert scale integer j





i is the reversed integer
8 is the number of ranking integers.

6.6.1 	Descriptive statistics: Median index values























The IR which is a relative measure of perception ranges from 0.2 (the least rating index i.e. 1/5) to 1.0 (the highest rating index i.e. 5/5). The RR which is also a relative measure of perception ranges from 0.125 (the least ranking index i.e. 1/8) to 1.0 (the highest ranking index i.e. 8/8). Table 6-13 shows the weightings Wi and the rankings according to the values of Wi for all the selection attributes which range from a minimum value 0.163 ([IR = 0.2 + RR = 0.125]/2) to the highest level of importance index of 1. The table shows that accident reduction is the most important attribute (Wi = 1) while misplacement and theft reductions tie as the least important attributes (Wi = 0.488)


Table 6-13: Importance weightings of selection attributes









6.6.3 	Inferential statistics of the selection attributes

Chi-Square test was conducted on the selection attributes of the alternative ICT-based construction logistics systems to analyse the pattern of responses on the attributes in the population starting with the hypothesis which states that percentages for the categories are equally distributed for each attribute in the population. The results in Table 6-14 show that there are differences between the expected (null hypothesis) and the observed. The statistics in Table 6-15 show that the differences between the observed and the expected are significant and not due to chance with the only significance above p < 0.05 being p < 0.1 for importance ranking of ‘Delivery’ attribute. This implied that there was enough evidence that the null hypothesis should be rejected.
In order to observe any significant difference among the mean ranks of the selection attributes and further demonstrate the reliability of the sample, the Kruskal-Wallis test was conducted on the importance ratings and importance rankings of the attributes starting with the null hypothesis that the attributes have equal mean ranks in the underlying population. The results in Table 6-16 show that there are significant differences in the mean ranks of the importance ratings () and importance rankings () of the attributes respectively. Hence, the null hypothesis should be rejected. The outcome of the Kruskal-Wallis test supports that of the chi-square test which recommended the rejection of the null hypothesis. The two tests demonstrate the consistency of the sample.
















































Table 6-16: Kruskal-Wallis test statistics for importance rating of selection attributes










6.7 	Measuring the probabilities from severity and frequency 	indexes

The third quantitative data set of the questionnaire generated two sets of data i.e. severity and frequency of factors or sources of construction materials coordination problems, construction wastes, cost of plant theft and factors related to plant theft. The major factors associated with the aforementioned construction logistics problems have been identified in previous studies and described in the Chapter 4 of this report. The severity and frequency of the factors were measured in the questionnaire so as to derive the probabilities of contribution of the factors to the problems.
The questionnaire responses were analysed using ordinal logistic regression to derive the probabilities of severity and frequency of the contribution of factors to plant theft. The probabilities for individual scores were calculated in SPSS by using the predicted probabilities as the dependent variables and Class (Contractor) as the independent variable. An example of the output of probabilities of categories for the severity of lack of adequate plant security is shown in Table 6-17.

Table 6-17: An example of ordinal logistic regression analysis result
Lack of Plant Security (severity)
Class	Estimated Cell Probability for Response Category: 2.00 (n2/N)	Estimated Cell Probability for Response Category: 3.00 (n3/N)	Estimated Cell Probability for Response Category: 4.00 (n4/N)
Contractor	0.098	0.353	0.549
  
The probabilities (P2, P3, P4 and P5) for the response categories were combined to derive the severity and frequency indexes. The probability of category 1 (P1) was excluded because it represents ‘None’ or ‘Never’ on the Likert scale.





	i is the rating assigned to each factor by respondents (i ranges from little to extreme)
	ni is number of respondents that chose i , 
	N is the total number of responses




The contribution indexes of the factors or sources to construction materials procurement problems, wastes, and plant theft were obtained by multiplying severity indexes with frequency indexes. This is similar to the method adopted by Assaf and Al-Hejji (2006). 

Contribution index (Ci) = Si*Fi

The probability of contribution by each of the factors or sources is the product of the probability index and the contribution index. This is analogous to the determination of risk priority number as a metric for evaluation in failure mode effects and criticality analysis (FMECA) described in Blanchard (2004).





f is the number of factors or sources.





6.7.1 	Probabilities of the factors of materials procurement 	coordination problems

Tables 6-18 and 6-19 show the severity and frequency indexes of contribution of the factors identified to be contributing to the problems of materials procurement coordination in the construction industry. The severity and frequency tables show that the factor with the highest severity is not necessarily the most frequent. The factor that has the highest severity is late delivery of materials (Si = 0.8) while short notice of materials call-off has the highest frequency (Fi = 0.686). The contribution indexes are shown in Table 6-20 which shows that late delivery has the highest contribution to the problems of materials procurement coordination (Ci = 0.527). 

Table 6-18: Severity indexes of materials procurement coordination problems






Short notice of call-off	0.0196	0.3725	0.5686	0.0392	0.7255

Table 6-19: Frequency indexes of materials procurement coordination problems






Short notice of call-off	0.0588	0.4510	0.4902	0.0000	0.6863







Short notice of call-off	0.7255	0.6863	0.4979	0.1	21.42	3

6.7.1.1 	Inferential statistics of the severity and frequency of materials procurement coordination problems

Chi-square test was conducted on the severity and frequency of construction materials procurement coordination problems to analyse the pattern of responses on the variables in the population starting with the hypothesis which states that percentages for the categories are equally distributed for severity and frequency of each problem in the population. The results in Table 6-21 show that there are differences between the expected (null hypothesis) and the observed. The statistics in Table 6-22 show that the differences between the observed and the expected are significant and not due to chance. For example, the difference between the observed and expected of all categories for the severity of late delivery (Table 6-22) is significant (). This implied that there was enough evidence that the null hypothesis should be rejected. Furthermore, the results of Kruskal Wallis tests in Tables 6-23 show that there are significant differences in the mean ranks of the severity () and frequency (). Hence, the null hypothesis of equal mean ranks among the factors related to the problems of materials procurement coordination in the underlying population should be rejected. The outcome of the Kruskal-Wallis test supports that of the chi-square test which recommended the rejection of null hypotheses. The two tests demonstrate the consistency of the sample. 

Table 6-21: Frequencies of responses on materials procurement coordination problems































Table 6-23: Kruskal-Wallis test statistics of materials procurement coordination problems
Procurement factors	N	Severity	Frequency	Test Statistics (severity)StatisticsChi-Square68.746Asymp. Sig..000
		Mean Rank	Mean Rank	
Late delivery	51	156.68	140.89	






Spearman’s rank correlation was carried out to observe the association between severity and frequency of materials procurement coordination problems in the underlying population starting with the hypothesis that there is no association between them. The results in Table 6-24 show that there is association (positive correlation) between the severity and frequency of each procurement problem in the underlying population. In particular, the severity and frequency of incomplete delivery and too early order are significantly and positively correlated at (r = 0.433, p = 0.002) and (r = 0.398, p = 0.004) respectively. Hence, there was enough evidence that the null hypothesis of no association between the severity and frequency of the factors related to materials procurement coordination problems should be rejected. However, the low correlation coefficients mean there is no strong correlation between the severity and frequency of each factor. This outcome of the correlation test can be interpreted that a highly severe factor is not necessarily a highly frequent factor. The correlation test confirms the results shown in Table 6-20 where ‘Late Delivery’ has the highest severity (Si = 0.8) but ‘Short notice of call-off’ has the highest frequency (Fi = 0.69).

Table 6-24: Spearman’s rank correlation the severity and frequency of procurement coordination problems
Factors	Pairs	Correlation coefficient (r)	Significance (p)
Late delivery	Severity & frequency	0.092	0.522
Incomplete delivery	Severity & frequency	0.433**	0.002
Too early order	Severity & frequency	0.398**	0.004
Sudden lead-time change	Severity & frequency	0.205	0.149
Short notice of call-off	Severity & frequency	0.237	0.094
**. Correlation is significant at 0.01 level (2-tailed)

6.7.2 	Probabilities of the sources of construction waste

Tables 6-25 and 6-26 respectively show the severity and frequency of the sources of construction waste. The tables show that residual source such as off-cuts from cutting materials to length has the highest severity (Si = 0.655) while changes to design has the highest frequency (Fi = 0.663). Table 6-27 shows that residual source has the highest contribution to construction waste (Ci = 0.429).

Table 6-25: Severity indexes of the sources of construction waste












Table 6-26: Frequency indexes of the sources of construction waste
























6.7.2.1 	Inferential statistics of the sources of construction waste

Chi-Square test was conducted on the severity and frequency of the sources of construction waste as described in Section 6.7.1.1. The results in Table 6-28 show that there are differences between the expected (null hypothesis) and the observed. The statistics in Table 6-29 show that the differences between the observed and the expected are significant and not due to chance. For example, the difference between the observed and expected of all categories for the severity of data error (Table 6-29) is significant (). This implied that there was enough evidence that the null hypothesis should be rejected. Furthermore, the results of Kruskal Wallis test in Table 6-30 show that there are significant differences in the mean ranks of the frequency () of the sources of waste. Hence, the null hypothesis should be rejected. The outcome of the Kruskal-Wallis test supports that of the chi-square test which recommended the rejection of the null hypotheses. 
Also, the results of Spearman’s correlation test in Table 6-31 show that there is association (positive correlation) between the severity and frequency of each source of waste in the underlying population. The correlation coefficients of all the sources, except ‘Operations’, are significant at p < 0.01. Hence, there was enough evidence that the null hypothesis should be rejected. However, the low correlation coefficients between the severity and frequency of the sources of waste mean the most sever source is not the most frequent source. These results confirm the measures of severity and frequency shown in Table 6-27 where ‘Residual’ has the highest severity index (Si = 0.65) but ‘Design’ has the highest frequency index (Fi = 0.66).

6.7.3 	Probabilities of sources of cost of plant theft



















































Table 6-30: Kruskal-Wallis test statistics of the sources of construction waste












Table 6-31: Spearman’s rank correlation of the severity and frequency of the sources of construction waste
Sources of waste	Pairs	Correlation coefficient (r)	Significance (p)






Material misplacement	Severity & frequency	0.498**	0.000
Residual	Severity & frequency	0.695**	0.000
Others	Severity & frequency	0.361**	0.009
**. Correlation is significant at 0.01 level (2-tailed)

Table 6-32: Severity indexes of the sources of cost of plant theft












Table 6-33: Frequency indexes of the sources of cost of plant theft
























6.7.3.1 	Inferential statistics of the sources of cost of plant theft

Chi-Square test was conducted on the severity and frequency of the sources of cost of plant theft as described in Section 6.7.1.1. The results in Table 6-35 show that there are differences between the expected (null hypothesis) and the observed. The statistics in Table 6-36 show that the differences between the observed and the expected are significant and not due to chance. For example, the difference between the observed and expected of all categories for the severity of replacement (Table 6-36) is significant (). This implied that there was enough evidence that the null hypothesis should be rejected. The results of Kruskal Wallis test in Tables 6-37 also show that there are significant differences in the mean ranks of the severity () and frequency (). Hence, the null hypothesis of equal mean ranks should be rejected. The outcome of the Kruskal-Wallis test supports the results of the chi-square test which demonstrates the consistency of the sample.
















































Table 6-37: Kruskal-Wallis test statistics for the sources of cost of plant theft













Table 6-38: Spearman’s rank correlation of the severity and frequency of sources of cost of plant theft
Sources	Pairs	Correlation coefficient (r)	Significance (p)
Replacement 	Severity & frequency	0.754**	0.000
Emergency 	Severity & frequency	0.594**	0.000
Hire 	Severity & frequency	0.759**	0.000
Output loss	Severity & frequency	0.534**	0.000
Labour 	Severity & frequency	0.492**	0.000
Goodwill 	Severity & frequency	0.663**	0.000
Admin 	Severity & frequency	0.689**	0.000
Insurance 	Severity & frequency	0.773**	0.000
Social 	Severity & frequency	0.680**	0.000
**. Correlation is significant at 0.01 level (2-tailed)

6.7.4	 Probabilities of factors related to plant theft

Tables 6-39 and 6-40 respectively show the severity and frequency indexes of the factors related to plant theft. The tables show that site location has both the highest severity (Si = 0.749) and the highest frequency (Fi = 0.713). Similarly, Table 6-41 shows that site location is the highest contributing factor to the theft of construction plant (Ci = 0.535) 

Table 6-39: Severity indexes of the factors of plant theft








Table 6-40: Frequency indexes of the factors of plant theft
















6.7.4.1 	Inferential statistics of factors related to plant theft

Chi-Square test was conducted on the severity and frequency of the factors related plant theft as described in Section 6.7.1.1. The results in Table 6-42 show that there are differences between the expected (null hypothesis) and the observed. The statistics in Table 6-43 show that the differences between the observed and the expected are significant and not due to chance. For example, the difference between the observed and expected of all categories for the severity of site security (Table 6-43) is significant (). This implied that there was enough evidence that the null hypothesis should be rejected. Furthermore, the results of Kruskal Wallis test in Tables 6-44 show that there are significant differences in the mean ranks of the severity () and frequency (). Hence, the null hypothesis should be rejected. Consistently the outcome of the Kruskal-Wallis test supports the outcome of the chi-square test in the rejection of null hypotheses. The two tests demonstrate the consistency of the sample.

Table 6-42: Frequencies of responses on the factors related to plant theft































Table 6-44: Kruskal-Wallis test statistics for factors related to plant theft
Factors	N	Severity	Frequency	Test Statistics (Severity)StatisticsChi-Square15.722Asymp. Sig..003
		Mean Rank	Mean Rank	
Plant security	51	133.95	119.63	






Spearman’s rank correlation was carried out to observe the association between severity and frequency of the factors related to plant theft in the underlying population starting with the hypothesis that there is no association between them. The results in table 6-45 show that there is association (positive correlation) between the severity and frequency of each factor in the underlying population. The correlation coefficients of all the factors are significant at p < 0.01 except that of ‘Site security’ which is significant at p < 0.05. Hence, there was enough evidence that the null hypothesis should be rejected. The low correlation coefficient of ‘Site security’ (r = 0.271) means that the severity and frequency of the factor are not strongly correlated. For example, Table 6-41 shows that ‘Plant security’ has higher severity index than ‘Site security’ (Si = 0.69 > Si = 0.67) while ‘Plant security’ has lower frequency index than ‘Site security’ (Fi = 0.63 < Fi = 0.67).  

Table 6-45: Spearman’s rank correlation of the severity and frequency of factors related to plant theft
Factors		Pairs	Correlation coefficient (r)	Significance (p)
Plant security	Severity & frequency	0.589**	0.000
Site security	Severity & frequency	0.271*	0.054
Plant mobility	Severity & frequency	0.511**	0.000
Plant size	Severity & frequency	0.459**	0.001
Site location	Severity & frequency	0.660**	0.000
*. Correlation is significant at 0.05 level (2-tailed)
**. Correlation is significant at 0.01 level (2-tailed)

6.8 Validity and reliability of findings

The higher the reliability of the scale of the questionnaire survey, the easier it is to obtain significant findings (DaCoster and Claypool, 2004). Hence, the consistent rejection of the null hypotheses in the inferential tests showed the significance of the findings and demonstrated the reliability of the sample. The Chi-Square and Kruskal-Wallis tests showed that the sample is significant at 95% confidence level for almost all the variables that were measured in the questionnaire survey. The few exceptions in the Chi-Square tests include ‘accident reduction at relative low cost’ (p = 0.068); ‘Delivery Improvement’ (p = 0.111); ‘severity of lead-time change’ (p = 0.790); ‘frequency of lead-time change’ (p = 0.056) and ‘severity of plant size’ (p = 0.082). This shows that the sample is significant in 94% of the variables. Also, there is an exception in the Kruskal-Wallis tests for the severity of the sources of waste (). However, this is the insignificance of 1 out 11 Kruskal-Wallis tests carried out on the surveyed data. It can therefore be inferred that the sample applied in this research is representative of the population.
Furthermore, the agreement of the findings of this research with some of the findings in the existing studies demonstrates the criterion validity of the findings (see Section 6.9). The criterion validity is how related a new measure of a concept is to the existing measures of the concept (Black, 2000; De Vaus, 2002).

6.9 	Discussion of findings

Having analysed the data and explained the statistical interpretation of the findings in Sections 6.4 to 6.7, this section presents the comprehensive discussions of the findings as they relate to existing information in construction industry research.
 
6.9.1 	Benefits of ICT-based construction logistics systems

The analyses show that each alternative ICT system has probability to provide benefit. The probabilities of benefit for all the alternatives with respect to selection attributes are shown Figure 6-2. The probabilities were applied in the decision tree presented in Chapter 4 which is one of the integrated tools of the decision analysis framework to generate the expected cost of each alternative system with respect each attribute. 
Also, the overall probabilities from one or more attributes for the alternatives are presented in Figure 6-3 which shows that alternative RFID/GIS/GPS/DR has the highest probability to provide benefit though it is almost certain that all the alternatives can provide benefit because the probability of benefit for each of them is close to 1. As observed in previous studies, operational benefits can be identified and quantified because they relate to specific processes (Farbey and Targett, 1995; Irani and Love, 2001b and Love et al., 2004). Therefore, the probabilities of benefit derived in this research are required to quantify the expected operational benefits of implementing any of the alternative ICT systems to improve construction logistics through waste reduction, theft reduction, accident reduction, misplacement reduction, delivery improvement, time saving and data accuracy. 

Figure 6-2: Probabilities of benefit for alternative ICT systems with respect to selection attributes

Figure 6-3: Overall probabilities of benefit of alternative ICT systems 

6.9.2 	Importance of selection attributes of ICT-based construction 	logistics systems

The principal outcomes of the rating and ranking of selection attributes are the importance matrix in Table 6-46 and the normalised weightings in Figure 6-4. Table 6-46 presents importance definition ‘bandwidths’ that were calculated by equally dividing the range of Wi (1 – 0.163 = 0.837) by the five levels of importance categories to yield a width of 0.167 unit. For example, the ‘No Importance’ bandwidth in Table 6-46 includes Wi scores of 0.163 to 0.330 (0.163+0.167). In Table 6-46, none of the selection attributes of ICT-based construction logistics systems is unimportant based on the opinions of building contractors. The table shows that accident reduction is the singular attribute that is extremely important while the other attributes are less important and tied under much importance (waste reduction and time saving), moderate importance (delivery improvement and data accuracy) and little importance (theft reduction and misplacement reduction). The measure of importance of accident reduction produced in this research is a reflection of the significant number of collisions that is still happening on construction sites in the UK. 32.5% of injuries on construction sites are major with an 86% chance of an accident in every new build project (HSE, 2010b). Accident reduction becomes much more important especially that fatality rate due to collision accidents in the construction industry is 2.5 per 100,000 workers which is higher than the overall national workplace fatality rate at 0.6 fatalities per 100,000 (HSE, 2010a).







Table 6-46: Importance matrix of selection attributes for ICT-based construction logistics systems










Figure 6-4: Normalised weightings of selection attributes
  

6.9.3 	Probabilities and rates of contribution for factors related to 	materials procurement problems

The probabilities and rates of contribution for the factors related to the problems of materials procurement coordination are presented in Figures 6-5 and 6-6 respectively. Both figures show that late delivery is the highest contributor to the problems. Previous studies have identified these factors relating them to materials procurement and construction delay as described in Chapter 4 (Bates et al, 1999, Van et al., 2009, Assaf and Al-Hejji, 2006 and Olawale and Sun, 2010). However, this research has derived these key contribution indicators for the factors which were not hitherto available in literature in the construction industry.
The probabilities of contribution are useful for the quantification of the expected cost contributed by each factor provided the increase in cost of procurement due to the problems is known. Also, the rates of contribution show the significance of each factor and they can help in decision-making on how to mitigate the materials procurement problems.






Figure 6-6: Rates of contribution for factors related to materials procurement coordination problems

6.9.4 	Probabilities and rates of contribution for the sources of 	construction waste

Probabilities and rates of contribution for the sources of waste on construction site are presented in Figures 6-7 and 6-8 respectively. There are several techniques of quantifying or estimating construction waste (Solis-Guzman et al., 2009; Jalali, 2006 and Wang et al., 2004). However, the waste quantification model for new build project developed by building research establishment (BRE) was adopted in this research to calculate the cost of waste in the integrated decision analysis model presented in Chapter 7. The probabilities and rates derived here were used to quantify the costs of data error, handling, weather, vandalism and misplacement (see Chapters 7 and 8).









6.9.5 	Probabilities and rates of contribution for the sources of cost of 	plant theft

Probabilities and rates of contribution for the sources of cost of plant theft are presented in Figures 6-9 and 6-10 respectively. The figures show that loss of output and productivity is the largest contributor (Pc = 0.053, Rate = 15%) which is followed by insurance (Pc = 0.050, Rate = 14%). These results support some previous studies on the theft of plant and equipment in the construction industry. The survey conducted by Smith and Walmsley (1999) indicated that two-third of thefts became subject of insurance claim with one-third indicating increase in their insurance premiums and 46% of respondents reported loss of productivity and output because of plant theft.
In furtherance to the objectives of this research, the rates of contribution for the sources of cost of plant theft were used calculate the ratio of direct cost to indirect cost as described in Chapter 7.

Figure 6-9: Probabilities of contribution for the sources of cost of plant theft

Figure 6-10: Rates of contribution for the sources of cost of plant theft
 
6.9.6 		Probabilities and rates of contribution for factors related 		to plant theft

Probabilities and rates of contribution for factors related to plant theft are presented in Figures 6-11 and 6-12 respectively. The figures show that site location is the largest contributor to plan theft (Pc = 0.107, Rate = 24%). These results support the data in the national plant & equipment register which indicates that number of plant thefts varies significantly from region to region (TER, 2009). Smith and Walmsley (1999) shows that number of thefts vary by plant size, plant mobility, site security and site location. However, this analysis shows the significance of each factor and that site location has the highest significance among the factors contributing to construction plant theft. 
The probabilities of contribution, Pc will help to determine the priorities that could be given to the factors related to plant theft when devising measures to mitigate the theft of construction plant. The results show that the highest priority should be given to site location which has the highest probability of 0.107. This indicates that security measures will vary from site to site depending on the theft rate of the site location and such figures as rates of plant theft in regions across UK are available in the national plant & equipment register. 
Also, the probabilities of contribution for site security and plant security were used to calculate the expected cost of plant theft which ICT-based construction logistics systems can help to minimise. The calculation procedure is described in Chapter 7.


Figure 6-11: Probabilities of contribution for factors related to plant theft


Figure 6-12: Rates of contribution for factors related to plant theft

6.10 	Summary of Chapter 6

This chapter has presented the statistical analysis carried out on the data that were collected through the questionnaire survey described in Chapter 5. The median indexes of the data were adopted as the typical values given the ordinal nature of the data. The ratings of the variables obtained through the questionnaire were converted to the importance weights of selection attributes, the probabilities of the ICT-based tracking systems to provide benefits and the probabilities of contribution for factors related to the problems of construction logistics. 


















This chapter discusses the development of the integrated decision analysis framework presented in Chapter 4 as a decision support model. Having identified, analysed and derived the foundational input data in Chapter 6, the integrated decision support model was developed using Microsoft® Excel 2010 as the implementation environment. Excel is one of the Office application packages specifically developed by Microsoft Corporation for spreadsheet applications.
Good supporting software is essential to effectively implement multi-attribute utility theory with the advantage of easing the test of robustness using sensitivity analysis (Herwijnen, 2011; Belton and Stewart, 2002). A decision support system is defined as the combination of data, information and computer-based tools working within a structured framework to improve the process and outcome of decision-making (Vanier, 2006). According to Delhin and Olofsson (2008), a new project-oriented evaluation model is developed for the purpose of providing a structure to be used by a multi-disciplinary project team to evaluate the implications of realising ICT investment in construction project. The aforementioned observations were fully taken into consideration in the development of this integrated decision support model. The model was specifically implemented as a spreadsheet for it to be user-friendly and require little computing knowledge from the end-user. The end-user only needs to enter the input data while the model does the computation. The model output can easily be read from the tables and the charts.

7.2 	Case study and objective










Figure 7-1: Implementation Scenario of Automated Construction Materials Tracking System (Source: Jang and Skibnewski, 2008)

Six combinations of ICT systems for integrated supply and site logistics are proposed for the purpose of analysis in this research. The alternatives are RFID/GIS/GPS/DR, RFID/GIS/GPS, RFID/GPS/DR, WSN/GIS/GPS/DR, WSN/GIS/GPS and WSN/GPS/DR. Any of the combined alternative tracking and positioning systems can communicate resource information to project or site managers through any enterprise resource planning (ERP) software and fit into an automated materials management system such as the one proposed by (Navon and Berkovich, 2005) for tracking the inventory of materials received into storage or on site and the materials despatched for use in the construction area.

7.3 	Layout of the model





7.4 	Input of the model





These are the calculation operations carried out by the model on the input data in order to generate the output. Formulas were coded into the spreadsheet to estimate the costs of the alternative ICT-based logistics systems and their selection attributes described in Chapter 4 and the formula derivations are presented in the following sections:

7.5.1 	Estimating the costs of alternative ICT-based construction 	logistics systems

The six implementation scenarios of alternative ICT-based tracking and positioning devices were critically analysed to quantify the costs of their components in accordance with the implementation strategy described in Section 7.2.1. The costs were derived through thorough online search of manufacturers’ prices of the components constituting each alternative system and the spreadsheet model allows end-users to modify the costs based on their specific implementation requirements. Also, some of the systems components such as tags, sensors and readers are dependent on some of the user-defined inputs such as quantities of materials, number of operatives and number of construction plants to calculate their quantities. The default quantities and costs of some of the alternatives are shown in Figure 7-3.








Figure 7-3: Default quantities and costs of some of the ICT-based construction logistics systems


7-4: Default Life Cycle Costs of alternative ICT-based construction logistics systems

7.5.2 		Estimating the Cost of Waste

Although some residual level of construction waste is unavoidable, the potential cost reduction by preventing generation of construction waste on site is substantial and can be an incentive for participants in construction projects to put efforts in minimizing construction waste (Bossink and Brouwers, 1996).The total cost of waste is the sum of materials cost and disposal cost.


It is understood that there is an average 50% void space in skips that collect waste and that the average volume of a typical skip is 6.125m3 (Hobbs, 2006). Hence, the volume of skipped waste is twice the actual volume of waste.


The quantity of waste in equation 2 can be calculated from the gross floor area of the project under consideration. Data from completed projects on the SMARTWaste planning tool of the Building Research Establishment (BRE) have been used to produce benchmark data on waste generation in new build construction projects. These data are updated quarterly on the benchmarking page of BRE SMARTWaste website. The 15th January, 2010 issue of the data is presented here in Table 7-1; all quantities of materials in tonnes were converted to volume using conversion factors obtained from carbon content calculation tool developed by building research establishment (BRE). 

Table 7-1: Construction Waste Benchmark Data (Source:  BRE, 2010)










Total number of projects	480		482	





7.5.3 	Parameters for estimating cost of plant-related injuries

	Compensation/fine for each type of injuries
	Injury rates
	Number of employees to be involved in the construction process.




Where the O3D%, MI%, FI%, accident/project ratio and collision accident rate were derived from existing construction health & safety data presented in Chapter 4;  compensation/fine and number of employees are user defined inputs.

7.5.4 		Estimating the cost of Plant Theft

The cost of plant theft to a construction project can be estimated given the following parameters:
	Total value (depreciated or new) of plant to be used on the project
	Number of plants to be used on the project
	Risk of plant theft
	Ratio of indirect cost to direct cost (or vice versa).





	The Indirect Cost and Direct Cost of plant theft were factored as percentages of the total cost of plant replacement from the questionnaire
	The Theft Risk can be updated from time to time as rate of plant theft changes over time but the existing plant theft risk of 31/1000 was used in quantifying the cost of plant theft in this research (Edwards et al., 2007) )
	The Plant Value is a user defined input.

7.5.5 		Estimating the cost of misplacement/unavailability of 			materials






	The Misplacement Rate was calculated from the probability of contribution of misplacement to waste derived from the questionnaire.

7.5.6 		Estimating the cost of inaccurate data





7.5.7 		Estimating the cost of time consuming logistics process

Though the manual process of delivery and inventory management was found to be time consuming in previous studies (Sullivan et al., 2010; Poon et al., 2009 and Song et al., 2006), the extent of contribution of such manual process to construction delay has not been identified (Van et al., 2009; Assaf and Al-Hejji, 2006 and Odeh and Battaineh, 2002). Hence, the benefit of time saving by using ICT system to automate delivery checking and inventory management was considered non-quantifiable. However, the multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT), applied in this research, accommodates both quantifiable and non-quantifiable (intangible) attributes. The basis of MAUT is the use of utility functions which are applied to transform the raw performance values of the alternatives against diverse attributes, both factual (objective, quantifiable) and judgemental (subjective, non-quantifiable), to a common dimensionless scale (Fulop, 2005).




	Eij represents probability of benefit of an alternative with respect to ‘time saving’ attribute
	Lowest Value and Highest Value are the lowest probability of benefit and highest probability of benefit for Time Saving and Delivery Improvement.

7.5.8 		Estimating the Cost of Delivery Lateness

A vital section specified in the construction contract is the performance time of project execution which is established prior to bidding (Al-Momani, 2000). It is, however, difficult to coordinate the diverse activities involved in construction project without a schedule. Moreover, schedules often contain significant uncertainty because risk and uncertainty are inherent in all construction activities (Van et al., 2009). Hence, delays are common in various construction projects and cause considerable losses to project parties. Delays in construction can cause a number of changes in a project such as late completion, lost productivity, acceleration, increased cost and contract termination (Arditi and Pattanakitchamroon, 2006). Schedule delays sometimes lead to claim dispute among project parties. Therefore, projects have tended to be more time-constrained and the ability to deliver a project quickly is becoming an increasingly important element in winning a bid (Williams, 2003).
There have been significant efforts devoted to identifying and evaluating the relative importance of the significant factors contributing to delay and cost overruns in construction projects such as Assaf and Al-Hejji (2006); Odeh and Battaineh (2002) and Olawale and Sun (2010). Some researchers have as well developed regression models (Al-Momani, 2000; Skitmore and Ng, 2003) and artificial neural networks (Dissanayaka and Kumaraswamy, 1999) to forecast actual construction time and cost for a variety of construction projects. Construction duration and cost forecasts play an important role in the early project phases because a construction duration that is too long, as well as the one that is too short, can have a negative impact on the project’s economic success (Stoy et al., 2007).
After thorough literature review of the current problems of construction materials procurement, delivery lateness has been identified as a major problem that can be mitigated by the implementation of ICT-based tracking and positioning systems (Li et al., 2005 and Lu et al., 2007). There is need to quantify the cost of delivery lateness to construction process so as to develop the tool that can quantify the cost and benefit of implementing ICT to mitigate delivery lateness. However, the cost of delivery lateness to construction delay and cost overrun was found to be difficult to quantify as previous studies show that there are several other factors contributing to construction delay and cost overrun. Hence, ‘delivery improvement’ attribute in this model was considered subjective and the probabilities of benefits measured through the questionnaire were used to generate the utilities of alternatives with respect to ‘delivery improvement’ attribute as applied to ‘time saving’ attribute.


7.6 	Output of the model

These are the products of the calculations carried out by the model. The in-process calculations described in the previous section and other calculations based on the principles of multi-attribute utility theory and decision tree analysis, described in Chapter 4, generated expected costs of alternatives with respect to attributes, utilities of alternatives with respect to attributes, and multi-attributes utility values. The default output and default graphical representation of model output are shown in Figure 7-5 and Figure 7-6 respectively

Figure 7-5: Default model output


Figure 7-6: Default graphical representation of model output

7.7 	Model Information and User Guide

A separate model information worksheet was added to the model to give end-users the basic information about the model configuration and references for further information on some of the key components of the model. This is the basic model documentation extracted from Chapter 2 and Chapter 4.





Some operations of the model were automated to ensure accurate input in order to generate accurate output. The model can be reset to default values automatically by pressing the reset button each time new set of input data is to be applied or the model is being applied to a new project. The reset button was created using visual basic for applications (VBA) macro. The VBA codes and Excel functions for the input and output worksheets are presented in Appendix E.

7.9 	Summary of Chapter 7

The implementation of the integrated decision analysis model in Microsoft Excel operating environment has been presented in this chapter. The model input data are project-specific and most of them can be obtained from project documents such as quantity take-off, bill of quantities and recapitulation sheet. The formulas coded into the model for quantification processes have been explained. Two attributes namely delivery improvement and time saving were assessed using the probabilities of benefit derived through questionnaire analysis and their utilities were obtained using benefit-based utility function described in Chapter 4 because the expected costs of the alternatives with respect to these attributes could not be quantified.
 The default output of the model obtained from foundational inputs such as costs of alternatives irrespective of the costs of attributes and potential benefits of the alternatives have also been presented. The model is automated so that it can be reset to default status after it has been used. The user guide and model information provided in separate sections in the model will enable end users navigate the model efficiently and fully understand how to apply it.









Having designed the components of the integrated decision analysis framework (Chapter 4) and following the implementation of the framework model (Chapter 7), the next stage in the research was to evaluate the model. The evaluation of multi-criteria analysis models is divided into three components namely, verification, validation and sensitivity analysis (Qureshi et al, 1999). The three components will be considered in this chapter. 

8.2 	Verification of the model

Verification is the process by which the logic and consistency of the code (building blocks) of a model are considered (Robson, 1995). It is a process of ensuring a system correctly implements its specifications (Broner et al., 1997). Verification is generally reserved for the non-trivial problem of checking that the predictions from the model are faithful to the model description (Mathematical Modelling, 2012). The steps involved in the development of this model include identification of alternatives, identification of selection attributes, questionnaire development and analysis, derivation of all the quantification formulas and implementation in Microsoft® Excel 2010. All the calculation processes of each functional component were verified manually with scientific calculator during the development of the model. Therefore, the model had gone through thorough verification processes.

8.3 	Validation of the model

Validation is the process of substantiating that a model performs with an acceptable level of accuracy in its prediction (Broner et al., 1997). The accuracies of several previous multi-criteria analysis models were demonstrated through validation of predictive ability and sensitivity analysis. Such previous studies include Butler et al., 1997; Hokkanen et al., 1995; Jimenez et al., 2006 and Rios-Insua et al., 2006. Hence, the process of validation of the multi-criteria analysis model developed in this research focussed on the evaluation of its predictive ability and sensitivity analysis.

8.3.1 		Validation of predictive ability

Test of predictive ability was carried out on this model using specific building project information and other data obtained through literature search. The elemental cost estimates of an 8-storey office building project were used to generate the costs and quantities of materials required for the construction of the building. Also the gross floor area of the office building was used to estimate the quantity of waste the project would generate. Additional input data such as waste disposal cost, injury compensation/fine and labour were also derived through literature search.
The model was developed to quantify and analyse the cost and benefits of alternative ICT-based construction logistics systems and compare the alternatives with respect to selection criteria which include waste reduction, accident reduction, theft reduction, data accuracy, misplacement reduction, delivery improvement and time saving. Therefore, the main objective of testing the predictive ability of the framework is to test the capability of the model to work with the aforementioned inputs so as to reliably generate the output which the user requires to support decision making process of implementing any of the alternative ICT-based construction logistics systems. 

8.3.1.1 	Input data to the model

As shown in Figure 7-2 (Chapter 7), the foundational input of the model i.e. probabilities of benefit and no benefit of the alternatives and the weightings of the selection attributes were derived through questionnaire analysis presented in Chapter 6. The user input was the focus of input data in this chapter. This includes quantities and costs of materials, gross floor area of the building, injury compensation and fine, plant value, number of operatives and number of plants.
Equation 2 (Chapter 7) shows that quantity (m3) and cost of materials are required to quantify the cost of waste. The quantities in the elemental costs estimates of an 8-storey office building (Appendix C) were converted to cubic meters (m3) and tonne because the model had been configured to work with only cubic meters for volume and tonne for weight of materials. The model also has conversion factors that can covert tonnage-specific materials to their cubic meter volume equivalence. The volume and weight of materials that go into the model for the quantification of the cost of waste are shown in Figure 8-1. Also, equation 2 (Chapter 7) shows that quantity of waste is an independent variable of the cost of waste.


Figure 8-1: Quantities of materials 

The other user input data used for testing the model are gross floor area of project, value and number of plant, cost of material waste disposal cost per skip, penalty for fatal injury, cost of major and O3D injuries, and the estimated number of operatives needed throughout construction phase of the project. The quantities of the additional input shown in Figure 8-2 are described as follows:

1.	The quantity of waste was derived from the gross floor area of the building using the construction waste benchmark described in Chapter 7 and the gross floor area of the 8-storey office building is 54000 SF (Appendix C). The value and number of plant are required to quantify the cost of plant theft and values of tags required for their tracking respectively. The value of 11 plants at £212417.64 was retrieved from the equipment theft record of the national plant & equipment register (TER, 2009).

2.	The waste disposal cost is made up of waste collection, waste disposal and landfill tax. The total waste disposal cost was estimated from the charges for collection and disposal of commercial waste applicable in a UK local council (The Highland Council, 2010). This was estimated to be £1037.17 per skip.

3.	The cost of major injury was estimated from a typical scenario adopted from Higginson (2011). The sources of cost described as direct and indirect costs are supported by other researchers such as Pillay and Haupt (2011) and Hadikusumo (2011). The total cost is £45000 and the outlay is presented as follows:

	Wages for injured worker over the period = £10000
	Lost production/remedial work required   = £8000
	Overtime wages to cover lost production = £3000
	Wages for replacement worker = £7000
	Loss of time of manager = £4000
	Legal expenses = £3000
	Fine and court cost = £4000
	Increase in insurance premium = £6000

4.	A fatality scenario where a member of staff of a company was crushed between a reversing heavy goods vehicle (HGV) and a trailer was adopted to estimate the cost of fatal accident (RPC, 2010). Such fatality is preventable by the ICT-based logistics systems analysed in this research as demonstrated by Riaz et al. (2006) (see Chapter 4). The total cost of the fatal accident was £130000 which includes fine and cost of prosecution.

5.	The cost of over 3 days (O3D) injury was estimated from an average wages of construction operatives in the UK. The wages of 24 hours at £11 per hour amount to £264. Also, the number of operatives was assumed to be 50.
 
Figure 8-2: Additional input data

8.3.1.2 	Output of the model

The model generates output as input data are entered into it using the calculation processes described in Chapter 7. The results produced by the model after having taken in all the input data are presented in this section.
The capital costs of implementation of alternative ICT-based construction logistics systems, shown in Figure 7-2 (Chapter 7), were converted to life cycle costs by the model as described in Chapter 4. The in-process quantities of the costs of the alternatives are shown in Figure 8-3.


Figure 8-3: In-process quantities of costs

The final output of the model, as shown in the implemented model outlay in Chapter 7, includes the expected costs of alternatives with respect to attributes, the utilities of the alternatives with respect to attributes and the overall multi-attribute utility values of the alternatives. The quantification of the expected costs of alternatives with respect to the selection attributes is the first step of the evaluation stage shown in Figure 4-1 (see Chapter 4). The expected costs were quantified from the input data using decision tree analysis, presented in Chapter 4, are shown in Figure 8-4. 


Figure 8-4: Expected costs of alternatives with respect to attributes

The second step of the evaluation stage is the derivation of the utilities of alternatives with respect to the attributes from the expected costs using the utility functions described in Section 4.3.4 (see Chapter 4). The utilities calculated using utility functions, presented in Chapter 4, are shown in Figure 8-5.


Figure 8-5: Utilities of alternatives with respect to the attributes

The last step of the evaluation stage is the aggregation of the overall utility values of the alternatives using the multi-attribute utility function described in Section 4.3.4. The overall utility values of the alternatives generated from the input data are shown in Figure 8-6.


Figure 8-6: Overall utility values of the alternatives

Graphical displays are an excellent aid in decision-making process because they give useful insight into final ranking of alternatives (Rios-Insua et al., 2003). Finally, the multi-attribute utility values of the alternative ICT-based construction logistics systems are presented graphically in Figure 8-7. This is the first step of the selection stage described in Chapter 4 (see Figure 4-1) where the alternatives are compared and ranked according to their overall utilities. Figure 8-7 clearly shows that alternative RFID/GPS/DR has the highest overall utility value at 72.40. This will be the most preferred alternative for improving the logistics functions of the specific project to which the model was applied. However, the reliability of the recommendation of the model requires testing using sensitivity analysis.


Figure 8-7: Overall (multi-attribute) utility values of alternative ICT-based logistics systems

8.4 	Sensitivity analysis of the model

While mathematical model is rational and provides an auditable result, the uncertainty surrounding the variables used in the model throws a question over the viability of the solution (Bull, 1993). There is a need to test the sensitivity of the solution to a change in a major variable. According to Levin and McEwan (2001), the preferences for the weights of selection attributes may vary among different participants in the decision-making process. Hence, sensitivity analysis should be carried out to prove the consistency of the model output when the weights are varied. This is the last step of the selection stage described in Chapter 4 and this step is required to prove the reliability of the model.
Sensitivity analysis involves examining the changes in the ranking of alternatives while the input parameters such as weights vary (Jimenez et al., 2003). It should be considered as a means of stimulation that makes a decision maker think about the problem in more depth and can give further insight into the robustness of the model recommendations (Jimenez et al., 2006). Qureshi et al. (1999) said sensitivity analysis provides further confidence in a model and indicates priority areas for refinement if the model is to be modified in the future. 
The importance weights of the model were varied using Monte Carlo simulation which provides the flexibility to vary all of the weights of a multi-criteria model simultaneously. Three scenarios of weights simulation were considered which is similar to the method applied by Butler et al. (1997) in the evaluation of a coal power plant site selection problem and that of Rios-Insua et al. (2006) in the evaluation of a radionuclide contaminated freshwater ecosystems intervention strategies decision problem. The first simulation, called random weighting, does not require weight assessment and does not give any relative importance to the selection attributes. The second technique is random rank-order weighting which requires weight assessment and maintains random simulation of weights within the rank-order of preferences for the selection attributes. The third technique requires weight assessment but recognizes that the assessed weights may be subject to response error. Hence, it allows weights to vary within the interval of the assessed weights without maintaining the rank-order preferences for the selection attributes.

8.4.1 	Monte Carlo Simulation

The Monte Carlo simulation is based on the generation of multiple trials to determine the expected value of a random variable. In Microsoft Excel, random-number generation function rand() produces a uniformly distributed random number between 0 and 1 i.e. all values between 0 and 1 are possible and equally likely. The uniformly distributed random numbers can be used as building blocks to create other kinds of random numbers. 




The summation of the product of the weights of selection attributes and the utility scores of the alternatives with respect to the corresponding attributes determines the overall rankings of the alternatives. This means that preference, in terms of weight, given to an attribute has an influence on the overall ranking of an alternative. Random weights will remove the limitation of relative importance of attributes and allow unrestricted aggregation of the overall multi-attribute utilities of alternatives irrespective of the relative importance of selection attributes. This approach will allow the testing of the relationships among the alternatives which determine their ranking irrespective of preferences for the attributes reflected in measured weights. Random weights were generated in the model using Monte Carlo simulation and an extract of the random weights, utilities and ranks is shown in Figure 8-8. 
The output of the random weights simulation is presented in Figure 8-9. The figure shows that alternative RFID/GPS/DR stochastically dominates all the other alternatives because it is above and on the left of the other alternatives. This is consistent with the base output of the model (Figure 8-7) which shows that alternative RFID/GPS/DR has the highest overall utility of 72.40. However, the random weight simulation shows that RFID/GIS, WSN/GPS/DR and WSN/GIS/GPS/DR do not stochastically dominate one another. Alternative WSN/GIS is dominated by all other alternatives. This test shows that alternative RFID/GPS/DR dominates the other alternatives irrespective of the weights given to the selection attributes.

8.4.1.2 	Rank ordered weights






 a and b are the lower limit and upper limit respectively of each attribute within which random number y must fall in the distribution. 
x is the independent random number.






































Figure 8-11: Ranking profile for ordered weights simulation scenario

8.4.1.3 	Response distribution weights

The normalised weights of attributes assessed through questionnaire analysis (Chapter 6) were assumed to have response errors. Hence, random weights were generated from the measured weights but the ranks of the weights were violated. The generated random weights were dependent variables of a gamma distribution where the parameters are independent random variables, normalised assessed weights which were means and the standard deviations of the selection attributes in the questionnaire distribution. Gamma distribution was applied because it does not require the normality of the random variables (Butler et al., 1997).
If a random variable x is gamma distributed with parameters α and β, the likelihood of x implies

Where:
The standard deviation is proportional to 1/β
The mean of the gamma distributed variable x is α/β




























Figure 8-13: Ranking profile for random response distribution simulation scenario

8.5 	Summary of Chapter 8

The evaluation of the integrated decision analysis model has been presented in this chapter. The three components of evaluation of a multi-criteria analysis model namely verification, validation and sensitivity analysis demonstrated the validity, reliability and robustness of the model.
The validation of predictive ability demonstrated that the model is able to take in data, process them and generate output. For example, the expected cost of alternative RFID/GPS/DR with respect to waste reduction attribute at £57,730.37 is far less than the direct addition of its life cycle cost at £22,518.74 and the cost of waste at £93,030.46. The model processed the cost input and the respective probabilities according to the decision tree analysis equation described in Chapter 4 in order to generate the expected cost.
The sensitivity analysis clearly shows the consistency of the model. According to Bouyssou et al. (2006), the ability to demonstrate that a particular solution recommended by the model will remain good under different scenarios should be considered as an advantage for the model. The three scenarios consistently demonstrated dominant and dominated alternatives. Both alternatives RFID/GPS/DR and RFID/GIS/GPS/DR maintained their respective 1st and 2nd ranks while alternative WSN/GIS was dominated in the three simulated scenarios. The validation of this model has increased confidence in the reliability of its output and any decision to adopt its recommendation is justifiable.
Ideally, the model should have been tested on at least two different building construction projects to demonstrate the ability of the model to predict different outcome for different projects. However, the model was tested on one project because more projects could not be obtained during this research due to the lengthy process of getting access to project data in the construction industry and the limited time available for the research. The implications of this are considered in more details in Section 9.4




















This chapter presents the review of the aim and objectives of this research which were described in Chapter 1. It is necessary to review the objectives in order to appraise the level of accomplishing them in the research activities discussed in the previous chapters of this report. The contribution of the research to both academia and industry along with recommendations for future work is also discussed here.

9.2 	Accomplishment of research objectives

As stated in Chapter 1, the aim of this research was to develop a computer-aided framework for the evaluation of alternative ICT-based logistics systems in the construction industry. This aim could only be achieved by implementing the following objectives whose accomplishments are discussed in this section:

	Develop a theoretical understanding of the current situation of logistics in construction industry.
	Develop a theoretical framework of improving construction logistics based on literature review and existing case studies.
	Critically analyse the consequence of implementing some of the existing conceptual ICT-based logistics solutions to construction process.
	Critically analyse the significances of some of the existing problems of logistics in the construction industry.
	Develop implementation strategy from current ICT-based logistics solutions adaptable to construction process.
	Develop a multi-criteria analysis tool that can evaluate the investment justification of alternative ICT-based construction logistics systems.




9.2.1 	Develop a theoretical understanding of the current situation of 	logistics in the construction industry

Thorough review of literature, presented in Chapters 1 and 2, was carried out to establish background information of the current practice of logistics in the construction industry. The review exposed the short comings of logistics as a result of the nature, practice and traditional approach of the construction industry to logistics processes. The effects of inefficient logistics in construction were also identified. The existence of logistics problems presented the need to develop theoretical framework for the improvement of logistics in the construction industry.

9.2.2 	Develop a theoretical framework for improving construction 	logistics based on literature review and existing case studies






9.2.3 	Critically analyse the consequence of implementing some of the 	existing conceptual ICT-based logistics solutions to 	construction process 

Many of the identified ICT-based solutions were conceptual as some of them are yet to be fully implemented in the construction industry. There was need to analyse the costs and benefits of implementing the existing technologies to construction logistics. The impacts of the ICT systems were classified as selection attributes. These are problems of the current practice of logistics in the construction industry which the ICT systems are expected to mitigate if they are implemented. The selection attributes were critically analysed to identify the mitigating functions which the ICT systems can provide (see Table 6-1).

9.2.4 	Critically analyse the significances of some of the existing 	problems of logistics in the construction industry
 
Having identified and analysed some of the existing problems of logistics in the construction industry as discussed in Chapter 4, there was need to analyse their significances. Determining the significances of the problems would enhance the development of the appropriate strategy to mitigate them. Hence, the importance of selection attributes and the severity and frequency of materials procurement coordination problems, sources of construction waste and factors of plant theft were measured using structured questionnaire analyses (see Chapter 5 and Chapter 6).

9.2.5 	Develop case studies from current ICT-based logistics solutions 	adaptable to construction process

The existing ICT-based logistics solutions were found to be able to integrate as alternative systems with significantly different costs and benefits. The appropriate evaluation technique for such alternative systems is multi-criteria analysis. In order to implement the evaluation technique, there was a need to develop case study of an implementation strategy of the ICT systems. Hence, six alternative combinations of the ICT systems for integrated supply and site logistics were proposed as discussed in Section 6.2. Any of the six alternative systems will fulfil another requirement for efficient logistics which is provision of effective, fast and accurate communication and flow of information (see Chapter 1).

9.2.6 	Develop a multi-criteria analysis tool that can evaluate the 	investment 	justification of alternative ICT-based construction 	logistics systems

Having established the implementation strategy of the alternative ICT systems, defined the selection attributes and measured the importance weights of the attributes, the next stage in the research was to develop the multi-criteria analysis tool. Due to the lack of statistics of the impacts of the alternative ICT systems on construction logistics problems, probabilities were derived through questionnaire analysis and applied in fault tree and decision tree for the quantification of expected costs and benefits. The multi-criteria tool was implemented in Microsoft® Excel 2010 as discussed in Chapter 7.

9.2.7 	Critically test the robustness and reliability of the multi-	criteria analysis 	tool

It was necessary to test the validity of the tool using specific building project data. Quantities and costs of materials of a typical 8-storey office building and other input data, discussed in section 8.2.1, were entered into the tool to generate the overall multi-attribute utilities of the alternative ICT-based construction logistics systems. Intensive sensitivity analysis, discussed in section 8.3, was carried out on the output of the tool to ensure its reliability and demonstrate the robustness of the tool.

9.3	 Contributions to knowledge

Currently, ICT research in construction industry predominantly has a technical focus rather than a managerial nature such as investment justification. Many managers responsible for ICT implementation often advocate optimistic estimate of the benefits and cost savings which may result in several years of use before the expected financial returns may be achieved. Also, there is a lack of willingness to do rigorous analysis required in investment evaluation of ICT before implementation. Hence, there is a need for a ready-to-use tool which can be applied to evaluate ICT systems in construction logistics. This is the aim of this research which has been achieved as discussed in previous chapters. Therefore, the activities carried out in this research have resulted in major contributions to the academia and construction industry. The contributions are described as follows:

	This research has established attributes which are operational benefits of implementing ICT-based tracking and positioning systems for improving construction logistics.
	This research has generated importance weightings for the selection attributes of ICT-based construction logistics systems. These are measures of preferences with which decision makers can select appropriate ICT-based tracking systems to improve construction logistics.
	This research has generated the probabilities of ICT-based tracking systems to benefit construction logistics processes. These statistics were hitherto not available in the literature.
	This research has generated key contribution indicators of the factors contributing to existing problems of logistics in construction process. The contribution indexes and probabilities of contribution derived through this research can help decision makers in setting priorities in the development of appropriate strategy to mitigate the problems.
	 This research has developed a robust ready-to-use multi-criteria analysis tool which can process input data and generate consistent output. The output of the tool will help decision makers to make knowledge-based decision on the implementation of an appropriate ICT-based construction logistics system. The selection of an appropriate system based on the output of the tool will minimise cost and maximise benefit.
	This research has specifically matched existing construction logistics problems with existing ICT solutions that can mitigate the problems.




While this research contributes to the academia and construction industry as presented above, there is room for improvement in the future. In particular, the multi-criteria analysis tool was developed based on some assumptions which can be investigated in future research and/or modified by end-users depending on the project scenarios to which the tool is being applied. 

9.4.1 Recommendations for future work (academia)

The following are recommendations for future work which will enhance the quality of the framework and the decision support model:

	Having stated, in Section 8.5, the constraints such as limited research time which did not allow this model to be tested on more than one construction project, it is recommended that it should be tested across a wide range of projects in the future in order to assess its discriminant powers.
	The utilities of the alternatives with respect to the selection attributes were derived using linearly proportional scoring method. This method assumes risk neutrality and neglect the uncertainty associated with such assumption (Levin and McEwan, 2001). The tool can be modified in the future by changing the utility functions, discussed in Section 4.3.4, to fit the risk attitudes of decision makers. Decision makers can be risk-seeking, risk-neutral and risk-averse and there are utility functions that suite all the risk attitudes (Clemen, 1991). The risk attitudes of the decision makers with respect to the selection attributes can be measured in a future research. One approach for the subjective assessment of utilities based on certainty equivalents is described as follows (Clemen, 1991):

	The highest possible and the lowest possible cost of any alternative with respect to an attribute should be quantified. The highest possible cost is the worst case with a utility of 0 and the lowest possible cost is the best case with a utility of 1. Either of the worst and the best cases will have equal probability of 0.5.
	The decision maker will have to state at least two cost values that will make him/her indifferent between the investment in an alternative with respect to an attribute and no investment at all.
	The utility for each indifferent cost can be determined using a decision tree of the utilities of the worst and the best cases.
	 The utilities can then be plotted against the costs for each selection attribute.

	The multi-criteria analysis tool can be converted from the probabilistic model that it is right now to deterministic model by replacing the probabilities with certain values. The implementation of the alternative ICT systems in construction and integrated logistics is described as a burgeoning aspect of construction management (Sullivan et al., 2010). Once the ICT-based tracking positioning systems are being implemented and performance measures are available in the future, probabilities can be replaced by certain values and this will make the output of the model more definite.
	In calculating the probabilities of contribution for factors related to the problems of construction logistics, the probability index was assumed to be equal among the factors with respect to each problem. The probability index could be measured in the future in a questionnaire where construction practitioners could be asked to rate the probability that each factor would contribute to the problems using Likert scale (see Section 6.7). 
	The possibility of integrating the integrated decision analysis model with building information model (BIM) can be explored in the future so that data can be extracted automatically from the BIM in order to speed up the application of the model and prevent human error of manual data entry. 
	The potential benefit of integrating the ICT-based tracking system, recommended by the decision analysis model developed in this research, with enterprise resource planning (ERP) system compared to manual processes could be investigated in a future research using simulation techniques. A multi-paradigm simulation tool will enhance the simulation of discrete-event processes of receiving, storing and distributing materials on construction sites coupled with agent-based modelling of the ICT-based tracking systems and ERP system.

9.4.2 Recommendations for future work (construction industry/end 	users)

The model can be modified by end-users in future application based on the information of a building construction project available to them. The following recommendations are suggested for the application of the model in the future:

	This model was developed based on the assumption that the end-user does not have any ICT-based tracking system in place prior to the application of the model. The model could be modified to reflect the reality of the existence of any of the alternative ICT systems previously owned by the end-user. An example of such modification is that the capital cost of an ICT system will reduce if the end-user has such system in stock prior to the application of the decision support model.
	3-year life cycle was assumed for the estimation of life cycle costs of the alternative ICT systems. The assumption was based on the following considerations: the shortest life span of any component of the alternative systems such as batteries was found to be 3 years; the life span of an average construction project was considered to be 3 years and the ICT-based logistics system is expected to be designed and configured on project by project basis. This assumption implied that replacement cost was not included in the life cycle costs but this can change depending on a typical project to which the tool is applied. If the tool is applied to a project longer than 3 years, the life cycle costs would have to be recalculated and replacement cost may then be included.
	The discount rate used for the calculation of future values was derived from the interest rate in the banking industry and the consumer price index (inflation rate) at the time of developing the tool. This can be modified to conform to the interest rate and inflation rate at the time of application of the multi-criteria analysis tool. The inflation rate can be obtained from the Office of National Statistics while the interest rate can be obtained from the banking industry.




Overall, the research reported in this thesis fully accomplished its aim and objectives. The existing problems of logistics in the delivery, storage and distribution of materials in construction projects were explored in-depth. The information and communication technologies (ICT) that are applicable for the mitigation of the problems were also explored. The significances of the factors contributing to some of the problems such as construction waste, materials procurement coordination problems and plant theft were measured. Moreover, the probabilities of ICT-based tracking systems to mitigate the problems were also measured. Furthermore, the importance of the selection attributes of the ICT systems was measured based on the opinions of construction professionals who are expected to be the end-users or decision makers on the implementation of the ICT systems.
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APPENDIX A: COVERING LETTER AND ETHICS APPROVAL

Survey to measure the benefits of the implementation of ICT-based logistics systems for the construction industry

In its quest to improve the practice of logistics in the construction industry, the School of Technology of the University of Wolverhampton is sponsoring a PhD research into the development of an ICT-based logistics framework for the construction industry. 

Having researched the various problems of logistics process in the construction industry and the available information and communication technologies (ICT) solution, the need to develop an analysis tool for the evaluation of the implementation requirements of ICT devices has been identified. The potential benefits of ICT application to construction logistics have been found to include materials waste reduction, collision accident reduction, misplacement reduction, theft reduction, time saving, data accuracy and delivery improvement. Such tool will help decision makers to analyse the cost and benefits of different alternatives and provide recommendations for optimised solutions. The development of this tool can not be successful without the contribution of construction practitioners who have the practical experience of the dynamics of construction logistics. Practitioners’ contribution will also be central to the research to make the output of the tool reliable based on the appropriate assessment of the parameters of the tool.

Attached with this letter is a questionnaire designed in such a way that you can express your opinions on the identified construction logistics problems and possible solutions. The questionnaire will take about 15 minutes to fill. Your contribution is invaluable to the success of this research and be assured that all responses will be treated in absolute confidence, anonymity and be used for academic purpose only. This research is being undertaken under the supervision of Dr Panagiotis Georgakis, Dr Ezekiel Chinyio and Prof. Christopher Nwagboso who are established researchers in the School of Technology of the University of Wolverhampton.
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Questionnaire
Please answer all questions

SECTION A: BACKGROUND OF RESPONDENT (Please tick √ options where applicable)
Name of company …………………………………………………………………… 
Position in company …………………………………………………………………




1. What type of organisation do you work for? a. Contractor□b. Others (Please specify)□
2. What is the size of the company/organisation you represent(Please tick √ one box)a. <10 staff□b. 11 – 50 staff□c. 51 – 249 staff□d. 250 – 500 staff□e. >500 Staff□
3. Please give an indication of the size of your company in terms of annual turnover (Please tick √ one)a. <£5m□b. £5m - £50m□c. £50m -£100m□d. >£100m□ 
4. Please indicate your company’s project catchment area (Please tick √ box as appropriate) a. Regional (England & Wales)□b. National (UK Wide)□International (UK and Abroad)□


SECTION B: benefits of an improved logistics system (Please tick √ box as appropriate)
Please rate the following statements in terms of their importance to the achievement of the targeted benefits of an improved logistics system (1 being not important and 5 being very important).
1.Targeted BenefitStatementsNo ImportanceLittle ImportanceModerate ImportanceMuch ImportanceExtreme Importance12345Waste Reductiona. Automated data recording on inventory which leads to more informed materials procurement.□□□□□b. Prevention of materials abandonment which mitigates waste.□□□□□c. Prevention of materials from damage due to temperature and humidity such as cement hardening.□□□□□d. Prevention of materials from damage due to vandalism□□□□□
2.Targeted BenefitStatementsNo ImportanceLittle ImportanceModerate ImportanceMuch ImportanceExtreme Importance12345Accident Reductiona. Situational awareness of individual mobile equipments and operatives can prevent collision accidents.□□□□□b. Systems that recognise identities of operatives enabling site managers issue warnings to individuals in collision accident prone zones.□□□□□c. Collision accidents reduction using ICT at a relatively cost effective price.□□□□□
3.Targeted BenefitStatementsNo ImportanceLittle ImportanceModerate ImportanceMuch ImportanceExtreme Importance12345Misplacement  Reductiona. Continuous awareness of materials location on site which prevents misplacement□□□□□b. Logistics system with ease of installation and application.□□□□□
4.Targeted BenefitStatementsNo ImportanceLittle ImportanceModerate ImportanceMuch ImportanceExtreme Importance12345Theft Reductiona. Recovery of stolen equipments.□□□□□b. Deterrence of intrusion into construction site□□□□□c. Theft deterrence being provided at relatively less expensive cost□□□□□d. Remote immobilization of plant to prevent theft or enhance recovery.□□□□□e. Covert security measure and unique identification of stolen plant□□□□□
5. Targeted BenefitStatementsNo ImportanceLittle ImportanceModerate ImportanceMuch ImportanceExtreme Importance12345Delivery Improvementa. Ability to track the location of delivery vehicles en-route construction site.□□□□□b. Planning of alternative routes for delivery vehicles en-route construction site□□□□□c. Instant identification of multiple materials delivered on site which improves delivery vehicle turn around.□□□□□
6.Targeted BenefitStatementsNo ImportanceLittle ImportanceModerate ImportanceMuch ImportanceExtreme Importance12345Time Savinga. Tracking system makes it easier and quicker to retrieve materials misplaced on site.□□□□□b. Instant identification of multiple materials delivered on site saves time of manual checking by operatives.□□□□□
7.Targeted BenefitStatementNo ImportanceLittle ImportanceModerate ImportanceMuch ImportanceExtreme Importance12345Data Accuracya. Automated recording of data guarantees accuracy of logistics report□□□□□

SECTION C: RANKING AND RATING OF IMPROVED LOGISTICS SYSTEMS SELECTION CRITERIA (Please tick √ box as appropriate and other criteria suggestions are welcome)
8. NB: Two ratings are required in this question:Rating of criteria in terms of their importance Ranking of the same criteria in order of importance.CriteriaFirst RatingSecond RatingPlease rate the criteria in terms of their importance in measuring the performance of construction logistics systems (1 being not important and 5 being very important)No ImportanceLittle ImportanceModerate ImportanceMuch ImportanceExtreme ImportancePlease rank the attributes in order of importance relative to each other (1 being most important and 8 being least important).12345a. Cost□□□□□b. Waste Reduction□□□□□c. Accident Reduction□□□□□d. Misplacement Reduction□□□□□e. Theft Reduction□□□□□f. Delivery Improvement□□□□□g. Time Saving□□□□□h. Data Accuracy□□□□□Others (Please specify)……………………….

SECTION D: MEASURING THE SEVERITY AND FREQUENCY OF PROCUREMENT PROBLEMS, CONSTRUCTION WASTE AND PLANT THEFT (Please tick √ box as appropriate) 
9. Material Procurement Coordination ProblemsSEVERITY: Please rate the following factors according to the degree of their contribution to the problems of construction materials procurement coordination (1 being no contribution and 5 being extreme contribution)FactorsContribution RateNoneLittleModerateGreatExtreme12345a. Late delivery of materials□□□□□b. Incomplete delivery□□□□□c. Materials being ordered too early □□□□□d. Sudden change of lead-time□□□□□e. Materials call-off on short notice□□□□□FREQUENCY: In addition, please rate the factors according to the frequency of their occurrence in construction materials procurement coordination (1 being never and 5 being always)FactorsFrequency RateNeverRarelySometimesFrequentlyAlways12345a. Late delivery of materials□□□□□b. Incomplete delivery□□□□□c. Materials being ordered too early□□□□□d. Sudden change of lead-time□□□□□e. Materials call-off on short notice□□□□□

10. Sources of Construction WasteSEVERITY: Please rate the following sources of waste according to the degree of their contribution to construction material waste (1 being no contribution and 5 being extreme contribution)Sources of WasteContribution RateNoneLittleModerateGreatExtreme12345a. Procurement such as ordering error and supplier’s error due to inaccurate data□□□□□b. Design such as changes to design and contract document errors□□□□□c. Materials handling such as damage during transportation, off-loading, on-site distribution and inappropriate storage□□□□□d. Operation such as tradesperson’s error and equipment malfunction□□□□□e. Damage due to weather such as temperature and humidity.□□□□□f. Security such as damage on construction site due to vandalism. □□□□□g. Materials misplacement on site□□□□□h. Residual such as off-cuts from cutting materials to length and packaging□□□□□i. Others such as lack of site materials control and waste management plans□□□□□FREQUENCY: In addition, please rate the statements in accordance with your perception as a measure of the frequency of occurrence of the sources of construction material waste (1 being never and 5 being always)Sources of WasteFrequency RateNeverRarelySometimesFrequentlyAlways12345a. Procurement such as ordering error and supplier’s error due to inaccurate data□□□□□b. Design such as changes to design and contract document errors□□□□□c. Materials handling such as damage during transportation, off-loading, on-site distribution and inappropriate storage□□□□□d. Operation such as tradesperson’s error and equipment malfunction□□□□□e. Damage due to weather such as temperature and humidity.□□□□□f. Security such as damage on construction site due to vandalism. □□□□□g. Materials misplacement on site□□□□□h. Residual such as off-cuts from cutting materials to length and packaging□□□□□i. Others such as lack of site materials control and waste management plans□□□□□

11. Cost of Plant TheftSEVERITY: Please rate the following sources of cost in accordance with your perception as a measure of the degree of their contribution to the overall cost of plant theft (1 being no contribution and 5 being extreme contribution)Sources of CostContribution RateNoneLittleModerateGreatExtreme12345a. Residual (i.e. depreciated) value or replacement (i.e. ‘new-for-old’) value of stolen plant□□□□□b. Emergency cost e.g. repair of damaged plant storage area□□□□□c. Short term hire of replacement plant□□□□□d. Loss of productivity and output□□□□□e. Increased labour to recover negative impact on work programme□□□□□f. Loss of client goodwill□□□□□g. Administration of the process e.g. dealing with police, reporting and recovery□□□□□h. Insurance policy excess and increased insurance premiums□□□□□i. Social cost such as trauma, de-motivation and stress□□□□□
FREQUENCY: In addition, please rate the frequency of the contribution of the sources of cost to the overall cost of plant theft (1 being never and 5 being always)Sources of CostFrequency RateNeverRarelySometimesFrequentlyAlways12345a. Residual (i.e. depreciated) value or replacement (i.e. ‘new-for-old’) value of stolen plant□□□□□b. Emergency cost e.g. repair of damaged plant storage area□□□□□c. Short term hire of replacement plant□□□□□d. Loss of productivity and output□□□□□e. Increased labour to recover negative impact on work programme□□□□□f. Loss of client goodwill□□□□□g. Administration of the process e.g. dealing with police, reporting and recovery□□□□□h. Insurance policy excess and increased insurance premiums□□□□□i. Social cost such as trauma, de-motivation and stress□□□□□

12. Factors of Plant TheftSEVERITY: Please rate the degree of contribution of the following factors to construction plant theft (1 being no contribution and 5 being extreme contribution)FactorsContribution RateNoneLittleModerateGreatExtreme12345a. Lack of effective plant security measures□□□□□b. Lack of effective site security measures□□□□□c. Mobility of construction plant and equipment□□□□□d. Compact size of construction plant and equipment□□□□□e. Location of construction site□□□□□
FREQUENCY: In addition, please rate the frequency of the contribution of the factors to construction plant theft (1 being never and 5 being always)FactorsFrequency RateNeverRarelySometimesFrequentlyAlways12345a. Lack of effective plant security measures□□□□□b. Lack of effective site security measures□□□□□c. Mobility of construction plant and equipment□□□□□d. Compact size of construction plant and equipment□□□□□e. Location of construction site□□□□□

Finally:
	Would you like to receive a copy of the summarised report of this research? 
Yes □ No □
	Would you like to try the developed tool when ready? 
Yes □ No □ 
    














APPENDIX C: SOME INPUT DATA FOR THE MODEL








CALCULATIONS OF THE PROBABILITIES FOR FIVE OF THE SIX ALTERNATIVE ICT SYSTEMS

Estimating the probabilities of benefit and no-benefit for alternative RFID/GIS/GPS/DR
The probability formulas for RFID/GIS/GPS/DR with respect to each attribute  

The probabilities of benefit for the alternative RFID/GIS/GPS/DR were derived as follows:


The probabilities of alternative RFID/GIS/GPS/DR not to provide benefits with respect to each attribute and its overall probability of benefit  


Estimating the probabilities of benefit and no-benefit for alternative RFID/GIS
The probability formulas for RFID/GIS with respect to each attribute  





Therefore the probabilities of alternative RFID/GIS to provide benefits with respect to each attribute and its overall probability of benefit  

Estimating the probabilities of benefit and no-benefit for alternative WSN/GIS
The probability formulas for WSN/GIS with respect to each attribute  


The probabilities of WSN/GIS to provide benefits and to provide benefits are derived as follows:


Therefore the probabilities of alternative WSN/GIS not to provide benefits with respect to each attribute and its overall probability of benefit  

Estimating the probabilities of benefit and no-benefit for alternative WSN/GIS/GPS/DR
The probability formulas for WSN/GIS/GPS/DR with respect to each attribute  

The probabilities of WSN/GIS/GPS/DR to provide benefits were derived as follows:


The probabilities of alternative WSN/GIS/GPS/DR not to provide benefits with respect to each attribute and its overall probability of benefit  


Estimating the probabilities of benefit and no-benefit for alternative WSN/GPS/DR




The probabilities of WSN/GPS/DR to provide benefits and to provide benefits are derived as follows:














Aim of Integrated Decision Analysis Model

The aim of this model is to quantify the cost and financial benefits of alternative ICT systems that can be used to improve construction logistics process. The model can be applied to select appropriate ICT-based tracking systems for tracking materials delivery to construction site, site inventory and preventing collision accidents through e-tagging of plants and operatives. The model generates utility values of the alternatives with respect to some selection attributes and calculates the overall multi-attribute values for the alternatives. The multi-attribute utility value will be the measure of appropriateness in the implementation of one alternative in preference to another.
A model of this nature is needful given the significant investment involved in the implementation of any of the alternative ICT systems and the significantly varied benefits that each of them can provide. Also, the novelty in the application of the ICT systems to logistics for many construction companies means there is little or no practical knowledge of the benefits of the systems to construction process. Hence, there is need for an estimating tool which can predict the benefits of the alternatives based on probabilities and weightings.




The DATA worksheet contains the raw survey response data which were used to estimate the weightings of the attributes; the probabilities of benefits and no-benefit of the alternatives with respect to the selection attributes. The attributes considered are waste reduction, accident reduction, theft reduction, misplacement reduction, delivery improvement, time saving and data accuracy. The alternatives are different combinations of ICT-based tracking systems that can improve delivery, storage and distribution on construction sites. Such systems include radio frequency identification devices (RFID), wireless sensors network system (WSN), global positioning system (GPS), geographical information system (GIS) and inertial navigation system (INS) or dead reckoning (DR).




This worksheet contains the quantification operation of the costs of attributes and alternatives. The rationale behind the consideration of these attributes as important criteria for the selection of the appropriate alternative is based on thorough literature review which is briefly described as follows:

Construction wastes: construction wastes are part of the materials delivered to site which have been damaged and meant for disposal, reuse or recycling. In the UK, the finding of Sir John Egan’s Rethinking Construction report on the state of the construction industry states that: “up to 30% of all construction is rework, labour is used to half its potential efficiency and at least 10% of building materials are wasted (Egan, 1998). Construction waste comprises waste caused by breakage in transportation from retailer to construction site, by the handling of materials and storage on site, by handling up to the point of use and the waste generated during the usage (Jalali, 2006). Thorough research has been carried out on the sources and quantification of construction waste and logistics functions feature prominently among the sources of construction wastes (Bossink and Brouwers, 1996; Formoso et al, 2002 and Solis-Guzman et al, 2009). Hence, waste reduction is worth being considered a criterion in the selection of ICT systems that can improve logistics process in construction.

Collision accident: Though construction industry uses extensive labour resources, it is increasingly becoming reliant upon mechanisation (Harris, 1994). Plant and equipment operation is one of the leading causes of accident and injuries in construction due to an exponential reliance on mechanical resources to execute operations and from the 20 accident categories recorded by the health and safety executive (HSE), two categories can be directly linked with plant and equipment operations. These are ‘contact with moving machinery or material being machined’ and ‘struck by moving vehicle’ (Edwards, 2003). The British Research Bureau (BMRB) conducted a survey on accident and ill health experiences of construction workers. The report of the survey shows that the accident rate of “contact with machinery” is 0.26% of construction workers and the accident per project ratio for new build projects is 0.86 (HSE, 2010). This staggering statistics of 86% chance of a collision accident in every new build project shows the need for accident reduction to be a criterion for consideration in the selection of ICT systems for improving logistics on construction sites.

Materials misplacement: In construction supply chain, problems in poorly identifying, tracking and locating highly customised prefabricated components result in late deliveries, double-handling and misplacement of components and incorrect installations leading to schedule delays and increased labour cost (Ergen et al, 2007). Materials for a construction project can be classified into three categories: off-the-shelf, long-lead bulks and prefabricated items. Due to their customised nature, prefabricated materials are available in smaller quantities and higher cost than other materials.  According to interviews with materials management personnel, 2% of prefabricated materials for a single project are misplaced with manual tracking process and constructor’s search for a single misplaced prefabricated material can take up to 24 hours on average because the initial search in the constructor’s storage might be unsuccessful requiring the fabricator to join in the search by searching his own factory storage facility (Song et al, 2006). Such delay in locating prefabricated materials coupled with high cost of reproducing them if unfound makes misplacement reduction an important criterion in the selection of ICT-based construction logistics systems.

Construction theft: Since large number of materials, equipments and personnel are involved in construction activities, the issues of theft and provision of adequate security become very important. Good security controls on site instil confidence in those who have property and goods to safeguard and deter those who are inclined to easy pickings. Issuing tools, equipment and materials through a recorded system will deter the opportunist who is always ready to appropriate anything which appears surplus to requirements (Johnston J E, 1984). Most available reports on construction theft focus on plant theft; national construction theft records such as The National Plant and Equipment Register (TER) does not usually record items valued less than £1500 (TER, 2009). Many construction firms do not report the theft of items that are valued less than the company’s insurance deductible amount. Since the value of construction equipment is high, such losses are reported to the police and therefore, there are more accurate statistics on equipment losses as compared to material losses (Donkor, 2008). Theft of construction equipment has been estimated to cost the UK between £600 million and £1 billion per year. Over 24000 items of mobile plant were stolen in 2007 of which fewer than 10% were recovered. Construction plant has a theft risk of 26 per 1000, considerably higher than for road-going vehicles over the same period; 18 per 1000(Smith and Walmsley 1999). The low recovery rate along with the huge cost of theft to the construction industry makes theft reduction an important criterion for the selection of ICT-based construction logistics systems.

Materials delivery lateness: Late delivery of materials is one of the problems of construction procurement identified in a pilot study of the UK Housing Sector to elicit information on the processes involved in the coordination of materials procurement to construction site (Bates et al, 1999). Also, delivery lateness has been identified as one of the materials-related factors contributing to overall delay of construction process (Al-Momani, 2000; Assaf and Al-Hejji, 2006; Odeh and Battaineh, 2002 and Olawale and Sun, 2010). Meanwhile, by utilizing information and communication technology (ICT) for supporting supply chain integration, companies are able to control better the logistical flow of materials, information and finance (Iskanius and Kilpala, 2006). Hence, delivery improvement has been classified as an important criterion in the selection of ICT-based construction logistics systems.





	The life cycle costs of the alternatives and the probabilities were used in decision trees technique to generate the expected costs of the alternatives with respect to the attributes according to the following equation:

where pni is the probability of non-implementation; pi is the probability of implementation; pn is the probability of no benefit and pb is the probability of benefit
	The expected costs then into the utility function to estimate the utility of each alternative with respect to each attribute. The utility function of a cost attribute is shown below:

where Eij represents the expected cost alternative i with to attribute j, highest value is the highest expected cost and lowest value is the lowest expected cost.
	The utilities of the alternatives with respect to the attributes and the weightings of the attributes are then aggregated to produce the multi-attribute utility values of the alternatives according to the following equation:

where m is the number of attributes and n is the number of alternatives, xj is the overall multi-attribute utility value of alternative j, wi is the importance weight of attribute i which sums up to 1 and uij is the marginal utility value of alternative j with respect to attribute i.
	The multi-attribute utility values are also presented in graphical form to display how alternatives compare with one another.

Additional sources of model default values
	Material densities used for the purposes of converting quantities in tonnes to cubic meter volume were obtained from carbon calculator developed by Environment Agency (2007).
	Precast dimensions were obtained from precast concrete datasheet of ACP (Concrete) Ltd.
	Waste benchmark data for new build projects developed by building research establishment (BRE)
	Collision accident data obtained from health & safety executive (HSE) report titled ‘analysis of construction injury and ill health intelligence’.
	Plant theft risk obtained from police research series titled ‘the nature and extent of construction plant theft’.
	Delay factor and time overrun rates estimated from previous research by Assaf and Al-Hejji (2006) and Ankrah (2007) respectively.
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1. 	‘DATA’ worksheet contains the survey data used to generates probabilities and weightings which form part of this model input. The ‘Normalised weightings’ in ‘Section C’ table can be modified to suit the preferences of decision makers for the selection attributes if they are different from the default values in this model. Also, the ‘Normalised weightings’ can be varied for the purpose of sensitivity analysis of the output of the model.

2. 	The ‘INPUT’ worksheet carries out the quantification operation of the costs of construction logistics problems such as waste, collision accident, plant theft, delivery lateness, misplacement and data errors; and the costs of alternative ICT systems that can be implemented to mitigate such problems.
	Project-specific data should be entered into LIGHT BLUE cells
	Data in the ROSE cells can be altered if other cost data are available
	Data in the YELLOW cells are in-process totals of cost and quantities.

Waste Quantification Section
	Enter the quantities of materials for a typical building construction project either in cubic meter or tonnage.
	Enter the gross floor area of the project in square meter.
	Enter the total cost of materials for the project.
	Enter any available or estimated cost of waste disposal per skip.

Accident Quantification Section
	Enter an estimated cost of fatal injury or retain the default cost in the model which was calculated based on the cost of fatality on construction sites.
	Enter the estimated costs of major and over 3 days injuries to an operative.
	Enter the number of operatives estimated to work on the project.

Plant Theft Quantification Section
	Enter the estimated number and value of plant that will be used for the project.
 
3.	The ‘OUTPUT’ worksheet uses the probabilities from ‘DATA’ sheet and the costs from ‘INPUT’ sheet to estimate the expected costs of alternatives with respect to the attributes. It also estimates the utilities of alternatives with respect to attributes from the expected cost. The ‘OUTPUT’ sheet finally combines the ‘Normalised weightings’ from ‘DATA’ sheet with the utilities to estimate the overall multi-attribute utilities of the alternatives.	
	The output of the model is presented in the ‘multi-attribute utility’ 	table and graph. The best alternative ICT system with respect to the seven 	attributes that have been measured in the model has the highest multi-attribute 	utility.

4.	The ‘Sensitivity Analysis’ worksheet presents the test of robustness of the 	model. The weights of the selection attributes were varied to test the 	sensitivity of the output of the model to the variations of the input. Three 	scenarios were simulated using Monte Carlo simulation and all the cells of the 	worksheet have been programmed to respond to any change in the input of the 	model. The implications of the sensitivity analysis are described as follows:
	Alternative A must be completely on the left side of alternative B in the sensitivity analysis graph in order to dominate alternative B.
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Identify the existing problems of construction logistics




Review previous studies on information and communication technologies applicable to construction logistics

Chapter 3
Review the various techniques of multi-criteria decision analysis
Adopt a multi-criteria decision analysis technique suitable for selecting ICT-based construction logistics systems

Chapter 4
Define the criteria for selecting ICT-based construction logistics system
Specify all the parameters constituting an integrated decision analysis framework for selecting ICT-based construction logistics systems

Chapter 5
Discuss the research method adopted for measuring missing data which form part of the input of the framework

Chapter 6
Discuss the analytical techniques adopted for quantifying missing data
Execute data analysis
Discuss the results of data analysis

Chapter 7
Implement the integrated decision analysis framework for selecting ICT-based construction logistics systems

Chapter 8
Validate the predictive ability and sensitivity of the framework model using a typical building construction project

Chapter 9
Highlight the contribution of the research to knowledge



































Primary responsibilities and services














Undertake a literature review of logistics in construction industry 

Identification of prototype applications

Develop a theoretical framework of improving construction logistics 

Undertake a literature review of existing information technologies applicable to construction logistics construction 

Design conceptual model and set out the requirements for model development

Assess some of the input parameters of the model
solutionsistics framework

Develop implementation strategy of identified ICT solutions for the model

Implement the computer-aided model in appropriate software 

Test the model for validity and reliability





Identify alternative ICT systems

Define the selection attributes of alternative ICT systems

Definition                              stage






Specify the probabilities of alternatives with respect to attributes







Decision tree analysis 







Compare and rank the alternatives based on overall utility values 

Carry out sensitivity analysis

Derive the utilities of alternatives with respect to attributes











Is further analysis required?











Quantity & cost of materials





Value & number of plants





Injury compensation & number of operatives





Quantity & cost of materials





Quantity and cost of materials





Estimation of benefit or cost









Calculate alternatives overall utility values using equation 4.2.

Estimation of benefit or cost









































































































Material quantities, costs, floor area, 

Waste cost, misplacement cost, e.t.c.









Probabilities of benefit for time saving and delivery improvement

Delivery improvement and time saving benefits

ICT quantities & cost











Costs, probabilities & weightings

Expected costs

Attributes utilities

Multi-attribute utility values

Model information

User guide
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